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1

Q.

State your name, business name and address.

2

A.

My name is Karl R. Rábago. I am the principal of Rábago Energy LLC, a Texas limited

3

liability corporation, located at 8904 Granada Hills, Austin, Texas.

4
5

Q.

On whose behalf are you appearing in this case?

6

A.

I am appearing here as an expert witness on behalf of the Environmental Law and Policy

7

Center. The Environmental Law & Policy Center is the Midwest’s leading public interest

8

environmental legal advocacy and eco-business innovation organization, and among the

9

nation’s leaders. ELPC develops and leads successful strategic advocacy campaigns to

10

improve environmental quality and protect our natural resources.

11
12

Q.

Summarize your experience and expertise in the fields of electric utility regulation.

13

A.

I have worked for more than 20 years in the electricity industry and its related fields. My

14

work experience is set forth in detail in my resume, attached as Exhibit KRR-1. My

15

previous government experience includes service as a Commissioner with the Texas

16

Public Utility Commission and Deputy Assistant Secretary with the U.S. Department of

17

Energy. In private industry, I served as Vice President of Austin Energy, and as

18

Regulatory Affairs Director at AES Corporation, among other positions. I also serve as

19

Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Center for Resource Solutions, and as a

20

member of the Board of Directors of the Interstate Renewable Energy Council.

21
22

More specifically, my relevant experience includes record decisions in hundreds of rate

23

cases and rulemakings, utility leadership as a vice president for Distributed Energy
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1

Services at Austin Energy, and leadership and execution on major studies of the electric

2

utility sector in Texas, Colorado, and Alaska. At Austin Energy, one of the nation’s

3

largest municipal utilities, I managed a highly successful distributed solar program that

4

included incentive and net metering programs for residential and commercial customers,

5

and a capital investment program for municipally-owned distributed solar. I have written

6

and spoken widely on issues facing electric utilities relating to emerging technologies,

7

services, challenges, and opportunities at the distribution edge of the electric utility

8

system. I co-created and co-led the Texas Sustainable Energy Development Council,

9

established by Executive Order of Governor Ann Richards in 1993, which developed a

10

study and strategic plan for how Texas could meet its energy needs entirely from

11

sustainable energy resources. I contributed to the symposium book, “The Virtual Utility”

12

in 1996. I co-authored the seminal study on distributed energy resources, entitled “Small

13

Is Profitable,” and published in 2002, while at Rocky Mountain Institute. More recently, I

14

have published articles concerning an innovative and award-winning residential solar

15

tariff, called the “Value of Solar” tariff, which I designed and implemented while at

16

Austin Energy. A list of relevant publications is included with my resume at Exhibit

17

KRR-1.

18
19

Q.

proceeding?

20
21

Have you ever testified before this Commission or as an expert in any other

A.

My testimony as an expert witness on behalf of ELPC before the Michigan Public

22

Service Commission in Case No. 17302, involving DTE’s REP, was filed on 29 August

23

2013. In the past year, I have formally testified as expert witness on matters relating to
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1

electric utility matters, distributed generation integration, rate innovation, net metering,

2

and other matters before the Minnesota State Senate and House of Representatives, the

3

Georgia Public Service Commission, and the Louisiana Public Service Commission.

4
5

Q.

What is the Center for Resource Solutions?

6

A.

The Center for Resource Solutions (“CRS”) is a not-for-profit California corporation that

7

offers certification services to green pricing and green power products throughout the

8

U.S., under the certification mark “Green-e®.”

9
10

Q.

Does the Company have a green energy program certified by CRS?

11

A.

Yes. The Company’s Green GenerationSM Program is certified under the Green-e Energy

12

program. The Company pays a fee to CRS for use of the Green-e certification mark. I

13

have no direct involvement with the certification of programs under the Green-e Energy

14

program, and I have no involvement with matters directly relating to the Company’s

15

certification. Consistent with the conflict of interest policy adopted by the CRS Board, I

16

have notified my fellow board members of my participation in this proceeding as an

17

expert witness.

18
19

Q.

What is your role in this proceeding?

20

A.

I am testifying on behalf of ELPC to review Consumers Energy Company’s (“the

21

Company”) Renewable Energy Plan as it relates to solar energy. In my testimony, I offer

22

my conclusions and recommendations regarding incorporation of distributed solar energy

23

resources in its plan.
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1

Q.

State the purpose of your testimony.

2

A.

In my testimony, I address deficiencies in the Company’s REP related to distributed

3

solar. I identify a major analytical weakness underlying the Plan and the Company’s

4

approach to distributed solar energy, that is, the Company fails to recognize the value of

5

distributed solar, and the resulting failure of the plan to economically advance resource

6

diversity in the Company’s service territory and in the State of Michigan.

7
8

I also propose that the Company improve and increase market opportunities for

9

distributed solar technology in its service territory through adoption of improved program

10

approaches, program expansion, improved resource valuation methodologies in the

11

Company’s REP, and other processes, as appropriate.

12
13

Q.

How do you define distributed solar?

14

A.

For purposes of my testimony distributed solar means solar photovoltaic systems

15

producing electrical energy that are imbedded within the distribution system. This

16

generally means systems installed and interconnected at lower voltages and near end-use

17

loads.

18
19

Q.

What materials did you review in preparing this testimony?

20

A.

Through ELPC counsel, I reviewed relevant portions of the company’s filings in this

21

proceeding. I also reviewed laws, rules, reports, and other materials referenced in those

22

documents, as well as a wide range of additional studies, reports, and articles. These

23

additional materials are listed on Exhibit KRR-2. I also reviewed relevant portions of the
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1

Company’s discovery responses to ELPC as indicated further in my testimony. These

2

discovery responses are included in Exhibit KRR-6.

3
4

Q.

What are the key points in your testimony?

5

A.

My testimony makes the following key points:

6

1.

The goal of utility operations is ultimately the procurement and operation of the

7

most cost-effective and economically efficient portfolio of resources to meet the

8

demand for electricity services. In order to properly compare alternative

9

resources, each resource must be valued correctly. Under-valuation of resources,

10

like over-valuation, results in suboptimal resource procurement across the

11

portfolio.

12

2.

Valuation techniques for distributed solar energy resources have significantly

13

improved over time and with decades of deployment experience, allowing

14

utilities, regulators, and policy makers to make better-informed decisions about

15

how much distributed solar maximizes benefits to the utility and ratepayers.

16

Though the price paid by utilities to purchase or support solar generated

17

electricity has dropped dramatically over the past ten years—a trend that is

18

expected to continue—this is only part of the equation. The value of distributed

19

solar to utilities, ratepayers, and society is now well documented.

20

3.

Numerous published solar valuation studies confirm that distributed solar

21

resources offer cumulative energy, capacity, and ancillary services valued in

22

excess of retail rates. These studies show that in addition to the energy-related

23

value, distributed solar offers financial and security benefits, environmental
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1

services benefits, and economic development benefits.

2

4.

Based on research available on the value of solar (“VOS”), the Company should

3

be directed (in the short term) to modify and improve its programs in order to

4

support and/or procure additional solar resources in its REP beyond the level the

5

Company has set for these resources. The Company can identify and benefit from

6

the true resource potential for distributed solar by supporting and/or purchasing

7

electricity from distributed solar resources at an effective price likely well below

8

its value.

9

5.

Based on experience gained in other regions, the Company should be directed to

10

conduct a full value of solar technology analysis and to use that analysis to inform

11

the development of new goals, programs, and rates and incentives relating to

12

distributed solar technology.

13
THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER
RESOURCE VALUATION IN THE REP

14
15
16
17

Q.

Is it important to properly value generation resources in the Company’s REP?

18

A.

Yes. My understanding is that as the Commission has implemented Act 295, in

19

determining whether a plan is “reasonable and prudent,” the Commission should consider

20

the goals and purposes of the Act. These purposes are laid out in Section 1 of the Act,

21

which provides that:

22

The purpose of this act is to promote the development of clean energy, renewable

23

energy, and energy optimization through implementation of a clean, renewable,

24

and energy efficient standard that will cost-effectively do all of the following:

25

(a)

Diversify the resources used to reliably meet the energy needs of
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consumers in this state.

1
(b)

2

Provide greater energy security through the use of indigenous energy
resources available within the state.

3
4

(c)

Encourage private investment in renewable energy and energy efficiency.

5

(d)

Provide improved air quality and other benefits to energy consumers and
citizens of this state.

6
7

MCL 460.1001(2).

8
9

As such, actions that tend to move the State in the direction of these goals are more likely

10

“reasonable and prudent” than actions that move the State away from these goals.

11

Progress toward the goals requires an analytical foundation for understanding the value of

12

the renewable energy generation resources under consideration. Renewable energy does

13

have operational and value considerations that differ from traditional resources and

14

therefore should be thoughtfully analyzed and thoroughly understood in order to inform

15

programs structure design and operation.

16
17

Q.

Act 295.

18
19

In your opinion, does the Company’s filed REP move the State toward the goals of

A.

In my opinion, the Company plan does not move the State toward the goals of Act 295 in

20

regards to distributed solar generation (“DSG”). My review of the Company’s filed

21

testimony and responses to discovery requests leads me to conclude that the Company’s

22

proposed REP is deficient in several major regards. These deficiencies are:

23

1.

The Company REP includes a DSG program that is poorly structured, lacks
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1

meaningful goals and metrics, and fails to realize the cost-effective potential for

2

DSG development in the Company’s service territory.

3

2.

The Company fails to track and analyze key operational data and to use such data

4

in a comprehensive analysis of the impact of DSG on the Company system and on

5

its ratepayers.

6

3.

The Company has set unreasonably low goals for its DSG programs, resulting in

7

program rationing and lost opportunities for greater resource diversity, greater

8

energy security, greater private investment, and greater progress in improving

9

Michigan’s environment.

10
THE COMPANY’S DISTRIBUTED SOLAR
PROGRAMS SHOULD BE IMPROVED

11
12
13
14

Q.

Why is program structure so important?

15

A.

Program structure, including the setting of and measurement against meaningful goals

16

and metrics, is essential to maximizing the cost-effective use of program funds, which

17

ultimately come from ratepayers and citizens.

18
19

Q.

Have you reviewed the Company’s distributed solar programs?

20

A.

Yes, and based on that review, I have several recommendations for improving program

21

design. My recommendations are informed by my own experience in program

22

management as a utility executive, and by my familiarity with many other DSG

23

programs.

24
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1

Q.

program?

2
3

What overriding objectives should guide the structure and operation of a DSG

A.

4

In my view the primary goals for a strong DSG program should be:


5

The Program and incentives should ultimately lead to a self-sustaining rooftop/small
scale solar energy market in Michigan.

6



7

The Program should provide fair compensation for solar energy value. Fair
compensation drives economic efficiency.

8



9

Financial incentives offered in excess to fair compensation should also be
economically efficient. That is, incentives should prompt customers to make solar

10

energy investments they would not otherwise make, without being excessive.

11
12

Q.

What indicators should the Company track in monitoring its DSG program?

13

A.

The Company should focus not just on numbers of systems, dollars, kilowatts, and

14

kilowatt hours. For a pilot program that should translate into a full program, it is the

15

direction that the numbers are moving that is most important, and whether continued

16

progress is being made toward program objectives designed to achieve program goals.

17

Some of the key indicators of a sound solar program include:

18



Progressive reduction in the incentives stimulating customer investment in DSG.

19



Progressive and systematic reductions in system and component costs.

20



Progressive reduction in the fraction of system cost represented by incentives.

21



Progressive increases in DSG capacity per dollar of program budget.

22



Progressive increases in the numbers of solar contractors and full-time, year-round

23

employees.
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1

Q.

solar market conditions?

2
3

What factors should be tracked to understand statewide and Company-specific

A.

The Company program managers should track several factors on an ongoing basis that

4

could impact local solar market conditions in order to reach a judgment about those

5

market conditions so as to inform the setting of economically efficient solar incentive

6

levels. Factors impacting emerging solar markets are local, regional, national, and even

7

international, and include:

8



Local and regional solar installer workloads

9



Availability of skilled workforce

10



Local and regional economic conditions

11



Local customer awareness

12



Local markets for solar financing

13



Other local economic incentives

14



Utility incentive programs in Michigan, especially those at adjacent utilities

15



Regulatory and legislative policy development in Michigan, the Midwest, and the

16

United States

17



National solar module prices

18



National solar incentive levels and status of programs

19



National tax policy and incentives relating to solar energy

20



International solar incentive programs (which impact global solar module prices)

21
22

In combination, these factors can impact customer demand for incentives and program

23

participation. For example, when prices for modules drop quickly, customer demand for
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1

incentives can grow quickly. If such a trend is long-term in nature, adjustments to

2

incentive levels may be warranted. In fact, recent reductions in installed solar costs as

3

well as the availability of substantial federal tax incentives have been drivers of

4

downward adjustments in rebates and incentives across the United States.

5
6

Q.

What other recommendations do you have for a strong DSG program?

7

A.

I have several other recommendations. These include:

8



Good DSG programs feature regular meetings of program staff with solar

9

installation contractors and stakeholders, featuring two-way dialogue about

10

market conditions, program performance, administrative requirements, and other

11

issues. These meetings provide invaluable “ground-truthing” for solar program

12

managers.

13



Program managers should continually reviews the state of the art in solar

14

promotion programs to stay abreast of innovations and opportunities for program

15

improvements.

16



While solar programs should be designed to provide predictability regarding

17

incentives and program requirements, it is also appropriate to grant flexibility to

18

program managers to respond to unexpected or sooner-than-expected changes in

19

DSG market conditions. When program adjustments are required they should not

20

be a surprise to the Commission or stakeholders.

21



Program managers should also be prepared for increases in the average size of

22

installed systems as solar prices fall. Larger system sizes consume larger

23

incentives per customer, and in a fixed budget environment, potentially reduce the
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1

number of systems receiving incentives. On the other hand, per-unit fixed and

2

system costs decline with system size, allowing for more kilowatts per incentive

3

dollar expended.

4



Robust DSG programs should account for repeat customers. Distributed solar is

5

modular in nature, meaning customers can install a system one year, and expand

6

the system in later years as demand or household budget grows. These system

7

expansion investments can be a relatively low cost path to valuable incremental

8

market growth.

9
THE COMPANY SHOULD CONDUCT
A THOROUGH VALUE OF SOLAR ANALYSIS

10
11
12
13

Q.

What is the benefit of comprehensive value analysis for DSG?

14

A.

Full and updated evaluation of resource value improves the chance that a forward-looking

15

resource plan will strike the economically efficient balance in crafting a robust and least-

16

cost resource portfolio and meet the objectives of Act 295 in the most cost effective

17

manner possible. If a renewable generation resource is under-valued by the Company, it

18

will be under-selected and under-utilized in the REP. If the plan under-values a resource

19

with relatively greater value and lower cost, there is an unnecessary upward pressure on

20

rates because the next best resource with lower value and/or greater cost will be selected.

21

Likewise if the plan over-values a resource with lower value and higher cost, there is also

22

unnecessary upward pressure on rates. Updating value calculations of generation

23

resources on a frequent basis enables the Commission and the Company to capture

24

changes in technology, performance, costs, and risks. This is especially important in

25

rapidly evolving market segments like the distributed solar market. Stated simply, unless
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1

resources are identical, differences in current market price only tell part of the essential

2

value story. It is not enough to say that one resource is “expensive” compared to another

3

unless the benefits of the competing resources are also assessed and compared.

4
5

Q.

How do utilities typically assess the value of distributed solar resources?

6

A.

Distributed solar resources have historically not fared well in traditional utility

7

ratemaking systems, which often have a financial bias toward large, capital-intensive

8

projects owned by the utility. Historically, these utility-owned projects, if successful, tend

9

to maximize profits at the expense of the lowest cost and highest value for customers.

10

Historically utilized preferences tend to assign higher value to dispatchable generation

11

options with low capacity cost, while undervaluing several increasingly valuable and

12

important components, such as fuel price volatility, regulatory (especially environmental)

13

risk, water supply and availability risk, transmission infrastructure requirements, and

14

others. Traditional avoided cost methodologies, designed to set energy payments based

15

on current costs, can reduce the value of low- or zero-risk resources and long run

16

marginal cost and risk reductions. In this case, though the Company has not

17

comprehensively evaluated the value of distributed solar, it rejected proposals to expand

18

its distributed solar program because “the Company remains concerned about any

19

increase in cost being imposed on customers.”1

20
21

Q.

Does this traditional process properly address renewable resources?

22

A.

No. This traditional process has not addressed renewable resources properly. Renewable

1

Testimony of Company Witness David F. Ronk, Jr., at p. 29, l. 21-22.
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1

energy resources such as solar and wind power have zero fuel costs and concomitantly

2

high capacity costs. Essentially, the capacity cost of renewable energy “pre-pays” for a

3

lifetime of fuel. Typical avoided cost methodologies do not work well with this kind of

4

resource. More and different data about value is required.

5
6

Q.

Can you elaborate further?

7

A.

Yes. For example, the Company calculates and reports the “capacity factor” for solar

8

energy. This is simple division of hours during which solar operates into 8760, the

9

number of hours in a year. More important is the coincidence or overlap of solar

10

production with hourly prices, which informs the capacity credit that should be

11

recognized for this resource. The Company should also recognize value for the

12

greenhouse gas benefits of solar energy as well as the reduced risk of environmental

13

regulation that solar energy provides—very real economic risks even in the absence of

14

current control costs. Traditional avoided cost calculations tend to ignore all manner of

15

risk, including fuel price and environmental regulation risks. In response to ELPC’s

16

efforts to adduce the various value factors considered by the Company for renewable

17

resources, it appears that very few are considered and even fewer are quantified. The

18

factors and the Company responses to requests for information are discussed in more

19

detail later.

20
21
22
23
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1

Q.

How has distributed solar valuation evolved?

2

A.

As the U.S. Department of Energy reported to Congress in 2007,

3

“Calculating [distributed generation] benefits is complicated, and ultimately

4

requires a complete dataset of site-specific operational characteristics and

5

circumstances. This renders the possibility of utilizing a single, comprehensive

6

analysis tool, model, or methodology to estimate national or regional benefits of

7

[distributed generation] highly improbable. However, methodologies exist for

8

accurately evaluating “local” costs and benefits (such as [distributed generation]

9

to support a distribution feeder). It is also possible to develop comprehensive

10

methods for aggregating local [distributed generation] costs and benefits for

11

substations,

12

organizations, and the Nation as a whole.”2

local

utility

service

areas,

states,

regional

transmission

13
14

Over the past decades, a number of local studies have been conducted to calculate the

15

benefits of distributed solar. Today, VOS analysis rests on a solid foundation of data that,

16

if applied, can significantly improve the Company’s REP development process and the

17

economic efficiency of its proposed resource portfolio through increased reliance on

18

distributed solar energy.

19
20
21
22
2

U.S. DOE, “The Potential Benefits of Distributed Generation and the Rate-Related Issues That May Impede Its
Expansion: Report Pursuant to Section 1817 of the Energy Policy Act of 2005,” June 2007.
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VOS ANALYSIS

1
2

Q.

What is VOS analysis?

3

A.

Value of Solar (VOS) analysis identifies and characterizes the value attributes of solar

4

energy generation. Numerous VOS studies published over the past decade share a

5

common general approach and fairly common general structure. A representative list of

6

these studies is described in greater detail in attached Exhibit KRR-3, a recent report

7

from the Rocky Mountain Institute’s eLab Project entitled “A Review of Solar PV

8

Benefit and Cost Studies.”3 While results vary depending on methodologies, local energy

9

markets and other factors, research consistently demonstrates that distributed solar energy

10

has value that significantly exceeds the Company’s and utility ratepayers’ costs

11

associated with stimulating distributed solar energy development. That value should be,

12

but is not, reflected in the Company’s REP or in its characterization of distributed solar

13

generation. As a consequence, the Company proposes less solar development and support

14

than would be economically efficient and misses a valuable opportunity to advance the

15

goals of Act 295.

16
17

Q.

What are the basic elements of distributed VOS analysis?

18

A.

VOS analysis is an expansion on a full avoided cost approach that adds a long term

19

valuation perspective, including social costs and benefits. There are two basic steps: first,

20

benefits and costs are identified and grouped, then, second, the benefits are quantified.

21

These steps are essentially the same as traditional ratemaking functions inherent in cost

22

of service analysis. The focus is on the net value that distributed resources bring to utility
3

“A Review of Solar PV Benefit and Cost Studies,” Rocky Mountain Institute eLab Report, April 2013. (“RMI
eLab Report”) Available at: http://www.rmi.org/Content/Files/eLab-DER_cost_value_Deck_130722.pdf
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1

and grid finances and operations.

2
3

Q.

Is the calculation of VOS informed by market realities?

4

A.

Yes. Solar valuation studies are, at heart, avoided cost calculations that embrace a full

5

range of costs avoided by distributed solar generation, including savings over the life of

6

the solar generation system. So the source of the value of solar is in the market costs

7

avoided and market benefits received. As explained earlier, solar valuation studies offer

8

improved market pricing signals over traditional avoided cost calculations, which ignore

9

long-term risk, especially fuel price and environmental regulatory risk. My own

10

experience with Austin Energy’s VOS methodology is that the calculated value of solar

11

better reflects market conditions and the value of solar investments than short-term

12

avoided cost calculations and base rate calculations established in prior years based on

13

historical test year costs.

14
15

Q.

What are the benefits and costs studied in VOS analysis?

16

A.

The benefits and costs are those that accrue to the utility and its ratepayers as a result of

17

the satisfaction of the demand for electricity services from a distributed solar facility in

18

lieu of the Company’s use of its current and planned system resources to meet that

19

demand. The value of solar to the Company, as a renewable distributed generation

20

resource, must be calculated in a very different manner from the historical capital-

21

intensive, remote central station projects that I referenced earlier in my testimony. A

22

value of solar analysis also differs from other cost-effectiveness analysis conducted from

23

a societal perspective in that customer investment and costs are typically omitted.
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1

At a high level, the costs and benefits to the Company and ratepayers associated with

2

distributed solar energy generation systems include:

3



Energy: The basic electrical energy created by the distributed solar system, plus a

4

credit for line-loss savings that accrue because distributed solar displaced generation

5

from remote, central station plants.

6



Capacity: Also referred to as “demand.” Capacity values capture the avoided capital

7

investments in generation, transmission and distribution that flow from distributed

8

solar generation units.

9



Grid Support (Interconnected Operations Services): Often referred to as “ancillary

10

services.” These benefits include affirmative provision of services and avoidance of

11

costs related to a range of services inherent in maintaining a reliable, functioning grid

12

network. This grid support or ancillary services include, at both the transmission and

13

distribution level, reactive supply and voltage control, regulation and frequency

14

response, energy and generator imbalance, scheduling, forecasting and system control

15

and dispatch. For distributed solar, these values can be substantially improved

16

through use of smart inverter technology.

17



Customer benefits: Customers accrue a number of benefits from hosting and

18

operating distributed solar systems including reputational, community participation,

19

bill management and stability, and efficiency support benefits. While some of these

20

benefits do not accrue to the utility, some do, like reduced bad debt and delayed

21

payment costs that accompany self-generation.

22
23



Financial and security: These benefits generally reduce both the cost and risk
associated with maintaining reliable electric service for customers, especially in the
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1

face or variable regulatory, economic, and grid security conditions. These benefits

2

include utility fuel price volatility control, and costs associated with emergency

3

customer power and outages, as well as more rapid and less costly recovery from

4

outage events.

5



Environment: Distributed solar creates benefits in reducing the supply portfolio costs

6

associated with control of criteria pollutants, greenhouse gas emissions, water use,

7

and land use. Where control regimes exist, these costs may be reflected in the cost of

8

operating polluting resources. Distributed solar valuation goes beyond traditional

9

avoided cost approaches in recognizing that these resources also affirmatively reduce

10

financial risks associated with compliance with future control regimes.

11



Social: Distributed solar also generates social benefits associated with net job growth

12

benefits compared to “conventional” generation options, increased local tax revenues,

13

reduced occupational safety costs (such as black lung insurance), and others.

14
15

Q.

How are these benefits and costs quantified?

16

A.

I provide several examples of quantification studies at Exhibit KRR-2. My

17

recommendation is that the Company should be directed to develop the quantification

18

methodology and value of solar calculation in consultation with a broadly based group of

19

stakeholders. As of this filing, I am completing a white paper relating to quantification

20

issues and methodologies. With leave of the Commission, I will seek to supplement this

21

testimony with the published version of that paper.

22
23
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Q.

Have any studies quantified the value of solar in the Company’s service territory?

2

A.

A strong body of research exists on this topic nationally. I have found and reviewed one

3

study that attempts to characterize the value of grid connected photovoltaic systems in

4

Michigan, entitled “The Value of Grid-Connected Photovoltaics in Michigan.” 4 The

5

white paper, written by a researcher at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, uses

6

Michigan energy price information in the form of Locational Marginal Price (“LMP”)

7

data for 2011 for the MISO Michigan hub in combination with data on other value factors

8

from studies conducted in other states. While the study is not an entirely original study

9

using Michigan-specific data, it does provide a strong indication that the cumulative

10

value of grid connected PV significantly exceeds the retail price for electricity in the

11

state. The study summed values for energy and generation, environmental benefits,

12

capacity, transmission and distribution, loss savings, reactive power support, and other

13

factors. The study concludes that PV has a total value of $0.138/kWh, and also

14

recommends “a thorough investigation of PV value in Michigan that would take into

15

account various system constraints and infrastructure considerations for the state’s local

16

utilities.”5

17
18

The RMI eLab Report that I cited earlier and attached to this report characterizes more

19

than a dozen value of solar and other studies addressing DSG costs and benefits. Among

20

the more prominent researchers cited was Richard Perez. Richard Perez led a team that

21

published a study titled “The Value of Distributed Solar Electric Generation to New
4

“The Value of Grid-Connected Photovoltaics in Michigan,” S. Ong, National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(Michigan Review Draft, Jan. 23, 2012). Available at:
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mpsc/120123_PVvaluation_MI_394661_7.pdf
5
Id. at 7.
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Jersey and Pennsylvania,”6 That study modeled the value of a 15% peak load penetration

2

of distributed solar electric generation at seven locations in the region. The model

3

addressed the following values:

4



Market Price Reduction

5



Environmental Value

6



Transmission and Distribution Capacity Value

7



Fuel Price Hedge Value

8



Generation Capacity Value

9
10

The study found that the total value of distributed solar ranged from $0.256 to $0.318 per

11

kWh. A copy of the paper is attached at Exhibit KRR-4 and is offered as an indicator of

12

how a comprehensive distributed VOS study can and should be conducted.

13
14

Q.

systems?

15
16

Can the study results be applied directly to the Company and Michigan’s utility

A.

These studies were not based on specific data from the Company’s service territory or

17

from data for Michigan. Given the diversity of the data sets from which the studies are

18

drawn, and the relatively high importance of energy and local costs in the estimation, it is

19

reasonable to conclude that the value delivered by distributed solar in the Company’s

20

service territory will be significant and very likely higher than the current retail price for

21

electricity.

6

“The Value of Distributed Solar Electric Generation to New Jersey and Pennsylvania,” Clean Power Research,
November 2012. (“CPR NJ & PA Study 2012”) Available at: http://mseia.net/site/wpcontent/uploads/2012/05/MSEIA-Final-Benefits-of-Solar-Report-2012-11-01.pdf
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Q.

How does VOS relate to payments made by the Company (or any utility) when it

2

purchases electricity or renewable energy credits, or incentivizes third party solar

3

generation?

4

A.

The calculated value of solar should serve as a benchmark indicator for payments the

5

utility makes for third-party solar energy. As with the theory behind avoided cost

6

calculation, VOS analysis quantifies the value equal to what it would cost either the

7

utility or a third party to provide solar energy delivered to the point where the energy

8

does its work. It establishes an economic “indifference price.” The Company, however,

9

there appears to conduct no value-based analysis that underlies the solar payment rate set
by the Company.7

10
11
12

Q.

resources as a factor in retail rates paid by the ratepayer?

13
14

What is the relationship between the calculation of VOS and the analysis of solar

A.

Because the VOS approach improves on the Company’s traditional avoided cost

15

methodology, it indicates a compensation level that can be used to ensure net positive

16

benefits to ratepayers. That is, once the value of solar is fully and accurately known, the

17

Company can be assured that distributed solar enabled at a lower payment will generate

18

excess value for the Company and its ratepayers. At volume, these cumulative excess

19

benefits will exert downward pressure on rates, reflecting the value-to-price differential.

20

The Company’s practice today is not grounded in value analysis, but rather in strict

21

statutory compliance. Such practice provides no assurance of value in excess of cost. This

22

represents a significant opportunity cost to the Company and its customers. For example,

7

See Company Witness Ronk’s response numbered 17301-ELPC-CE-10, described in detail below.
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1

at value of solar of $0.15/kWh and a retail rate averaging $0.13, the Company and its

2

ratepayers could realize $0.02/kWh in value with each unit of solar energy produced and

3

introduced into the grid. That value accrues to the benefit of the Company and its

4

ratepayers with the ultimate and cumulative impact of reducing future revenue

5

requirements.

6
7

Q.

value of DSG to the Company and its ratepayers?

8
9

Do solar program subscription rates indicate whether the payment level reflects the

A.

No. Program subscription rates indicate how the Company’s investor-customers perceive

10

payment levels under current market conditions. The Company’s decision to switch to

11

random allocation and its expectation that barely half of all applications will result in

12

completed projects is concrete evidence that payment rates are not market based. Rather,

13

it is likely an indicator of excessive pent up demand, excessive incentives, poor

14

communications, and/or lack of confidence in program durability—all of which relate to

15

program management and not the value of DSG. 8

16
17

Q.

based on the many published distributed VOS studies?

18
19

In summation, what should the Commission and the Company reasonably conclude

A.

From published VOS research, the Commission and the Company can and should

20

reasonably conclude that:

21



22

Distributed solar systems in the Company’s service territory likely have value that
will exceed the payment required to facilitate wider deployment of solar as a

8

See testimony of Company witness David F. Ronk, Jr., at p. 17, l. 11-18.
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generation resource.

2



3

Because distributed solar value exceeds the cost to facilitate deployment, increased
deployment of distributed solar will put downward pressure on rates.

4



Value of solar analysis coupled with greater market development can support and

5

confirm the cost-effectiveness of DSG, that is, the availability of distributed solar at

6

costs that are less than value.

7

In sum, distributed solar value analysis enables the Commission and the Company to

8

benchmark the resource value of the distributed solar option and to conclude that the

9

Company should move forward with a market-based approach to advancing the

10

deployment of distributed solar in the Company’s service territory beyond the limits of

11

the Company’s current proposals.

12
VOS AND AVOIDED COST

13
14

Q.

distinguish between VOS and traditional avoided cost calculations?

15
16

Earlier in your testimony, you discussed avoided cost methodology. Can you

A.

Yes. Avoided cost analysis differs from VOS analysis in two key ways. First, most

17

avoided cost analysis is not a “full avoided cost” calculation. Second, traditional avoided

18

cost analysis differs from more far-reaching, forward-looking analyses used to evaluate

19

new resource additions.

20
21

A major difference between the two approaches relates to risk. Not all resources bear the

22

same risks. Risk is not well addressed even in full avoided cost methodologies. A

23

resource that depends on long-term availability of fuel at an affordable price is very
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1

different from distributed solar, which has no fuel cost, now or in the future. This risk of

2

price volatility is not captured in avoided cost calculations. Risk, therefore, is either

3

ignored or undervalued in avoided cost methodologies.

4
5

Undervaluing fuel volatility risk means that a resource option like distributed solar is

6

seen to avoid less cost than it actually does. This results from adjustments made to

7

traditional ratemaking and cost recovery decades ago. Utilities increased their

8

dependence on generation run on fuels with volatile pricing patterns. They sought pass-

9

through cost recovery mechanisms for fuel costs in fuel cost reconciliation charges or

10

“fuel charges,” as they are often called. Generally, regulations approved the addition of

11

fuel costs recovery riders on customer bills, over and above basic rates for electricity to

12

address potential regulatory lag issues arising from price volatility.

13
14

As a result, utility finances were largely immunized from the deleterious impacts of

15

regulatory lag in fuel cost recovery, but also less sensitive to fuel price volatility than

16

even their customers. The typical “peaker” approach to avoided cost calculations

17

confirms this—it is a methodology that essentially gives no value to resources that reduce

18

fuel price volatility and instead affirmatively favors resources with low capacity costs,

19

even if the long-run fuel and capacity costs of the resource are extremely variable. By

20

undervaluing distributed solar, this approach encourages a utility to procure or support

21

solar at a sub-optimal levels in its planning, systematically rejecting resources that reduce

22

portfolio exposure to fuel price volatility risk.

23
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1

A similar undervaluation arises regarding security risk and vulnerability to disruptions

2

due to natural and man-made events and risks associated with obtaining water at

3

affordable prices, for example. Economic efficiency is maximized by an analysis that

4

quantifies the full future stream of benefits and costs avoided over the full operational life

5

of distributed solar and expressly addresses the volatility associated with all costs over

6

the life of each resource option. There is significant value in a generation resource that

7

has no fuel or water cost over its entire life—a value appears to be largely ignored in the

8

Company’s planning process.

9
10

Understanding risk reduction value of all types associated with increased deployment of

11

DSG is key to constructing an optimally diverse portfolio of resources.

12
13

Q.

value of distributed solar, but which are not finitely quantifiable?

14
15

Are there future costs and/or benefits that should be included in evaluating the

A.

Some costs and benefits are not precisely quantifiable. There is an analytical risk in

16

erroneous valuation. Undervaluing one “alternative” option is the same as overvaluing

17

the incumbent or reference unit. Overvaluing an option might impose costs on ratepayers

18

that could inflate rates. It is appropriate to reach a reasonable level of confidence about a

19

value estimate before using it in resource evaluation decision. But, the field is hardly

20

static. Avoided cost and valuation methodologies have improved over the past several

21

decades. There are also some values that, while difficult to quantify, should be reviewed

22

qualitatively as part of the process of resource plan development. For example, while the

23

tax base and job creation benefits of distributed solar market penetration might not yet
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1

lend themselves to discrete quantification in a utility resource plan or explicit reflection

2

in utility rates, the relative job creation and other economic development benefits must be

3

expressly reviewed in the planning exercises like the REP. Such factors often have a

4

strong impact on market and regulatory risk. It is important to note that the objective is

5

not just to estimate on and report jobs benefits, but to also estimate whether particular

6

options perform better than others in job creation. The record in this proceeding does not

7

include such information.

8
9

Q.

alternatives?

10
11

How would forward-looking resource evaluation further improve the evaluation of

A.

Avoided cost methodologies are an appropriate means for comparing the cost avoided

12

when a single unit of energy from a Qualifying Facility is introduced into the grid.

13

Distributed solar systems, however, are long-lived, with high availability and low output

14

degradation. This is why the REP and distributed solar programs should take a longer

15

view than is taken with traditional avoided cost calculation. Levelized cost of energy

16

calculations and production cost modeling exercises are explicitly focused on a

17

resource’s capability to meet the demand for energy over the life of the resource. They

18

are not limited to traditional marginal cost calculations such as are used in setting avoided

19

cost rates. The amount paid to stimulate the construction and operation of a new

20

distributed system will likely yield 30 or more years of continued energy generation and

21

benefit creation. The most common and appropriate way to account for this stream of

22

benefits is to adjust a full avoided cost calculation by iterating it over the entire expected

23

operating life of the system and then calculating a levelized present value of that stream
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1

of benefits.

2
3

Q.

potentially impact ratepayers?

4
5

How does a levelized present value of a stream of full avoided costs calculation

A.

The approach of both conducting a full avoided cost calculation and then adjusting it for

6

the forward looking stream of value puts evaluation of the resource alternative on a level

7

evaluation playing field with other resources and with planned additions to the system.

8

More importantly, it sets a benchmark for the price above which the utility and ratepayers

9

would be adversely impacted, and below which both the utility and its ratepayers would

10

benefit. It sets a fair level for testing for financial indifference. It is important to note that

11

unlike utility-owned assets, distributed solar systems owned and operated by customers

12

and third parties create no long term stranded cost risk for the utility. Performance or

13

production payments at or below the full value of distributed solar are calculated to

14

minimize such risk by only paying when energy is generated.

15
16

Q.

How does the Company assess the costs associated with distributed solar?

17

A.

The Company does not provide any detail on how it calculates the costs or benefits of

18

distributed solar. The only statement the Company makes about prospective DSG cost is

19

in its statement that it would not support proposals to expand the program, because “the

20

Company remains concerned about any increase in cost being imposed on customers.”9

21
22

9

Testimony of Company Witness David F. Ronk, Jr., at p. 29, l. 21-22.
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COMMERCIAL/RESIDENTIAL VOS

1
2

Q.

deployment?

3
4

Does the VOS have implications for commercial and residential distributed solar

A.

Yes. Most of my testimony to this point addresses the full range of distributed solar

5

systems. However, there are significant implications for application of VOS in a

6

commercial/residential environment. An empirically established VOS calculation would

7

assist the Company in developing reasonable and forward-looking value based rates and

8

incentives.

9
10

Q.

What is a "value-based" rate?

11

A.

As introduced above, a value-based distributed solar rate uses utility-specific data to

12

calculate the value of solar energy to the utility and to its ratepayers. The approach

13

calculates what a kilowatt-hour of solar energy generated at or near the point of

14

consumption would be worth to the utility. It is a benchmark of the value at which the

15

utility and its ratepayers would be economically indifferent to whether the customer

16

generates the energy or whether the utility provides solar or solar-equivalent energy to

17

the customer. This benchmark can then inform the strategy for optimizing economic

18

efficiency along the road to portfolio diversity and other benefits from renewable energy.

19
20

Q.

commercial/residential customers?

21
22
23

Can the values you describe be used in constructing a distributed solar rate for

A.

Yes. Austin Energy used its VOS analysis as the basis for a new residential solar rate that
went into effect for existing and future residential solar customers in October 2012. Some
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1

key documents related to the Austin Energy’s development of its Value of Solar tariff are

2

included in Exhibit KRR-5. ELPC witness Douglas Jester provides detailed testimony on

3

how value of solar analysis can be used in tariffs proposed for consideration by the

4

Commission and the Company.

5
THE COMPANY’S APPLICATIONS, DATA, AND PROPOSALS

6
7

Q.

Is there sufficient information in the Company’s filings to assess whether the

8

Company has attempted to quantify the value of distributed solar to the Company

9

and its ratepayers?

10

A.

Through review of the application and responses submitted to ELPC requests for

11

information, I attempted to secure information that would demonstrate such analysis. The

12

Company does not possess or has not made this information available.

13
14

Q.

What is the Company burden in this case, as you understand it?

15

A.

My research shows that the Commission first started laying the foundation for the

16

standard against which the Company efforts should be evaluated in Case No. 15805 (May

17

26, 2009). There the Commission noted that “the purchase of RECs from distributed

18

generation resources, especially small generators, would support the development of

19

distributed generation in Michigan.” And that “[d]istributed generation could both

20

improve electric system reliability and could meet a reasonable portion of future

21

electricity demand in Michigan.”10 As a result, the Commission directed the Company “to

22

work with the Staff to assure that RECs produced by small distributed generators be

10

Commission Opinion & Order, Case No. 15805 (May 26, 2009), at pp. 15-16.
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1

effectively tracked, certified, and used to meet the overall renewable goals of the

2

company’s REP.” 11 Moreover, the Commission expressed its view that the Company

3

should be working toward improvement and success in the pilot program, with likely

4

expansion in future years.12

5

I find explicit Commission guidance on the Company’s obligations in Case No. U-16543

6

(May 10, 2011) and restated in Case No. U-16581 (May 1, 2012); its decisions regarding

7

the Company’s application to amend its REP. In that matter, the Company had asserted

8

that their proposals were prudent and reasonable because the plans would meet the REC

9

requirements of PA 295, as the Company has done in the instant matter. In that Case, the

10

Commission found the proposal unreasonable because it failed to comport with the

11

objective of Act 295 to increase the diversity of energy generation sources. As in this

12

case, the Company had based assertions of reasonableness on the cost of compliance with

13

the requirements of Act 295. The Commission took a broader view of a utility’s

14

obligations under the act. In fact, the Commission pointed out that expansion of the

15

Company’s efforts to support the development of distributed generation would provide

16

additional grid support and stability benefits, in addition to increasing resource

17

diversification, and would offer economic development benefits as well.13

18
19

Q.

What did the Commission direct in Case Nos. U-16543?

20

A.

The Commission directed expansion of the Company’s renewable energy programs in

21

order to capture additional benefits.

11

Id., at p. 16.
Id.
13
Commission Order & Opinion, Case No. U-16543 (May 10, 2011), at p. 22.
12
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Q.

that is relevant in this proceeding?

2
3

What else did the Commission say in U-16543 about utility solar incentive programs

A.

The Commission specifically found that “boom and bust” cycles in solar incentive

4

programs can be detrimental to development of a solar industry. In my opinion, that

5

concern is specifically relevant to the Company’s proposal in this matter; a problem not

6

cured by changing the rationing system for program opportunities. The Commission said

7

“the preferred approach is to develop programs that are long term, consistent, and that

8

foster steady growth.” The Commission cited its earlier decision in Case No. U-15805 as

9

indicative of the reasons for this preferred approach. Finally, the Commission directed

10

Consumers Energy to design programs to take advantage of the economic benefits of net

11

metering.

12
13

In this regard, I again cite the Company’s move to random selection as the basis for

14

determining which applicants should be awarded contracts. More troubling still, in spite

15

of the small size of the Company’s program, it appears to be experiencing a nearly 50%

16

failure rate in projects awarded making it to construction and generation. Again, this is a

17

likely indicator of program management failing to support emergence of a self-sustaining

18

distributed solar market.14

19
20

Q.

regarding solar incentive program design and implementation?

21
22

In your opinion, does the Company proposal meet the Commission’s expectations

A.

14

No. I have previously discussed elements of a strong distributed solar program. These

See testimony of Company witness David F. Ronk, Jr., at p. 17, l. 11-18.
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features are notably absent in the Company’s proposal in this matter. I believe the

2

proposed program will fail to capture the benefits of distributed solar. One major reason

3

for this failure is that the Company has failed to undertake sufficient effort to discern,

4

analyze, and understand these benefits in a comprehensive fashion. That is, the Company

5

plan is fundamentally at odds with specific Commission guidance regarding

6

implementing and analyzing a program with a view toward moving out of the pilot stage

7

through successful pursuit of solid program goals beyond simple numerical compliance

8

with targets.

9
10

Q.

Are these program failures demonstrated in solar program structure?

11

A.

Yes. I took data from Company witness Ronk’s testimony, at Exhibit A-20 (DFR-2) to

12

construct the simple chart below. The chart shows program level for the Company’s

13

residential program. Immediately, a few aspects of program execution are apparent. First,

14

while the program appears to build in the early stages, a commendable trajectory, it

15

reaches a plateau in the 4th Quarter of 2013 and makes no further improvements. With

16

falling solar costs and improvements in supply chain efficiency, the number of kW

17

installed each quarter should increase. Second, while the Company takes the

18

commendable approach of adding a Developers program initiative for new home

19

developments, this quantity of new solar appears to have come from the very price

20

improvements experienced in the base program. The Developer program likely draws on

21

different kinds of installers and has substantially different costs than one focused on

22

retrofitting of existing homes, offering little benefit to that market segment beyond sheer

23

volume of installed modules. Finally, just as the program appears to be harnessing
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1

benefits associated with experience, the Company proposed abandoning the market

2

entirely.

3
4
5

Q.

How does the Company characterize its obligations under Act 295?

6

A.

The Company based its REP upon achieving the specific renewable energy capacity

7

targets under Act 295, and as stated in its application, “Consumers Energy has concluded

8

that it will not expand the amounts spent for its solar incentive program at this time as the

9

Company requires neither the capacity nor RECs that additional solar programs would
provide.”15

10
11
12

In response to discovery question 17301-ELPC-CE-10, Company witness Ronk states

13

that “[t]he EARP-Solar pilot program was intended to provide the utility with experience

14

in interconnecting multiple small output distributed generators in anticipation of potential
15

Company’s Application, at p. 5.
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1

price competitive technology.” 16 No mention is made of the language the Company

2

quoted from Case Nos. U-16581 and U-16543 regarding programs that are “long term,

3

consistent, and that foster steady growth” and that include program elements relating to

4

“program benefits, including energy supply and distribution grid benefits” and other

5

factors.17

6
7

In response to discovery question 17301-ELPC-CE-10, Company witness Ronk states

8

that “[n]o metrics have been developed to evaluate the program and no criteria have been

9

developed to determine whether to expand the program at this time.”18

10
11

The Company fails to adequately evaluate distributed solar energy in such a fashion as to

12

support any determination of whether additional cost effective distributed energy

13

resources could advance the diversity, economic development, environmental and other

14

benefits available.

15
16

Q.

not expand its EARP-Solar program?

17
18

What information does the Company gather and report to support its proposal to

A.

ELPC submitted a substantial request for information in order to discern how the

19

Company evaluates distributed solar. The responses to that request reveal that the

20

Company does not take a very serious view of its role in supporting growth in the

21

distributed solar generation sector. These responses to discovery requests 17301-ELPC-

16

Company response to discovery question 17301-ELPC-CE-10, at p. 2.
Company Application, at p. 4.
18
Company response to discovery question 17301-ELPC-CE-10, at p. 2.
17
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CE-10 thru 13 include:

2



The Company has not developed metrics to evaluate the program or to support

3

program expansion decisions. Therefore, the Company cannot assess program

4

performance against metrics.

5



The Company has not gathered any data relating to the ways in which systems

6

enrolled in the Company’s EARP-Solar program contribute to energy production,

7

capacity value, avoided transmission and distribution costs, and other costs and

8

benefits of the systems. The Company reports that “[d]ata gathering to facilitate such

9

analysis requires the use of meters for which the Commission did not allow the

10

Company to recover the cost from participants. The Company anticipates that

11

installation of smart meters over the next several years will provide data that will

12

allow such enhanced analysis.” It should be noted that Company witness Thomas P.

13

Clark reports in Exhibits A-3 (TPC-2) and A-4 (TPC-3) that EARP-Solar facilities

14

produce 250% more on-peak energy than off-peak energy.19

15



The Company has gathered no data to measure the impacts that systems enrolled in

16

the EARP-Solar program have had on distribution system reliability, stability, or

17

performance.

18



19

The Company has developed no analysis to compare solar system output with systemwide energy prices on a seasonal and annual basis.

20



The Company reports that its standard offer price setting method was established in

21

prior cases and is generally set “higher than the Company’s retail sales tariff [because

22

this] was necessary to attract participants[, and] remains significantly higher than the
19

Company Application Exhibits A-3 (TPC-2) and A-4 (TPC-3), comparing columns (b) and (q).
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wholesale price of energy and capacity.”

2



3

The Company reports that the installed cost of residential solar has fallen by about
50% from Phase 1 to Phase 10, from $7.02/watt to $3.38/watt.

4



The Company does not monitor pricing trends in nearby or similar regions.

5



The Company has not compiled the installed cost of customer system by customer

6

class at this time.

7



The Company has not prepared any report identifying which distribution circuits host

8

systems participating in the EARP-Solar program, nor any analysis or report relating

9

to solar system performance on those circuits.

10



The Company has not estimated distribution system losses in relation to load.

11
12

Q.

Does the Company propose an increase in its distributed solar efforts?

13

A.

No. Although the Company has seen a dramatic decrease in installed costs for distributed

14

solar energy and savings of some $1.3 million in administrative and billing costs in the

15

EARP-Solar program, 20 it proposes no increase in program budget. The Company

16

chooses to direct program improvement benefits toward the Residential Developer

17

program for some 225 kW of effort, an only for a limited period of time, creating a short-

18

lived boom in that market segment.21 As cited above, the Company rejected proposals for

19

both a 50 MW plan and a 3-4 MW increase in program effort for the same reason,

20

because “the Company remains concerned about any increase in cost being imposed on

21

customers” 22 —what it calls “the incremental cost objection.” 23 It appears that the

20

Testimony of Company witness Ronk at p. 16-17.
Testimony of Company witness Ronk at 19.
22
Testimony of Company witness Ronk, at p. 29-30.
21
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Company continues to under-serve demand for this resource, strongly suggesting that

2

even more solar capacity could be supported with better program design and stronger

3

evidence of commitment from the Company to help establish a sustained orderly market

4

for distributed solar in its service territory and to attain the goals established in PA 295.

5
RECOMMENDATIONS

6
7

Q.

forward?

8
9

In light of your testimony, how should the Commission and the Company move

A.

In my opinion, efforts of the Commission and the Company to seed the development of a

10

solar energy market have borne fruit. Coupled with substantial cost reductions

11

experienced in solar generation, the Commission and the Company have tapped an infant,

12

but increasingly viable market for distributed solar in the State of Michigan. For this and

13

other reasons, I propose that the Commission direct the Company to increase its solar

14

program substantially, to revise its program structure and metrics, and to conduct a

15

comprehensive Value of Solar analysis in consultation with a broadly based group of

16

stakeholders, all with a view to supporting the emergence of a sustained orderly market

17

for DSG in Michigan.

18
19

Q.

this time?

20
21

Why should the Commission and the Company act on these recommendations at

A.

22

In order to maximize the potential for economically efficient and cost-effective
deployment of distributed solar in Michigan over the current planning horizon of the

23

Testimony of Company witness Ronk, at p. 30.

KRR-38

1

current REP and Act 295, it is essential that the Company understand and fully account

2

for all the impacts—including both costs and benefits—of distributed solar. The many

3

published solar valuation analysis reports now available and the consensus emerging

4

about the value of distributed solar to the utility and its customers enable the Company to

5

launch these market support initiatives at this time.

6
7

Q.

Will these initiatives impose a management burden on the Company?

8

A.

The actions recommended will require some effort on the part of the Company, but they

9

are not significantly greater than those already required in the proposed REP. Customers

10

and installers bear the greatest burdens in DSG market, and experienced consultants are

11

available to help manage improved solar support programs. Distributed solar systems are

12

typically owned and operated by third parties or customers, minimizing utility

13

administrative burdens.

14
15

Q.

effective distributed solar at this time?

16
17

What are the advantages of moving forward to support the development of cost-

A.

Solar markets are largely driven by economies of manufacturing scale. That is, the more

18

systems that are deployed, the faster the market moves to lower prices and greater value.

19

The Company’s proposal to barely increase its distributed solar program is headed in

20

precisely the wrong direction at a time when these benefits can be captured and the

21

foundation for self-sustaining solar markets can be laid.

22
23
KRR-39

1

Q.

Does this conclude your testimony?

2

A.

Yes.
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8904 Granada Hills, Austin, Texas 78737
t: +1.512.968.7543

e: karl@rabagoenergy.com

Summary
Nationally recognized electricity industry leader and innovator. Experienced as a utility executive
leader and manager, public utility regulatory commissioner, research and development program
manager, educator, business builder, federal executive, corporate sustainability leader, consultant, and
advocate. Thought leader and practice expert in organizational transformation. Highly proficient in
advising, managing and interacting with government agencies and committees, the media, citizen
groups, and business associations. Successful track record of working with US Congress, state
legislatures, governors, regulators, city councils, business leaders, researchers, academia, and
community groups. National and international contacts through experience with Austin Energy, AES
Corporation, US Department of Energy, Texas Public Utility Commission, Jicarilla Apache Tribal
Utility Authority, Cargill Dow LLC (now NatureWorks, LLC), Rocky Mountain Institute, CH2M
HILL, Houston Advanced Research Center, Environmental Defense Fund, and others. Expert in
development of new energy markets in renewable energy, green power, and tradable credits, and in
helping new market entrants shape new products and services. Skilled attorney, negotiator, and
advisor with more than twenty years experience working with diverse stakeholder communities in
guiding electricity policy and regulation, emerging energy markets development, clean energy
technology development, electric utility restructuring, smart grid development, and the
implementation of sustainability principles. Nationally recognized speaker on energy, environment
and sustainable development matters. Managed staff as large as 250; responsible for operations of
research facilities with staff in excess of 600. Developed and managed budgets in excess of $300
million. Law teaching experience at University of Houston Law Center and U.S. Military Academy at
West Point. Trial experience as a Judge Advocate. Post doctorate degrees in environmental and
military law. Military veteran.
Employment
RÁBAGO ENERGY LLC
Principal: July 2012--Present. Solo consulting practice dedicated to providing strategic advice and
support to businesses and organizations in the clean and advanced energy sectors. Services
include distributed energy business, project, and product development; energy policy
development and advocacy; renewable energy product development and market development;
strategic and corporate sustainability planning; and government and regulatory affairs support.
Additional activities:
•

Chairman of the Board, Center for Resource Solutions (1997-present). CRS is a not-for-profit
organization based at the Presidio in California. CRS developed and manages the Green-e
Renewable Electricity Brand, a nationally and internationally recognized branding program
for green power and green pricing products and programs. Past chair of the Green-e
Governance Board (formerly the Green Power Board).

•

Director, Interstate Renewable Energy Council (IREC) (2012-present). IREC focuses on
issues impacting expanded renewable energy use such as rules that support renewable energy
and distributed resources in a restructured market, connecting small-scale renewables to the
utility grid, developing quality credentials that indicate a level of knowledge and skills
competency for renewable energy professionals.

•

Of Counsel, Osha Liang, LLP. Osha Liang is an intellectual property law firm with offices in
Texas, California, France, and Japan.

AUSTIN ENERGY – THE CITY OF AUSTIN, TEXAS
Vice President, Distributed Energy Services: April 2009—June 2012. Executive in 8th largest
public power electric utility serving more than one million people in central Texas. Responsible
for management and oversight of energy efficiency, demand response, and conservation
programs; low-income weatherization; distributed solar and other renewable energy technologies;
green buildings program; key accounts relationships; electric vehicle infrastructure; and market
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research and product development. Executive sponsor of Austin Energy’s participation in an
innovative federally-funded smart grid demonstration project led by the Pecan Street Project. Led
teams that successfully secured over $39 million in federal stimulus funds for energy efficiency,
smart grid, and advanced electric transportation initiatives. Additional activities included:
•

Director, Renewable Energy Markets Association. REMA is a trade association dedicated to
maintaining and strengthening renewable energy markets in the United States.

•

Membership on Pedernales Electric Cooperative Member Advisory Board. Invited by the
Board of Directors to sit on first-ever board to provide formal input and guidance on energy
efficiency and renewable energy issues for the nation’s largest electric cooperative.

THE AES CORPORATION
Director, Government & Regulatory Affairs: June 2006—December 2008. Government and
regulatory affairs manager for AES Wind Generation, one of the largest wind companies in the
country. Manage a portfolio of regulatory and legislative initiatives to support wind energy
market development in Texas, across the United States, and in many international markets. Active
in national policy and the wind industry through work with the American Wind Energy
Association as a participant on the organization’s leadership council. Also served as Managing
Director, Standards and Practices, for Greenhouse Gas Services, LLC, a GE and AES venture
committed to generating and marketing greenhouse gas credits to the U.S. voluntary market.
Authored and implemented a standard of practice based on ISO 14064 and industry best
practices. Commissioned the development of a suite of methodologies and tools for various
greenhouse gas credit-producing technologies. Also served as Director, Global Regulatory
Affairs, providing regulatory support and group management to AES’s international electric
utility operations on five continents. Additional activities:
•

Director and past Chair, Jicarilla Apache Nation Utility Authority (1998 to 2008). Located in
New Mexico, the JAUA is an independent utility developing profitable and autonomous
utility services that provides natural gas, water utility services, low income housing, and
energy planning for the Nation. Authored “First Steps” renewable energy and energy
efficiency strategic plan.

HOUSTON ADVANCED RESEARCH CENTER
Group Director, Energy and Buildings Solutions: December 2003—May 2006. The Houston
Advanced Research Center (HARC) is a mission-driven not-for-profit contract research
organization based in The Woodlands, Texas. Responsible for developing, maintaining and
expanding upon technology development, application, and commercialization support
programmatic activities, including the Center for Fuel Cell Research and Applications, an
industry-driven testing and evaluation center for near-commercial fuel cell generators; the Gulf
Coast Combined Heat and Power Application Center, a state and federally funded initiative; and
the High Performance Green Buildings Practice, a consulting and outreach initiative. Secured
funding for major new initiative in carbon nanotechnology applications in the energy sector.
Developed and launched new and integrated program activities relating to hydrogen energy
technologies, combined heat and power, distributed energy resources, renewable energy, energy
efficiency, green buildings, and regional clean energy development. Active participant in policy
development and regulatory implementation in Texas, the Southwest, and national venues.
Frequently engaged with policy, regulatory, and market leaders in the region and internationally.
Additional activities:
•

President, Texas Renewable Energy Industries Association. As elected president of the
statewide business association, leader and manager of successful efforts to secure and
implement significant expansion of the state’s renewable portfolio standard as well as other
policy, regulatory, and market development activities.

•

Director, Southwest Biofuels Initiative. Established the Initiative acts as an umbrella structure
for a number of biofuels related projects, including emissions evaluation for a stationary
biodiesel pilot project, feedstock development, and others.
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•

Member, Committee to Study the Environmental Impacts of Windpower, National Academies
of Science National Research Council. The Committee was chartered by Congress and the
Council on Environmental Quality to assess the impacts of wind power on the environment.

•

Advisory Board Member, Environmental & Energy Law & Policy Journal, University of
Houston Law Center.

CARGILL DOW LLC (NOW NATUREWORKS, LLC)
Sustainability Alliances Leader: April 2002—December 2003. Founded in 1997, NatureWorks,
LLC is based in Minnetonka, Minnesota. Integrated sustainability principles into all aspects of a
ground-breaking biobased polymer manufacturing venture. Responsible for maintaining,
enhancing and building relationships with stakeholders in the worldwide sustainability
community, as well as managing corporate and external sustainability initiatives. NatureWorks is
the first company to offer its customers a family of polymers (polylactide – “PLA”) derived
entirely from annually renewable resources with the cost and performance necessary to compete
with packaging materials and traditional fibers; now marketed under the brand name “Ingeo.”
•

Successfully completed Minnesota Management Institute at University of Minnesota Carlson
School of Management, an alternative to an executive MBA program that surveyed
fundamentals and new developments in finance, accounting, operations management,
strategic planning, and human resource management.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE
Managing Director/Principal: October 1999–April 2002. In two years, co-led the team and grew
annual revenues from approximately $300,000 to more than $2 million in annual grant and
consulting income. Co-authored “Small Is Profitable,” a comprehensive analysis of the benefits of
distributed energy resources. Worked to increase market opportunities for clean and distributed
energy resources through consulting, research, and publication activities. Provided consulting and
advisory services to help business and government clients achieve sustainability through
application and incorporation of Natural Capitalism principles. Frequent appearance in media at
international, national, regional and local levels. RMI is an independent, non-profit research and
educational foundation. Joined the organization to develop the Natural Capitalism research and
consulting practice at RMI.
•

President of the Board, Texas Ratepayers Organization to Save Energy. Texas R.O.S.E. is a
non-profit organization advocating low-income consumer issues and energy efficiency
programs.

•

Co-Founder and Chair of the Advisory Board, Renewable Energy Policy Project-Center for
Renewable Energy and Sustainable Technology. REPP-CREST was a national non-profit
research and internet services organization.

CH2M HILL
Vice President, Energy, Environment and Systems Group: July 1998–August 1999. Responsible
for providing consulting services to a wide range of energy-related businesses and organizations,
and for creating new business opportunities in the energy industry for an established engineering
and consulting firm. Completed comprehensive electric utility restructuring studies for the states
of Colorado and Alaska.
PLANERGY
Vice President, New Energy Markets: January 1998–July 1998. Responsible for developing and
managing new business opportunities for the energy services market. Provided consulting and
advisory services to utility and energy service companies.
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND
Energy Program Manager: March 1996–January 1998. Managed renewable energy, energy
efficiency, and electric utility restructuring programs for a not-for-profit environmental group
with a staff of 160 and over 300,000 members. Led regulatory intervention activities in Texas and
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California. In Texas, played a key role in crafting Deliberative Polling processes, which in turn
led to electric utility restructuring legislation and the state’s Renewable Portfolio Standard.
Initiated and managed nationwide collaborative activities aimed at increasing use of renewable
energy and energy efficiency technologies in the electric utility industry, including the Green-e
Certification Program, Power Scorecard, and others. Participated in national environmental and
energy advocacy networks, including the Energy Advocates Network, the National Wind
Coordinating Committee, the NCSL Advisory Committee on Energy, and the PV-COMPACT
Coordinating Council. Frequently appeared before the Texas Legislature, Austin City Council,
and regulatory commissions on electric restructuring issues.
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Deputy Assistant Secretary, Utility Technologies: January 1995–March 1996. Manager of the
Department’s programs in renewable energy technologies and systems, electric energy systems,
energy efficiency, and integrated resource planning. Supervised technology research,
development and deployment activities in photovoltaics, wind energy, geothermal energy, solar
thermal energy, biomass energy, high-temperature superconductivity, transmission and
distribution, hydrogen, and electric and magnetic fields. Developed, coordinated, and advised on
legislation, policy, and renewable energy technology development within the Department, among
other agencies, and with Congress. Managed, coordinated, and developed international
agreements for cooperative activities in renewable energy and utility sector policy, regulation, and
market development between the Department and counterpart foreign national entities.
Established and enhanced partnerships with stakeholder groups, including technology firms,
electric utility companies, state and local governments, and associations. Supervised development
and deployment support activities at national laboratories. Developed, advocated and managed a
Congressional budget appropriation of approximately $300 million.
STATE OF TEXAS
Commissioner, Public Utility Commission of Texas. May 1992–December 1994. Appointed by
Governor Ann W. Richards. Regulated electric and telephone utilities in Texas. Laid the
groundwork for legislative and regulatory adoption of integrated resource planning, electric utility
restructuring, and significantly increased use of renewable energy and energy efficiency
resources. Appointed by Governor Richards to co-chair and organize the Texas Sustainable
Energy Development Council, a public/private council that crafted a blueprint for Texas’
development of renewable energy, energy efficiency, and other sustainable energy resources.
Served as Vice-Chair of the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC)
Committee on Energy Conservation. Member and co-creator of the Photovoltaic Collaborative
Market Project to Accelerate Commercial Technology (PV-COMPACT), a nationwide program to
develop domestic markets for photovoltaics. Member, Southern States Energy Board Integrated
Resource Planning Task Force. Member of the University of Houston Environmental Institute
Board of Advisors.
LAW TEACHING
Associate Professor of Law: University of Houston Law Center, 1990–1992. Full time, tenure
track member of faculty. Courses taught: Criminal Law, Environmental Law, Criminal Procedure,
Environmental Crimes Seminar, Wildlife Protection Law. Provided pro bono legal services in
administrative proceedings and filings at the Texas Public Utility Commission. Launched a
student clinical effort that reviewed and made recommendations on utility energy efficiency
program plans.
Assistant Professor: United States Military Academy, West Point, New York, 1988–1990.
Member of the faculty in the Department of Law. Honorably discharged in August 1990, as Major
in the Regular Army. Courses taught: Constitutional Law, Military Law, and Environmental Law
Seminar. Greatly expanded the environmental law curriculum and laid foundation for the
concentration program in law. While carrying a full time teaching load, earned a Master of Laws
degree in Environmental Law. Established a program for subsequent environmental law
professors to obtain an LL.M. prior to joining the faculty.
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LITIGATION
Trial Defense Attorney and Prosecutor, U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps, Fort Polk,
Louisiana, January 1985–July 1987. Assigned to Trial Defense Service and Office of the Staff
Judge Advocate. Prosecuted and defended over 150 felony courts-martial. As prosecutor, served
as legal officer for two brigade-sized units (approximately 5,000 soldiers), advising commanders
on appropriate judicial, non-judicial, separation, and other actions. Pioneered use of psychiatric
and scientific testimony in administrative and judicial proceedings.
NON-LEGAL MILITARY SERVICE
Armored Cavalry Officer, 2d Squadron 9th Armored Cavalry, Fort Stewart, Georgia, May 1978–
August 1981. Served as Logistics Staff Officer (S-4). Managed budget, supplies, fuel,
ammunition, and other support for an Armored Cavalry Squadron. Served as Support Platoon
Leader for the Squadron (logistical support), and as line Platoon Leader in an Armored Cavalry
Troop. Graduate of Airborne and Ranger Schools. Special training in Air Mobilization Planning
and Nuclear, Biological and Chemical Warfare.
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Formal Education
LL.M., Environmental Law, Pace University School of Law, 1990: Curriculum designed to
provide breadth and depth in study of theoretical and practical aspects of environmental law. Courses
included: International and Comparative Environmental Law, Conservation Law, Land Use Law,
Seminar in Electric Utility Regulation, Scientific and Technical Issues Affecting Environmental Law,
Environmental Regulation of Real Estate, Hazardous Wastes Law. Individual research with Hudson
Riverkeeper Fund, Garrison, New York.
LL.M., Military Law, U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s School, 1988: Curriculum designed to
prepare Judge Advocates for senior level staff service. Courses included: Administrative Law,
Defensive Federal Litigation, Government Information Practices, Advanced Federal Litigation,
Federal Tort Claims Act Seminar, Legal Writing and Communications, Comparative International
Law.
J.D. with Honors, University of Texas School of Law, 1984: Attended law school under the U.S.
Army Funded Legal Education Program, a fully funded scholarship awarded to 25 or fewer officers
each year. Served as Editor-in-Chief (1983–84); Articles Editor (1982–83); Member (1982) of the
Review of Litigation. Moot Court, Mock Trial, Board of Advocates. Summer internship at Staff Judge
Advocate’s offices. Prosecuted first cases prior to entering law school.
B.B.A., Business Management, Texas A&M University, 1977: ROTC Scholarship (3–yr). Member:
Corps of Cadets, Parson’s Mounted Cavalry, Wings & Sabers Scholarship Society, Rudder’s Rangers,
Town Hall Society, Freshman Honor Society, Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity.
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Selected Publications

“The ‘Value of Solar’ Rate: Designing An Improved Residential Solar Tariff,” Solar Industry, Vol. 6, No.
1 (Feb. 2013)
“A Review of Barriers to Biofuels Market Development in the United States,” 2 Environmental & Energy
Law & Policy Journal 179 (2008).
“A Strategy for Developing Stationary Biodiesel Generation,” Cumberland Law Review, Vol. 36, p.461
(2006).
“Evaluating Fuel Cell Performance through Industry Collaboration,” co-author, Fuel Cell Magazine
(2005).
“Applications of Life Cycle Assessment to NatureWorks™ Polylactide (PLA) Production,” co-author,
Polymer Degradation and Stability 80 (2003) 403-419.
“An Energy Resource Investment Strategy for the City of San Francisco: Scenario Analysis of Alternative
Electric Resource Options,” contributing author, Prepared for the San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission, Rocky Mountain Institute (2002).
“Small Is Profitable: The Hidden Economic Benefits of Making Electrical Resources the Right Size,” coauthor, Rocky Mountain Institute (2002).
“Socio-Economic and Legal Issues Related to an Evaluation of the Regulatory Structure of the Retail
Electric Industry in the State of Colorado,” with Thomas E. Feiler, Colorado Public Utilities Commission
and Colorado Electricity Advisory Panel (April 1, 1999).
“Study of Electric Utility Restructuring in Alaska,” with Thomas E. Feiler, Legislative Joint Committee
on electric Restructuring and the Alaska Public Utilities Commission (April 1, 1999).
“New Markets and New Opportunities: Competition in the Electric Industry Opens the Way for
Renewables and Empowers Customers,” EEBA Excellence (Journal of the Energy Efficient Building
Association) (Summer 1998).
“Building a Better Future: Why Public Support for Renewable Energy Makes Sense,” Spectrum: The
Journal of State Government (Spring 1998).
“Preserving the Integrity of Green Markets,” Solar Today (May/June 1998).
“The Green-e Program: An Opportunity for Customers,” with Ryan Wiser and Jan Hamrin, Electricity
Journal, Vol. 11, No. 1 (January/February 1998).
“Being Virtual: Beyond Restructuring and How We Get There,” Proceedings of the First Symposium on
the Virtual Utility, Klewer Press (1997).
“Information Technology,” Public Utilities Fortnightly (March 15, 1996).
“Better Decisions with Better Information: The Promise of GIS,” with James P. Spiers, Public Utilities
Fortnightly (November 1, 1993).
“The Regulatory Environment for Utility Energy Efficiency Programs,” Proceedings of the Meeting on
the Efficient Use of Electric Energy, Inter-American Development Bank (May 1993).
“An Alternative Framework for Low-Income Electric Ratepayer Services,” with Danielle Jaussaud and
Stephen Benenson, Proceedings of the Fourth National Conference on Integrated Resource Planning,
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (September 1992).
“What Comes Out Must Go In: The Federal Non-Regulation of Cooling Water Intakes Under Section 316
of the Clean Water Act,” Harvard Environmental Law Review, Vol. 16, p. 429 (1992).
“Least Cost Electricity for Texas,” State Bar of Texas Environmental Law Journal, Vol. 22, p. 93 (1992).
“Environmental Costs of Electricity,” Pace University School of Law, Contributor–Impingement and
Entrainment Impacts, Oceana Publications, Inc. (1990).
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Document Name (Close to Title)

Author

Year

URL

AE Residential Rate Descr 2012.pdf

Austin Energy

https://my.austinenergy.com/wps/wcm/connect/d7823b804bcc40c2a049
2012 bad6d6106fd0/aeElectricRateScheduleSep212012.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

AE VOS Update 080916.pdf

Austin Energy

http://www.solarfuturearizona.com/AE-VOSUpdate091608%5B2%5D2008 1.pdf

AE VOS Update 110425.pdf

Austin Energy

http://www.austinenergy.com/about%20us/newsroom/Reports/distribute
2011 dSolarPVvalueUpdate2011.pdf

Beach Arizona Cost-Benefit 2013.pdf

Beach

http://www.seia.org/sites/default/files/resources/AZ-Distributed2013 Generation.pdf

Beach Crossborder NEM Eval in CA 1301.pdf

Beach

http://votesolar.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/Crossborder-Energy2013 CA-Net-Metering-Cost-Benefit-Jan-2013-final.pdf

CPR Austin Energy VOS w Nodal 120905.pdf

CPR

http://www.cleanpower.com/wp2012 content/uploads/090_DesigningAustinEnergysSolarTariff.pdf

CPR Eval Framework for PV 0506.pdf

CPR

http://cleanpower.com/wp2005 content/uploads/2012/02/011_EvaluationFrameworkForPV.pdf

CPR Federal Tax Rev Protection 2002.pdf

CPR

http://cleanpower.com/wp2002 content/uploads/2012/02/037_FederalTaxRevenueProtection.pdf

CPR MSEIA Value of Solar NJ & DE 1211.pdf

CPR

http://mseia.net/site/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/MSEIA-Final-Benefits2012 of-Solar-Report-2012-11-01.pdf

CPR Research Timeline.pdf

CPR

CPR VOS for San Antonio 130313.pdf

CPR

CPR VOS to Austin 2006.pdf

CPR

DOE Sec. 1817 Rpt Potential Benefits DG 0702.pdf

DOE

2006 http://www.cleanpower.com/resources/value-of-distributed-pv-to-austin/
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/oeprod/DocumentsandMedia/1817_Re
port_-final.pdf
2007 http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/oeprod/DocumentsandMedia/1817_Stu

Doris, et al NREL MN NEM study 0902.pdf

Doris/NREL

2009 http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/46670.pdf

Drury, et al NREL Perceived Value of Solar 1110.pdf

Drury/NREL

2011 http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy12osti/52197.pdf

E3 CSI Cost Effectiveness Eval 1104.pdf

E3

http://www.ethree.com/documents/CSI/CSI%20Report_Complete_E3_Fi
2011 nal.pdf

E3 Technical Potential for Local Distributed PV in CA 1203.pdf

E3

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/8A822C08-A56C-4674-A5D22012 099E48B41160/0/LDPVPotentialReportMarch2012.pdf

Epstein, et al Full Cost Accounting Coal 2011.pdf

Epstein

http://solar.gwu.edu/index_files/Resources_files/epstein_full%20cost%2
2011 0of%20coal.pdf

Hoke Komor Maximizing Benefit of Dist PV Elec Journal 1204.pdf

Hoke/Komor

http://www.scribd.com/doc/114168547/Hoke-Komor-2012-Maximizing2012 the-Benefits-of-Distributed-Photovoltaics

Itron CPUC Self-Gen Cost Effectiveness of DG 110209.pdf

Itron

http://www.cpuc.ca.gov/NR/rdonlyres/750FD78D-9E2B-4837-A81A2011 6146A994CD62/0/ImpactsofDistributedGenerationReport_2010.pdf

IREC KFW Unlocking-DG-Value PURPA 1305.pdf

IREC

http://www.irecusa.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Unlocking-DG2013 Value.pdf

Keyes Wiedman Solar ABCs Assessing Rate Impact of NEM 1201.pdf

Keyes et al

http://www.solarabcs.org/about/publications/reports/rateimpact/pdfs/rat
2012 eimpact_full.pdf

LBNL Hedge Value of Wind 1303.pdf

LBNL

2013 http://emp.lbl.gov/sites/all/files/lbnl-6103e.pdf

LBNL Utility Solar Valuation 1212.pdf

LBNL

2012 http://emp.lbl.gov/sites/all/files/lbnl-5933e_0.pdf

LBNL Wide Area Impact on Variability 1009.pdf

LBNL

2010 http://eetd.lbl.gov/ea/emp/reports/lbnl-3884e.pdf

Lowder, et al NREL Sandia PV Risk Mgmt 1302.pdf

Lowder/NREL

2013 http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/57143.pdf

Margolis NREL Literature Review Non-Technical Barriers to Solar 0609.pdf

Margolis/NREL

2006 http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy07osti/40116.pdf

NAS Hidden Costs of Energy 2010.pdf

NAS

2010 http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12794

Navigant NREL PV Value 0802.pdf

Navigant

2008 http://www.nrel.gov/analysis/pdfs/42303.pdf

Navigant NV DG Solar Cost 101230.pdf

Navigant

http://www.navigant.com/~/media/WWW/Site/Insights/NVE_DG_Study_
2010 Energy.ashx

NREL Michigan Grid-Connected PV Valuation draft 120123.pdf

NREL

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mpsc/120123_PVvaluation_MI_394
2012 661_7.pdf

Perez, et al. Cost of High PV Penetration 2010.pdf

Perez/CPR

http://cleanpower.com/wp2010 content/uploads/2012/02/031_CostHighPVPenetration.pdf

http://www.cleanpower.com/research/research-timeline/
http://www.solarsanantonio.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/04/Value-of2013 Solar-at-San-Antonio-03-13-2013.pdf
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http://www.solarfuturearizona.com/APSWorkshopIIIFINAL4-112013 2013(1).pdf

Power Pundits AZ Solar Future DE & NEM Conference 130411.pdf

Power Pundits

Power Pundits Solar Future AZ List of Studies.docx

Power Pundits

Rábago Value of Solar SIM 1302.pdf

Rábago

2013 www.rabagoenergy.com

RW Beck Distrib RE Impacts & Valuation APS 0901.pdf

RW Beck

2009 http://www.solarfuturearizona.com/SolarDEStudy.pdf

SAIC APS APS Value Study 2013.pdf

SAIC

http://azenergyfuture.com/wp2013 content/uploads/2013/05/2013_updated_solar_pv_value_report.pdf

SCE CREST Contract Pricing 130326.pdf

SCE

2013 https://www.sce.com/NR/sc3/tm2/pdf/2870-E.pdf

EPA Understanding Cost-Effectiveness 0811.pdf

EPA

2008 http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/documents/suca/cost-effectiveness.pdf

Smeloff VSI Quantifying the Benefits 0501.pdf

Smeloff

http://votesolar.org/wp2005 content/uploads/2009/11/tools_QuantifyingSolarsBenefits.pdf

Solar Cities MN Solar Resource Assess 1106.pdf

Solar Cities

2011 http://mn.gov/commerce/energy/images/SolarValueReport.pdf

Stein Sandia RE Integration Studies 2011.pdf

Stein/Sandia

http://energy.sandia.gov/wp/wp-content/gallery/uploads/RE-Integration2011 Case-Studies_Josh-Stein_VT-2011.pdf

Sunshot PV Pricing Trends 1211.pdf

Sunshot/DOE

2012 http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy13osti/56776.pdf

http://www.solarfuturearizona.com/studies.html
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WHAT IS e-LAB?
The Electricity Innovation Lab (e-Lab) brings
together thought leaders and decision makers
from across the U.S. electricity sector to address
critical institutional, regulatory, business,
economic, and technical barriers to the economic
deployment of distributed resources.
In particular, e-Lab works to answer three key
questions:

• How can we understand and effectively
communicate the costs and benefits of
distributed resources as part of the
electricity system and create greater grid
flexibility?

• How can we harmonize regulatory

OBJECTIVE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The objective of this e-Lab discussion document is to assess what is known and
unknown about the categorization, methodological best practices, and gaps around the
benefits and costs of distributed photovoltaics (DPV), and to begin to establish a clear
foundation from which additional work on benefit/cost assessments and pricing
structure development can be built.
e-Lab members and advisors were invited to provide input on this report. The
assessment greatly benefited from contributions by the following individuals: Stephen
Frantz, Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD); Mason Emnett, Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission (FERC); Eran Mahrer, Solar Electric Power Association (SEPA);
Sunil Cherian, Spirae; Karl Rabago, Rabago Energy; Tom Brill and Chris Yunker, San
Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E); and Steve Wolford, Sunverge.
This e-Lab work product was prepared by Rocky Mountain Institute to support e-Lab
and industry-wide discussions about distributed energy resource valuation. e-Lab is a
joint collaboration, convened by RMI, with participation from stakeholders across the
electricity industry. e-Lab is not a consensus organization, and the views expressed in
this document do not necessarily represent those of any individual e-Lab member or
supporting organizations. Any errors are solely the responsibility of RMI.

frameworks, pricing structures, and
business models of utilities and distributed
resource developers for greatest benefit to
customers and society as a whole?

• How can we accelerate the pace of

economic distributed resource adoption?

A multi-year program, e-Lab regularly convenes
its members to identify, test, and spread practical
solutions to the challenges inherent in these
questions. e-Lab has three annual meetings,
coupled with ongoing project work, all facilitated
and supported by Rocky Mountain Institute. eLab meetings allow members to share learnings,
best practices, and analysis results; collaborate
around key issues or needs; and conduct deepdives into research and analysis findings.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
THE NEED
The addition of distributed energy resources (DERs) onto the grid
creates new opportunities and challenges because of their unique
siting, operational, and ownership characteristics compared to
conventional centralized resources.
Today, the increasingly rapid adoption of distributed solar
photovoltaics (DPV) in particular is driving a heated debate about
whether DPV creates benefits or imposes costs to stakeholders
within the electricity system. But the wide variation in analysis
approaches and quantitative tools used by different parties in
different jurisdictions is inconsistent, confusing, and frequently
lacks transparency.
Without increased understanding of the benefits and costs of
DERs, there is little ability to make effective tradeoffs between
investments.

OBJECTIVE OF THIS DOCUMENT
The objective of this e-Lab discussion document is to assess
what is known and unknown about the categorization,
methodological best practices, and gaps around the benefits and
costs of DPV, and to begin to establish a clear foundation from
which additional work on benefit/cost assessments and pricing
structure design can be built.
This discussion document reviews 15 DPV benefit/cost studies by
utilities, national labs, and other organizations. Completed
between 2005 and 2013, these studies reflect a significant range
of estimated DPV value.

KEY INSIGHTS
No study comprehensively evaluated the benefits and costs of
DPV, although many acknowledge additional sources of benefit or
cost and many agree on the broad categories of benefit and cost.
There is broad recognition that some benefits and costs may be
difficult or impossible to quantify, and some accrue to different
stakeholders.
There is a significant range of estimated value across studies,
driven primarily by differences in local context, input
assumptions, and methodological approaches.
Local context: Electricity system characteristics—generation
mix, demand projections, investment plans, market structures
—vary across utilities, states, and regions.
Input assumptions: Input assumptions—natural gas price
forecasts, solar power production, power plant heat rates—
can vary widely.
Methodologies: Methodological differences that most
significantly affect results include (1) resolution of analysis
and granularity of data, (2) assumed cost and benefit
categories and stakeholder perspectives considered, and (3)
approaches to calculating individual values.
Because of these differences, comparing results across studies
can be informative, but should be done with the understanding
that results must be normalized for context, assumptions, or
methodology.
While detailed methodological differences abound, there is
general agreement on overall approach to estimating energy
value and some philosophical agreement on capacity value,
although there remain key differences in capacity methodology.
There is significantly less agreement on overall approach to
estimating grid support services and currently unmonetized
values including financial and security risk, environment, and
social value.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY (CONT’D)
IMPLICATIONS
Methods for identifying, assessing and quantifying the benefits and
costs of distributed resources are advancing rapidly, but important
gaps remain to be filled before this type of analysis can provide an
adequate foundation for policymakers and regulators engaged in
determining levels of incentives, fees, and pricing structures for
DPV and other DERs.
In any benefit/cost study, it is critical to be transparent about
assumptions, perspectives, sources and methodologies so that
studies can be more readily compared, best practices developed,
and drivers of results understood.
While it may not be feasible to quantify or assess sources of benefit
and cost comprehensively, benefit/cost studies must explicitly
decide if and how to account for each source of value and state
which are included and which are not.
While individual jurisdictions must adapt approaches based on their
local context, standardization of categories, definitions, and
methodologies should be possible to some degree and will help
ensure accountability and verifiability of benefit and cost estimates
that provide a foundation for policymaking.

LOOKING AHEAD
Thus far, studies have made simplifying assumptions that
implicitly assume historically low penetrations of DPV. As the
penetration of DPV on the electric system increases, more
sophisticated, granular analytical approaches will be needed
and the total value is likely to change.
Studies have largely focused on DPV by itself. But a confluence
of factors is likely to drive increased adoption of the full
spectrum of renewable and distributed resources, requiring a
consideration of DPV’s benefits and costs in the context of a
changing system.
With better recognition of the costs and benefits that all DERs
can create, including PDV, pricing structures and business
models can be better aligned, enabling greater economic
deployment of DERs and lower overall system costs for
ratepayers.

The most significant methodological gaps include:
Distribution value: The benefits or costs that DPV creates in
the distribution system are inherently local, so accurately
estimating value requires much more analytical granularity and
therefore greater difficulty.
Grid support services value: There continues to be
uncertainty around whether and how DPV can provide or
require additional grid support services, but this could
potentially become an increasingly important value.
Financial, security, environmental, and social values: These
values are largely (though not comprehensively) unmonetized
as part of the electricity system and some are very difficult to
quantify.
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FRAMING THE NEED
A confluence of factors including rapidly falling solar prices, supportive policies
and new approaches to finance are leading to a steadily increasing solar PV
market.
In 2012, the US added 2 GW of solar PV to the nation’s generation mix, of
which approximately 50% were customer-sited solar, net-metered
projects. 1
Solar penetrations in certain regions are becoming significant. About 80%
of customer-sited PV is concentrated in states with either ample solar
resource and/ or especially solar-friendly policies: California, New Jersey,
Arizona, Hawaii and Massachusetts. 2
The addition of DPV onto the grid creates new challenges and opportunities
because of its unique siting, operational, and ownership characteristics
compared to conventional centralized resources. The value of DPV is
temporally, operationally and geographically specific and varies by distribution
feeder, transmission line configuration, and composition of the generation fleet.
Under today’s regulatory and pricing structures, multiple misalignments along
economic, social and technical dimensions are emerging. For example, pricing
mechanisms are not in place to recognize or reward service that is being
provided by either the utility or customer.
Electricity sector stakeholders around the country are recognizing the
importance of properly valuing DPV, the current lack of clarity around the costs
and benefits that drive DPV’s value or how to calculate it.
To enable better technical integration and economic optimization, it is critical to
better understand the services that DPV can provide, and the costs and
benefits of those services as a foundation for more accurate pricing and
market signals. As the penetration of DPV and other customer-sited resources
increases, accurate pricing and market signals can help align stakeholder
goals, minimize total system cost, and maximize total net value.

1. Solar Electric Power Association. June 2013. 2012 SEPA Utility Solar Rankings, Washington, DC.
2. Ibid.

Photo courtesy of Shutterstock
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DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES (DERs)
DUE TO UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS, DERs BEHAVE DIFFERENTLY FROM CONVENTIONAL
RESOURCES—THIS DISCUSSION DOCUMENT FOCUSES ON DISTRIBUTED PHOTOVOLTAICS (DPV)
DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES (DERs): demand- and supply-side resources that can be deployed throughout an electric distribution system to meet
the energy and reliability needs of the customers served by that system. DERs can be installed on either the customer side or the utility side of the meter.

TYPES OF DERs:
Efficiency
Technologies and behavioral changes that reduce the
quantity of energy that customers need to meet all of their
energy-related needs. The main type is:
• end-used efficiency

CURRENT SYSTEM/VALUE CHAIN:
WHAT MAKES DERs
UNIQUE:
Siting

Distributed generation
Small, self-contained energy sources located near the final
point of energy consumption. The main distributed
generation sources are:
• Solar PV
• Combined heat & power
• Small-scale wind
• Others (i.e., fuel cells)

ONE-WAY POWER FLOW

FUTURE SYSTEM/VALUE CONSTELLATION:

Distributed flexibility & storage
A collection of technologies that allows the overall system
to use energy smarter and more efficiently by storing it
when supply exceeds demand, and prioritizing need when
demand exceeds supply. These technologies include:
• Demand response
• Electric vehicles
• Thermal storage
• Battery storage

Operations
Energy resources on the
distribution network
operate outside of centrally
controlled dispatching
mechanisms that control
the real-time balance of
generation and demand.

Ownership

Distributed intelligence
Technologies that combine sensory, communication, and
control functions to support the electricity system, and
magnify the value of DER system integration. Examples
include:
• Smart inverters
• Home-area networks

Smaller, more modular
energy resources can be
installed by disparate
actors outside of the
purview of centrally
coordinated resource
planning.

TWO-WAY
POWER FLOW

DERs can be financed,
installed or owned by the
customer or a third party,
broadening the typical
planning capability and
resource integration
approach.
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STRUCTURAL MISALIGNMENTS
TODAY, OPERATIONAL AND PRICING MECHANISMS DESIGNED FOR AN HISTORICALLY CENTRALIZED ELECTRICITY
SYSTEM ARE NOT WELL-ADAPTED TO THE INTEGRATION OF DERS CAUSING FRICTION AND INEFFICIENCY

FLEXIBILITY & PREDICTABILITY
Providing reliable power requires grid flexibility and
predictability. Power from some distributed
renewables fluctuate with the weather, adding
variability, and require smart integration to best
shape their output to the grid. Legacy standards
and rules can be restrictive.

DER
SERVICE PROVIDERS

DER
BENEFIT AND COST
CUSTOMERS RECOGNITION AND
ALLOCATION

LOCATION & TIME
Limited feedback loop
to customers that the
costs or benefit of any
electricity resource,
especially DERs, vary
by location and time.

UTILITY/GRID
NON-DER CUSTOMERS

SOCIAL PRIORITIES

SOCIAL EQUITY

Society values the environmental and
social benefits that DERs could provide,
but those benefits are often externalized
and unmonetized.

If costs are incurred by DER customers
that are not paid for, those costs would
be allocated to the rest of customers.
Conversely, DER customers also
provide provide benefits to other
customers and to society.

Adapted from RMI, Net Energy Metering, Zero Net Energy And The Distributed Energy Resource Future: Adapting Electric Utility Business Models For The 21st Century

Mechanisms are not in place to
transparently recognize or
compensate service (be it
monetized grid services like
energy, capacity or balancing
supply and demand, or less
consistently monetized values,
such as carbon emissions
savings) provided by the utility or
the customer. To the utility,
revenue from DER customers
may not match the cost to serve
those customers. To the
customer, bill savings or credit
may not match the value
provided.

$$

service
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STRUCTURAL MISALIGNMENTS IN PRACTICE

THESE STRUCTURAL MISALIGNMENTS ARE LEADING TO IMPORTANT QUESTIONS, DEBATE, AND CONFLICT

VALUE
UNCERTAINTY...
$/YEAR
TRADITIONAL
COST TO SERVE
CUSTOMER BILL

WHAT IF A DPV CUSTOMER DOES NOT PAY FOR
THE FULL COST TO SERVE THEIR DEMAND?

COST TO SERVE

CUSTOMER BILL

WHAT IF A DPV CUSTOMER IS NOT FULLY
COMPENSATED FOR THE SERVICE THEY PROVIDE?

...DRIVES
HEADLINES...

...RAISING KEY
QUESTIONS
What benefits can customers
provide? Is the ability of
customers to provide benefits
contingent on anything?
What costs are incurred to
support DER customer needs?
What are the best practice
methodologies to assess
benefits and costs?
How should externalized and
unmonetized values, such as
environmental and social
values, be recognized?
How can benefits and costs be
more effectively allocated and
priced?

COST TO SERVE

CUSTOMER BILL
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SETTING THE STAGE
When considering the total value of DPV or any electricity resource, it is
critical to consider the types of value, the stakeholder perspective and the
flow of benefits and costs–that is, who incurs the costs and who receives the
benefits (or avoids the costs).
For the purposes of this report, value is defined as net value, i.e. benefits
minus costs. Depending upon the size of the benefit and the size of the cost,
value can be positive or negative.
A variety of categories of benefits or costs of DPV have been considered or
acknowledged in evaluating the value of DPV. Broadly, these categories are:
energy, system losses, capacity (generation, transmission and distribution),
grid support services, financial risk, security risk, environmental and social.
These categories of costs and benefits differ significantly by the degree to
which they are readily quantifiable or there is a generally accepted
methodology for doing so. For example, there is general agreement on overall
approach to estimating energy value and some philosophical agreement on
capacity value, although there remain key differences in capacity
methodology. There is significantly less agreement on overall approach to
estimating grid support services and currently unmonetized values including
financial and security risk, environment, and social value.
Equally important, the qualification of whether a factor is a cost or benefit
also differs depending upon the perspective of the stakeholder. Similar to the
basic framing of testing cost effectiveness for energy efficiency, the primary
stakeholders in calculating the value of DPV are: the participant, or in this
case, the solar customer; the utility; other customers (also referred to as
ratepayers); and society (taxpayers are a subset of society).
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BENEFIT & COST CATEGORIES
For the purposes of this report, value is defined as net value, i.e. benefits minus costs. Depending upon the size of the benefit and the size of the cost,
value can be positive or negative. A variety of categories of benefits or costs of DPV have been considered or acknowledged in evaluating the value of
DPV. Broadly, these categories are:

ENERGY
• energy
• energy losses

CAPACITY
• generation capacity
• transmission & distribution capacity
• DPV installed capacity

GRID SUPPORT SERVICES
•
•
•
•
•

GRID
SERVICES

FINANCIAL

reactive supply & voltage control
regulation & frequency response
energy & generator imbalance
synchronized & supplemental operating reserves
scheduling, forecasting, and system control & dispatch

FINANCIAL RISK
• fuel price hedge
• market price response

SECURITY RISK
• reliability & resilience

SECURITY

ENVIRONMENTAL
ENVIRONMENTAL

SOCIAL

•
•
•
•

carbon emissions
criteria air pollutants (SOx, NOx, PM10)
water
land

SOCIAL
• Economic development (jobs and tax revenues)
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BENEFIT & COST CATEGORIES DEFINED
ENERGY
Energy value of DPV is positive when the solar energy generated displaces the need to produce energy
from another resource at a net savings. There are two primary components:

GRID
SERVICES

0.004

• Avoided Energy - The cost and amount of energy that would have otherwise been generated

0.002

to meet customer needs, largely driven by the variable costs of the marginal resource that is
displaced. In addition to the coincidence of solar generation with demand and generation, key
drivers of avoided energy cost include (1) fuel price forecast, (2) variable operation &
maintenance costs, and (3) heat rate.

• Energy Losses - The value of the additional energy generated by central plants that would
otherwise be lost due to inherent inefficiencies (electrical resistance) in delivering energy to the
customer via the transmission and distribution system. Since DPV generates energy at or near
the customer, that additional energy is not lost. Losses act as a magnifier of value for capacity
and environmental benefits, since avoided energy losses result in lower required capacity and
lower emissions.

CAPACITY
Capacity value of DPV is positive when the addition of DPV defers or avoids more investment in
generation, transmission, and distribution assets than it incurs. There are two drivers primary
components:

• Generation Capacity - The cost of the amount of central generation capacity that can be
deferred of avoided due to DPV. Key drivers of value include (1) DPV’s effective capacity and (2)
system capacity needs.

• Transmission & Distribution Capacity - The value of the net change in T&D infrastructure
investment due to DPV. Benefits occur when DPV is able to meet rising demand locally, relieving
capacity constraints upstream and deferring or avoiding T&D upgrades. Costs occur when
additional T&D investment is needed to support the addition of DPV.

14
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BENEFIT & COST CATEGORIES DEFINED
GRID SUPPORT SERVICES

0.004
0.002
GRID
SERVICES

Grid support value of DPV is positive when the net amount and cost of grid support services required
to balance supply and demand is decreased than would otherwise have been required. Grid support
services, which encompass more narrowly defined ancillary services (AS), are those services required
to enable the reliable operation of interconnected electric grid systems. Grid support services
include:

• Reactive supply and voltage control—Using generating facilities to supply reactive power and
voltage control.

• Frequency regulation—Control equipment and extra generating capacity necessary to (1)
maintain frequency by following the moment-to-moment variations in control area load
(supplying power to meet any difference in actual and scheduled generation), and (2) to respond
automatically to frequency deviations in their networks. While the services provided by
Regulation Service and Frequency Response Service are different, they are complementary
services made available using the same equipment and are offered as part of one service.

• Energy imbalance—This service supplies any hourly net mismatch between scheduled energy
supply and the actual load served.

• Operating reserves—Spinning reserve is provided by generating units that are on-line and
loaded at less than maximum output, and should be located near the load (typically in the same
control area). They are available to serve load immediately in an unexpected contingency.
Supplemental reserve is generating capacity used to respond to contingency situations that is
not available instantaneously, but rather within a short period, and should be located near the
load (typically in the same control area).

• Scheduling/forecasting—Interchange schedule confirmation and implementation with other
control areas, and actions to ensure operational security during the transaction.
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CATEGORIES DEFINED
FINANCIAL RISK
Financial value of DPV is positive when financial risk or overall market price is reduced due to
the addition of DPV. There are two components of financial value:
0.004
FINANCIAL

0.002

• Fuel Price Hedge - The cost that a utility would otherwise incur to guarantee that a
portion of electricity supply-costs are fixed.

• Market Price Response - The price impact as a result of DPV’s reducing demand for
centrally-supplied electricity and the fuel power those generators, thereby lowering
electricity prices and potentially commodity prices.
SECURITY

SECURITY RISK
Security value of DPV is positive when grid reliability and resiliency are increased by (1)
reducing outages by reducing congestion along the T&D network, (2) reducing large-scale
outages by increasing the diversity of the electricity system’s generation portfolio with
smaller generators that are geographically dispersed, and (3) providing back-up power
sources available during outages through the combination of PV, control technologies,
inverters and storage.
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CATEGORIES DEFINED
ENVIRONMENTAL

0.004
0.002

Environmental value of DPV is positive when DPV results in the reduction of environmental or
health impacts that would otherwise have been created. Key drivers include primarily the
environmental impacts of the marginal resource being displaced. There are four components of
environmental value:

• Carbon -

The value from reducing carbon emissions is driven the emission intensity of
displaced marginal resource and the price of emissions.

• Criteria Air Pollutants - The value from reducing criteria air pollutant emissions—NOX,
SO2, and particulate matter—is driven by the cost of abatement technologies, the market
value of pollutant reductions, and/or the cost of human health damages.
ENVIRONMENTAL
SOCIAL

• Water - The value from reducing water use is driven by the differing water consumption
patterns associated with different generation technologies, and can be measured by the
price paid for water in competing sectors.

• Land - The value associated with land is driven by the difference in the land footprint
required for energy generation and any change in property value driven by the addition of
DPV.

SOCIAL
Social value of DPV is positive when DPV results in a net increase in jobs and local economic
development. Key drivers include the number of jobs created or displaced, as measured by a
job multiplier, as well as the value of each job, as measured by average salary and/or tax
revenue.
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FLOW OF BENEFITS AND COSTS
BENEFITS AND COSTS ACCRUE TO DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS IN THE SYSTEM

SOLAR PROVIDER

The California Standard Practice Manual established the general standard for evaluating the flow of
benefits and costs among stakeholders.

PV Cost

ELECTRIC GRID

INCENTIVE,
BILL SAVINGS

AVOIDED COST
SAVINGS

$

$
INTEGRATION &

$

$

LOST REVENUE,
UTILITY NET COST

INTERCONNECTION
COSTS

SOLAR CUSTOMERS
PARTICIPANT COST

$
UTILITY COST

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS

TOTAL RESOURCE COST

OTHER CUSTOMERS
RATE IMPACT

SOCIAL BENEFITS
SOCIETAL COST
Photos courtesy of Shutterstock
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STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES
stakeholder perspective

PV CUSTOMER

factors affecting value

“I want to have a predictable
return on my investment, and I
want to be compensated for
benefits I provide.”

Benefits include the reduction in the customer’s utility bill, any incentive paid by the
utility or other third parties, and any federal, state, or local tax credit received. Costs
include cost of the equipment and materials purchased (inc. tax & installation), ongoing
O&M, removal costs, and the customer’s time in arranging the installation.

“I want reliable power at lowest
cost.”

Benefits include reduction in transmission, distribution, and generation, capacity costs;
energy costs and grid support services. Costs include administrative costs, rebates/
incentives, and decreased utility revenue that is offset by increased rates.

“I want to serve my customers
reliably and safely at the lowest
cost, provide shareholder value
and meet regulatory
requirements.”

Benefits include reduction in transmission, distribution, and generation, capacity costs;
energy costs and grid support services. Costs include administrative costs, rebates/
incentives, and decreased revenue.

“We want improved air/water
quality as well as an improved
economy.”

The sum of the benefits and costs to all stakeholder, plus any additional benefits or
costs that accrue to society at large rather than any individual stakeholder.

OTHER
CUSTOMERS

UTILITY

SOCIETY

Photos courtesy of Shutterstock
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ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
THIS ANALYSIS INCLUDES 15 STUDIES, REFLECTING DIVERSE DPV PENETRATION
LEVELS AND ANALYTICAL GRANULARITY
HIGH LEVEL OF GRANULARITY IN
STUDY ANALYSIS
(for example, detailed modeling, hourly,
feeder level)

[unspecified
penetration levell]

APS 2009
R. Duke 2005
Vote Solar 2005

APS 2013
[0% -16% annual energy
(MWh) by 2025; T&D
evaluated at feeder level]

NREL 2008
E3 2011

[<1% peak (MW)]

Crossborder (CA)
2013

E3 2012

[15%, 30% peak (MW)]

[5% peak load (MW)]

STUDY FOCUSES ON
COSTS/BENEFITS AT
LOW SOLAR
PENETRATION LEVELS

LBNL 2012

Crossborder (AZ)
2013

AE/CPR 2006
AE/CPR 2012

[<40% annual energy
(MWh)]

STUDY FOCUSES ON
COSTS/BENEFITS AT
HIGH SOLAR
PENETRATION LEVELS

MID LEVEL

[approx. 1%, 2.5% peak
load (MW)]

CPR (NJ/PA) 2012
[15% utility peak load (MW)]

CPR (NY) 2008
[2% - 20% annual
energy (MWh)]

CPR (TX) 2013
[1.1%, 2.2% peak load
(MW)]

LOW LEVEL OF GRANULARITY IN
STUDY ANALYSIS

(for example, secondary analysis, no hourly
modeling, no feeder specific modeling)
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SUMMARY OF DPV BENEFITS AND COSTS
BENEFITS AND COSTS OF DISTRIBUTED PV BY STUDY

(cents/kWh in $2012)!

"#$

INSIGHTS

• No study comprehensively evaluated the

%#$

benefits and costs of DPV, although many
acknowledge additional sources of benefit or
cost and many agree on the broad categories
of benefit and cost.

&#$

There is a significant range of estimated value
across studies, driven primarily by differences
in local context, input assumptions, and
methodological approaches.

#$

APS
2013

APS
2009

Crossborder
(AZ)
2013

Crossborder
(CA)
2013

Vote
E3
2012** Solar
2005

R. Duke
2005

LBNL
2012*

CPR
(NJ/PA)
2012

CPR
(NY)
2008

CPR
(TX)
2013

AE/
CPR
2012

AE/
CPR
2006

NREL
2008***

While detailed methodological differences
abound, there is some agreement on overall
approach to estimating energy and capacity
value. There is significantly less agreement on
overall approach to estimating grid support
services and currently unmonetized values
including financial and security risk,
environment, and social value.

!&#$

!%#$

Arizona

California

NY, NJ, PN

Texas

N/A

!"#$

Monetized
Energy
Losses
Gen Capacity
T&D Capacity

Because of these differences, comparing
results across studies can be informative, but
should be done with the understanding that
results must be normalized for context,
assumptions, or methodology.

Inconsistently Unmonetized
DPV Technology
Grid Support Services
Solar Penetration Cost

Average Local Retail Rate****
(in year of study per EIA)

Financial: Fuel Price Hedge
Financial: Mkt Price Response
Security Risk
Env: Carbon
Env: Criteria Air Pollutants

Env: Unspecified
Social
Avoided Renewables
Customer Services

*	
  The	
  LBNL	
  study	
  only	
  gives	
  the	
  net	
  value	
  for	
  ancillary	
  services
**	
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BENEFIT ESTIMATES
RANGE IN BENEFIT ESTIMATES ACROSS STUDIES DRIVEN BY VARIATION IN SYSTEM CONTEXT, INPUT
ASSUMPTIONS, AND METHODOLOGIES

PUBLISHED AVERAGE BENEFIT ESTIMATES*
APS
2013
CrossENERGY
Vote
border AE/CPR
R. Duke Solar
NREL 2008
AE/CPR (CA)
2012
2005
2005
2013
2006
SYSTEM LOSSES
AE/
CPR (NJ/
APS APS CPR LBNL CPR
PA) 2012
2013 2009 2006 2012 (TX) E3 2012
Crossborder
2013
AE/CPR
R. Duke
CPR
GENERATION
(CA) 2013
2012
AE/
2005
(NJ/
CAPACITY
APS 2009 PA) CPR CPR (TX) 2013
Crossborder
APS 2012 2006
CrossAE/CPR E3
(AZ) 2013
T&D
2013
border
2012
2012
CAPACITY
(CA) 2013
CrossE3 Crossborder
2012 border
NREL 2008
GRID SUPPORT (AZ)
(CA)
2013
SERVICES
2013
NREL
E3
Crossborder
2012 2008 R. Duke
(CA) 2013
2005

CrossCPR
border E3
(NJ/ PA)
2012
(CA)
2012
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LBNL
2012
E3
2012

CRITERIA AIR
POLLUTANTS
GENERAL
ENVIRONMENTAL

NREL
2008

HEDGE

CPR (NY)
2008

AE/CPR
AE/CPR
2012
2006

R. Duke
2005

NREL 2008

SECURITY

CPR (TX)
2013

CPR (NJ/
PA), 2012

0

Range driven by effective capacity
of DPV and capacity needs
Vote Solar
2005

Studies split in methodology
between mitigation cost and
health damages

Some studies grouped air, water,
land, and other environmental impacts

Vote Solar,
2005

Range driven by assumptions
about natural gas price volatility

CPR (NJ/
PA) 2012

CPR (NJ/
PA) 2012

Range driven by assumptions
about the extent of natural gas price
impacts across the market
Range driven by the value of
reducing power interruptions

CPR (NJ/
PA) 2012

4

Range based on assumption that DPV
related jobs are higher in quality & quantity
than traditional energy sector jobs

6
VALUE (cents/kWh) in $2012

*For the full range of values observed see the individual methodology slides.

Vote Solar
2005

Range driven by assessment of DPV’s
ability to defer planned investment

Range based on the assumption that
natural gas is the marginal fuel source;
Value is much higher for coal

CPR (NJ/
PA) 2012

2

Range driven
by natural gas
prices

Most studies place a very low
value on PV’s ability to provide AS
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COST ESTIMATES

COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED DPV DEPLOYMENT ARE NOT ADEQUATELY ASSESSED

PUBLISHED AVERAGE COST VALUES FOR REVIEWED SOURCES
DPV
TECHNOLOGY

E3 2012

Includes DPV
system hardware;
installation,
permitting, and
other soft costs;
and O&M

Ancillary services required by the system, such
as operating reserves, voltage control, frequency
regulation, energy balancing, and scheduling /
forecasting services

LBNL 2012

GRID SUPPORT
SERVICES

NREL 2008

E3 2012

Includes lost retail rate revenues; DG
incentives; and integration costs
SOLAR
PENETRATION
COST

Crossborder (AZ) 2013

CPR (NJ/PN) 2012

All relevant costs, including “infrastructure and
operational expense necessary to manage flow of
non-controllable solar energy generation while
continuing to reliably meet demand.”
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VALUE

Other studies (for example E3 2011) include costs, but results are not presented individually in the studies and so not included in the
chart above. Costs generally include costs of program rebates or incentives paid by the utility, program administration costs, lost
revenue to the utility, stranded assets, and costs and inefficiencies associated with throttling down existing plants.
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ENERGY
VALUE OVERVIEW

Energy value is created when DPV generates energy (kWh) that displaces the need to produce energy from another
resource. There are two components of energy value: the amount of energy that would have been generated equal to
the DPV generation, and the additional energy that would have been generated but lost in delivery due to inherent
inefficiencies in the transmission and distribution system.

BENEFIT AND COST ESTIMATES AS
REPORTED BY REVIEWED STUDIES

APPROACH OVERVIEW

There is broad agreement on the general approach to calculating energy value, although numerous differences in
methodological details. Energy is frequently the most significant source of benefit.

• Energy value is the avoided cost of the marginal resource, generally assumed to be natural gas.
• Key assumptions generally include fuel price forecast, operating & maintenance costs, and heat rate, and
depending on the study, can include line losses and a carbon price.

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

• System Context:
• Market structure - Some ISOs and states value capacity and energy separately, whereas some ISOs only

have energy markets but no capacity markets. ISOs with only energy markets may reflect capacity value in
the energy price.
• Marginal resource - Regions with ISOs may calculate the marginal price based on wholesale market prices,
rather than on the cost of the marginal power plant; different resources may be on the margin in different
regions or with different solar penetrations.
• Input Assumptions:

• Fuel price forecast - Since gas is usually on the margin, most studies focus on gas prices. Studies most

often base natural gas prices on the NYMEX forward market and then extrapolate to some future date (varied
approaches to this extrapolation), but some take a different approach to forecasting, for example, based on
Energy Information Administration projections.
• Power plant efficiency - The efficiency of the marginal resource significantly impacts energy value; studies
show a wide range of assumed natural gas plant heat rates.
• Variable operating & maintenance costs - While there is some difference in values assumed by studies,
variable O&M costs are generally low.
• Carbon price - Some studies include an estimated carbon price in energy value, others account for it
separately, and others do not include it at all.
• Methodologies:

• Study window - Some studies (for example, APS 2013) calculate energy value in a sample year, whereas
•

others (for example, Crossborder (AZ) 2013) calculate energy value as a levelized cost over 20 years.
Level of granularity/what’s on the margin - Studies take one of three general approaches: (1) DPV
displaces energy from a gas plant, generally a combined cycle, (2) DPV displaces energy from one type of
plant (generally a combined cycle) off-peak and a different type of plant (generally a combustion turbine) onpeak, (3) DPV displaces the resource on the margin during every hour of the year, based on a dispatch
analysis.

(cents/kWh 2012)
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APS 2013*
Crossborder (AZ) 2013*
CPR (TX) 2013*
Crossborder (CA) 2013
AE/CPR 2012*
CPR (NJ/PA) 2012*
LBNL 2012
E3 2012
APS 2009*
NREL 2008
CPR (NY) 2008
AE/CPR 2006*
Vote Solar 2005
R. Duke 2005

* = value includes losses
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ENERGY (CONT’D)

INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

• Accurately defining the marginal resource that DPV displaces requires an increasingly sophisticated
approach as DPV penetration increases.

Electric Generation:
Natural Gas Cost Sensitivity
15

What DPV displaces depends on the
dispatch order of other resources, when
the solar is generated, and how much is
generated.

Heat Rate
7,000 Btu/kWh
9,050 Btu/kWh
11,100 Btu/kWh

11.25
7.5
3.75
0

0

2

4

6

8

10

Natural Gas Cost for Power Plants (cents/Mbtu)

More accurate, more complex

Value of Wholesale Energy
(cents/kWh $2012)

SENSITIVITIES TO MAIN DRIVERS

Marginal Resource
Characterization

Pros

Cons

Single power plant assumed to be
on the margin (typically gas CC)

Simple; often sufficiently accurate at low solar
penetrations

Not necessarily accurate at higher
penetrations or in all jurisdictions

Plant on the margin on-peak/plant
on the margin off-peak

More accurately captures differences in
energy value reflected in merit-order dispatch

Not necessarily accurate at higher
penetrations or in all jurisdictions

Hourly dispatch or market
assessment to determine marginal
resource in every hour

Most accurate, especially with increasing
penetration

More complex analysis required; solar
shape and load shape must be from same
years

• Taking a more granular approach to determining energy value also requires a more detailed
characterization of DPV’s generation profile. It’s also critical to use solar and load profiles from the same
year(s), to accurately reflect weather drivers and therefore generation and demand correlation.
• In cases where DPV is displacing natural gas, the NYMEX natural gas forward market is a reasonable
basis for a natural gas price forecast, adjusted appropriately for delivery to the region in question. It is not
apparent from studies reviewed what the most effective method is for escalating prices beyond the year in
which the NYMEX market ends.
LOOKING FORWARD

As renewable and distributed resource (not just DPV) penetration increases, those resources will start to impact
the underlying load shape differently, requiring more granular analysis to determine energy value.
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SYSTEM LOSSES
VALUE OVERVIEW

Energy losses are the value of the additional energy generated by central plants that is lost due to inherent
inefficiencies (electrical resistance) in delivering energy to the customer via the transmission and distribution
system. Since DPV generates energy at or near the customer, that additional energy is not lost. Energy
losses can also act as a magnifier of value for capacity and environmental benefits, since avoided energy
losses result in lower required capacity and lower emissions.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

Losses are generally recognized as a value, although there is significant variation around what type of
losses are included and how they are assessed. Losses usually represent a small but not insignificant
source of value, although some studies report comparatively high values.

• Energy lost in delivery magnify the value of other benefits, including capacity and environment.
• Calculate loss factor(s) (amount of loss per unit of energy delivered) based on modeled or observed
data.

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

• System Context:
• Congestion - Because energy losses are proportional to the inverse of current squared, the higher
the utilization of the transmission & distribution system, the greater the energy losses.
• Solar characterization—The timing, quantity, and geographic location of DPV, and therefore its
coincidence with delivery system utilization, impacts losses.
• Input Assumptions:

SYSTEM LOSSES BENEFIT AND COST
ESTIMATES AS REPORTED BY REVIEWED
STUDIES
0

AE/CPR 2012
[Increase in electricity,
capacity, T&D, enviro
values]
E3 2012
[Loss in energy from
T&D across distance]

NREL 2008
[Increase in electricity,
capacity, T&D, enviro
values]

• Types of losses recognized - Most studies recognize energy losses, some recognize capacity

Vote Solar 2005
[Increase in electricity,
capacity, T&D, enviro
values]

losses, and a few recognize environmental losses.

•

as stand-alone values (for example, NREL 2008 and E3 2012) or as adders to energy, capacity, and
environmental value (for example, Crossborder (AZ) 2013 and APS 2013), complicating comparison
across studies.
Level of time and geographic granularity - Some studies apply an average loss factor to all
energy generated by DPV, others apply peak/off-peak factors, and others conduct hourly analysis.
Some studies also reflect geographically-varying losses.

5

[Loss in energy from
T&D across distance]

AE/CPR 2006
[Increase in electricity,
capacity, T&D, enviro
values]

• Adder vs. stand-alone value - There is no common approach to whether losses are represented

(cents/kWh $2012)
2
3
4

Crossborder (CA) 2013

• Loss factors - Some studies apply loss factors based on actual observation, others develop

theoretical loss factors based on system modeling. Further, some utility systems have higher losses
than others.
• Methodologies:

1

R. Duke 2005
[Loss in energy from
T&D across distance]
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LOSSES (CONT’D)

INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS
WHAT ARE LOSSES?

• All relevant system losses—energy, capacity, and environment—should be assessed.

Some energy generated at a power plant is lost as
it travels through the transmission and distribution
system to the customer. As shown in the graphic
below, more than 90% of primary energy input into
a power plant is lost before it reaches the end use,
or stated in reverse, for every one unit of energy
saved or generated close to where it is needed, 10
units of primary energy are saved.

• Because losses are driven by the square of current, losses are significantly higher during peak periods.
Therefore, when calculating losses, it’s critical to reflect marginal losses, not just average losses.
• Whether or not losses are ultimately represented as an adder to an underlying value or as a stand-alone
value, they are generally calculated separately. Studies should distinguish these values from the underlying
value for transparency and to drive consistency of methodology.

LOOKING FORWARD

Losses will change over time as the loading on transmission and distribution lines changes due to a
combination of changing customer demand and DPV generation.

For the purposes of this discussion document,
relevant losses are those driven by inherent
inefficiencies (electrical resistance) in the
transmission and distribution system, not those in
the power plant or customer equipment. Energy
losses are proportional to the square of current,
and associated capacity benefit is proportional to
the square of reduced load.
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GENERATION CAPACITY
VALUE OVERVIEW

Generation capacity value is the amount of central generation capacity that can be deferred of avoided due
to DPV. Key drivers of value include (1) DPV’s dependable capacity and (2) system capacity needs.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

Generation capacity value is the avoided cost of the marginal capacity resource, most frequently assumed
to be a gas combustion turbine, and based on a calculation of DPV dependable capacity, most commonly
based on effective load carrying capability (ELCC).

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

• System Context:
• Load growth/generation capacity investment plan - The ability to avoid or defer generation

capacity depends on underlying load growth and how much additional capacity will be needed,
when.
• Solar characterization - The timing, quantity, and geographic location of DPV, and therefore its
coincidence with system peak, impacts DPV’s dependable capacity (see methodology below).
• Market structure - Some ISOs and states value capacity and energy separately, whereas some
ISOs only have energy markets but no capacity markets. ISOs with only energy markets may reflect
capacity value as part of the energy price. For California, E3 2012 calculates capacity value based
on “net capacity cost”—the annual fixed cost of the marginal unit minus the gross margins
captured in the energy and ancillary service market.
• Input Assumptions:

• Marginal resource - Most studies assume that a gas combustion turbine, or occasionally a gas

combined cycle, is the generation capacity resource that could be deferred. What this resource is
and its associated capital and fixed O&M costs are a primary determinant of capacity value.
• Methodologies:

• Formulation of dependable capacity - There is broad agreement that DPV’s dependable capacity

•

•

is most accurately determined using an effective load carrying capability (ELCC) approach, which
measures the amount of additional load that can be met with the same level of reliability after
adding DPV. There is some variation across studies in ELCC results, likely driven by a combination
of underlying solar resource profile and ELCC calculation methodology. The approach to
dependable capacity is sometimes different when considering T&D capacity.
Minimum DPV required to defer capacity - Some studies (for example, Crossborder (AZ) 2013)
credit every unit of dependable DPV capacity with capacity value, whereas others (for example,
APS 2009) require a certain minimum amount of solar be installed to defer an actual planned
resource before capacity value is credited.
Inclusion of losses - Some studies include capacity losses as an adder to capacity value rather
than as a stand-alone benefit.

GENERATION CAPACITY BENEFIT AND
COST ESTIMATES AS REPORTED BY
REVIEWED STUDIES
(cents/kWh $2012)
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APS 2013
Crossborder (AZ) 2013*
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R. Duke 2005

* = value takes into account
loss savings
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GENERATION CAPACITY (CONT’D)
INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS
KEY DRIVERS OF VALUE AND
MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

• Generation capacity value is highly dependent on the correlation of DPV generation to load, so it’s critical
to accurately assess that correlation using an ELCC approach, as all studies reviewed do. Hoewver, varying
results indicate possible different formulations of ELCC.

100%

6
Capital Costs
Gas Turbine - $700 ($/kWh)
Combined Cycle - $1,300 ($/kWh)

5
4

Normalized
Power (%)

Value of Generation Capacity
(cents/kWh $2012)

Sensitivity of Generation Capacity
Value to the ELCC Factor

3
2

While ELCC assesses DPV’s
contribution to reliability
throughout the year, generation
capacity value will generally be
higher if DPV output is more
coincident with peak.

50%

1
0

0

25
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75

100

0%
0:00

ELCC Factor (%)

12:00

00:00

System Demand
PV South Facing Orientations
PV West-Facing

• The value also depends on whether new capacity is needed on the system, and therefore whether DPV
defers new capacity. It’s important to assess what capacity would have been needed without any additional,
expected, or planned DPV.
ASSUMPTIONS:
Capacity Factor: 20%
Discount Rate: 5%
Plant Lifetime: 25 years

• Generation capacity value is likely to change significantly as more DPV, and more renewable and
distributed resources of all kinds are added to the system. Some amount of DPV can displace the most
costly resources in the capacity stack, but increasing amounts of DPV could begin to displace less costly
resources. Similarly, the underlying load shape, and therefore even the concept of a peak could begin to
shift.
LOOKING FORWARD

Generation capacity is one of the values most likely to change, most quickly, with increasing DPV
penetration. Key reasons for this are (1) increasing DPV penetration could have the effect of pushing the
peak to later in the day, when DPV generation is lower, and (2) increasing DPV penetration will displace
expensive peaking resources, but once those resources are displaced, the cost of the next resource may be
lower. Beyond DPV, it’s important to note that a shift towards more renewables could change the underlying
concept of a daily or seasonal peak.
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TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION CAPACITY
VALUE OVERVIEW

The transmission and distribution (T&D) capacity value is a measure of the net change in T&D infrastructure as a
result of the addition of DPV. Benefits occur when DPV is able to meet rising demand locally, relieving capacity
constraints upstream and deferring or avoiding transmission or distribution upgrades. Costs are incurred when
additional transmission or distribution investment are necessary to support the addition of DPV, which could
occur when the amount of solar energy exceeds the demand in the local area and increases needed line capacity.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

The net value of deferring or avoiding T&D investments is driven by rate of load growth, DPV configuration and
energy production, peak coincidence and dependable capacity. Given the site specific nature of T&D, especially
distribution, there can be significant range in the calculated value of DPV. Historically low penetrations of DPV has
meant that studies have primarily focused on analyzing the ability of DPV to defer transmission or distribution
upgrades and have not focused on potential costs, which would likely not arise until greater levels of penetration.
Studies typically determine the T&D capacity value based on the capital costs of planned expansion projects in
the region of interest. However, the granularity of analysis differs.

T&D CAPACITY BENEFIT AND COST
ESTIMATES AS REPORTED BY REVIEWED
STUDIES
(cents/kWh $2012)
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APS 2013*

Crossboarder (AZ) 2013

CPR (TX) 2013

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER
Crossborder (CA) 2013

• System Context:
• Locational characteristics - Transmission and distribution infrastructure projects are inherently sitespecific and their age, service life, and use can vary significantly. Thus, the need, size and cost of
upgrades, replacement or expansion correspondingly vary.
• Projected load growth - Expected rate of demand growth affects the need, scale and cost of T&D
upgrades and the ability of DPV to defer or offset anticipated T&D expansions. The rate of growth of DPV
would need to keep pace with the growth in demand, both by order of magnitude and speed.
• PV temporal coincidence with system and/ or local demand - The timing of energy production from
DPV and its coincidence with system peaks (transmission) and local peaks (distribution) drive the ability of
DPV to contribute as dependable capacity that could defer or displace a transmission or distribution
capacity upgrade.
• The length of time the investment is deferred -The length of time that T&D can be deferred by the
installation of PV varies by the rate of load growth, the assumed dependable capacity of the PV, and PV’s
correlation with peak. The cost of capital saved will increase with the length of deferment.
• Input Assumptions:

• T or D investment plan characteristics - Depending upon data available and depth of analysis, studies

CPR (NJ/PA) 2012

E3 2012

AE/CPR 2012*

APS 2009*

NREL 2008

AE/CPR 2006

Vote Solar 2005

vary by the level of granularity in which T&D investment plans were assessed–project by project or broader
generalizations across service territories.
• Methodologies:

• Accrual of capacity value to DPV - One of the most significant methodological differences is whether
DPV has incremental T&D capacity value the face of “lumpy” T&D investments. (see implications and
insights).
• Losses - Some studies include the magnified benefit of deferred T&D capacity due to avoided losses
within the calculation of T&D value, while others itemize line losses separately.

* = value includes losses
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TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION CAPACITY
INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS
TRANSMISSION & DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

• Strategically targeted DPV deployment can relieve T&D capacity constraints by providing power close
to demand and potentially defer capacity investments, but dispersed deployment has been found to
provide less benefit. Thus, the ability to access DPV’s T&D deferral value will require proactive
distribution planning that incorporates distributed energy resources, such as DPV, into the evaluation.

• The values of T&D are often grouped together, but they are unique when considering the potential

costs and benefits that result from DPV.
• While the ability to defer or avoid transmission is still locational dependent, it is less so than
distribution. Transmission aggregates disparate distribution areas and the effects of additional
DPV at the distribution level typically require less granular data and analysis.
• The distribution system requires more geographically specific data that reflects the site specific
characteristics such as local hourly PV production and correlation with local load.

• There are significantly differing approaches on the ability of DPV to accrue T&D capacity deferment or

avoidance value that require resolution:
• How should DPV’s capacity deferral value be estimated in the face of “lumpy” T&D investments?
While APS 2009 and APS 2013 posit that a minimum amount of solar must be installed to defer
capacity before credit is warranted, Crossborder (AZ) 2013 credits every unit of reliable capacity
with capacity value.
• What standard should be applied to estimate PV’s ability to defer a specific distribution
expansion project? While most studies use ELCC to determine effective capacity, APS 2009 and
APS 2013 use the level at which there is a 90% confidence of that amount of generation.

LOOKING FORWARD
Any distributed resources, not just DPV, that can be installed near the end user to reduce use of, and
congestion along, the T&D network could potentially provide T&D value. This includes technologies that allow
energy to be used more efficiently or at different times, reducing the quantity of electricity traveling through
the T&D network (especially during peak hours).
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GRID SUPPORT SERVICES
VALUE OVERVIEW

Grid support services, also commonly referred to as ancillary services (AS) in wholesale energy markets, are required
to enable the reliable operation of interconnected electric grid systems, including operating reserves, reactive supply
and voltage control; frequency regulation; energy imbalance; and scheduling.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

There is significant variation across studies on the impact DPV will have on the addition or reduction in the need of
grid support services and the associated cost or benefit. Most studies focus on the cost DPV could incur in requiring
additional grid support services, while a minority evaluate the value DPV could provide by reducing load and required
reserves or the AS that DPV could provide when coupled with other technologies. While methodologies are
inconsistent, the approaches generally focus on methods for calculating changes in necessary operating reserves,
and less precision or rules of thumb are applied to the remainder of AS, such as voltage regulation. Operating
reserves are typically estimated by determining the reliable capacity for which PV can be counted on to provide
capacity when demanded over the year.

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

• System Context:
• Reliability standards and market rules - The standards and rules for reliability that govern the requirements

for grid support services and reserve margins differ. These standards directly impact the potential net value of
adding DPV to the system.
• Availability of ancillary services market - Where wholesale electricity markets exist, the estimated value is
correlated to the market prices of AS.
• PV temporal coincidence with system and/ or local demand - The timing of energy production from DPV
and it’s coincidence with system peaks differs locationally.
• Penetration of PV - As PV penetrations increase, the value of its reliable capacity decreases and, under
standard reliability planning approaches, would increase the amount of system reserves necessary to
maintain reliable operations.
• System generation mix - The performance characteristics of the existing generation mix, including the
generators ability to respond quickly by increasing or decreasing production, can significantly change the
supply value of ancillary services and the value.
• Methodologies:

GRID SUPPORT SERVICES BENEFIT AND
COST ESTIMATES AS REPORTED BY
REVIEWED STUDIES
(cents/kWh $2012)
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Crossborder (AZ) 2013
[decreased operating &
capacity reserve requirement]

Crossborder (CA) 2013
[based on CAISO
2011 Market Values]

LBNL 2012
[Market value of non-spinning
reserves, spinning reserves, and
regulation]
E3 2012
[1% of avoided
energy value]

NREL 2008
[Meta-analysis]

APS 2009

• Reliable or dependable capacity of PV - The degree that DPV can be depended to provide capacity when

demanded has a direct effect on the amount of operating reserves that the rest of the system must supply.
The higher the “dependable capacity,” the less operating reserves necessary.
• Correlating reduced load with reduced ancillary service needs - Crossborder (AZ) 2013 calculated a net
benefit of PDV based on 1) load reduction & reduced operating reserve requirements; 2) peak demand
reduction and utility capacity requirements.
• Potential of PV to provide grid support with technology coupling - While the primary focus across studies
was the impact DPV would have on the need for additional AS, NREL 2008 & AE/CPR 2006 both noted that
PV could provide voltage regulation with smart inverters were installed.
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GRID SUPPORT SERVICES
INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

Grid Support Services

The potential for PV to
provide grid support
services (with technology
modifications)
(+/-)

REACTIVE SUPPLY AND
VOLTAGE CONTROL

PV with an advanced inverter can
inject/consume VARs, adjusting to
control voltage

(+/-)
FREQUENCY
REGULATION

Advanced inverters can adjust output
frequency; standard inverters may

If PV output < expected, imbalance
service is required. Advanced inverters
could adjust output to provide
imbalance

(-)
OPERATING RESERVES

change in “ancillary services due to variable generation and much more controversy regarding
how to allocate those costs between specific generators or loads.” (LBNL 2012)

• Areas with wholesale AS markets enable easier quantification of the provision of AS services.
Regions without markets have less standard methodologies for quantifying the value of AS
services.

• One of the most significant differences in reviewed methodological approaches is whether the

necessary amount of operating reserves, as specified by required reserve margin, decreases by
DPV’s capacity value (as determined by ELCC, for example). Crossborder (CA) 2013, E3 2012
and Vote Solar 2005 note that the addition of DPV reduces load served by central generation,
thus allowing utilities to reduce procured reserves. Additional analysis is needed to determine
whether the required level of reserves should be adjusted in the face of a changing system.

• Studies varied in their assessments of grid support services. APS, 2009 did not expect DPV
(+/-)

ENERGY IMBALANCE

• As with large scale renewable integration, there is still controversy over determining the net

Depending on weather, controllability,
standalone PV may introduce
additional forecast error

would contribute significantly to spinning or operating reserves, but predicted regulation
reserves could be affected at high penetration levels.

LOOKING FORWARD
Increasing levels of distributed energy resources and variable renewable generation will begin to shift
both the need for grid support services as well as the types of assets that can and need to provide
them. The ability of DPV to provide grid support requires technology modifications or additions, such
as advanced inverters or storage, which incur additional costs. However, it is likely that the net value
proposition will increase as technology costs decrease and the opportunity (or requirements) to
provide these services increase with penetration.

(-)
SCHEDULING /
FORECASTING

The variability of the solar resource
requires additional forecasting to
reduce uncertainty
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FINANCIAL: FUEL PRICE HEDGE
VALUE OVERVIEW

DPV produces roughly constant-cost power compared to fossil fuel generation, which is tied to potentially
volatile fuel prices. DPV can provide a “hedge” against it, reducing risk exposure to utilities and customers.

APPROACH OVERVIEW
More than half the studies reviewed acknowledge DPV’s fuel price hedge benefit, although fewer quantify it
and those that do take different, although conceptually similar, approaches.

FUEL PRICE HEDGE BENEFIT AND
COST ESTIMATES AS REPORTED BY
REVIEWED STUDIES
0

1

(cents/kWh $2012)
2
3

4

5

CPR (TX) 2013

• In future years when natural gas futures market prices are available, using those NYMEX prices to develop
a natural gas price forecast should include the value of volatility.

• In future years beyond when natural gas futures market prices are available, estimate natural gas price
and volatility value separately. Differing approaches include:

• Escalating NYMEX prices at a constant rate, under the assumption that doing so would continue to

CPR (NJ/PA) 2012

reflect hedge value (Crossborder (AZ) 2013); or

• Estimating volatility hedge value separately as the value or an option/swap, or as the actual price
adder the utility is incurring now to hedge gas prices (CPR (NJ/PA 2012), NREL 2008).

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

NREL 2008

• System Context:
• Marginal resource - What resource is on the margin, and therefore how much fuel is displaced
varies.

• Exposure to fuel price volatility - Most utilities already hedge some portion of their natural gas

R. Duke 2005

purchases for some period of time in the future.

• Methodologies:
• Approach to estimating value - While most studies agree that NYMEX futures prices are an

adequate reflection of volatility, there is no largely agreed upon approach to estimating volatility
beyond when those prices are available.

INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

• NYMEX futures market prices are an adequate reflection of volatility in the years in which it operates.
• Beyond that, volatility should be estimated, although there is no obvious best practice. Further work is
required to develop an approach that accurately measures hedge value.
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FINANCIAL: MARKET PRICE RESPONSE
VALUE OVERVIEW

The addition of DPV, especially at higher penetrations, can affect the market price of electricity in a particular
market or service territory. These market price effects span energy and capacity values in the short term and long
term, all of which are interrelated. Benefits can occur as DPV provides electricity close to demand, reducing the
demand for centrally-supplied electricity and the fuel powering those generators, thereby lowering electricity
prices and potentially fuel commodity prices. A related benefit is derived from the effect of DPV’s contribution at
higher penetrations to reshape the load profile that central generators need to meet. Depending upon the
correlation of DPV production and load, the peak demand could be reduced and the marginal generator could be
more efficient and less costly, reducing total electricity cost. However, these benefits could potentially be reduced
in the longer term as energy prices decline, which could result in higher demand. Additionally, depressed prices in
the energy market could have a feedback effect by raising capacity prices.

MARKET PRICE RESPONSE BENEFIT
AND COST ESTIMATES AS REPORTED
BY REVIEWED STUDIES
0

2

(cents/kWh $2012)
4
6

8

CPR (NJ/PA) 2012

APPROACH OVERVIEW

While several studies evaluate a market price response of DPV, distinct approaches were employed by E3 2012,
CPR (NJ/PN) 2012, and NREL 2008.

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

• Methodologies:
• Considering market price effects of DPV in the context of other renewable technologies - E3 2012

incorporated market price effect in its high penetration case by adjusting downward the marginal value of
energy that DPV would displace. However, for the purposes of the study, E3 2012 did not add this as a
benefit to the avoided cost because they “assume the market price effect would also occur with alternative
approaches to meeting [CA’s] RPS.”
• Incorporating capacity effects - E3 2012 represented a potential feedback effect between the energy
and capacity by assuming an energy market calibration factor. That is, it assumes that, in the long run, the
CCGT's energy market revenues plus the capacity payment equal the fixed and variable costs of the
CCGT. Therefore, a CCGT would collect more revenue through the capacity and energy markets than is
needed to cover its costs, and a decrease in energy costs would result in a relative increase in capacity
costs.
• CPR (NJ/PA) 2012 incorporates market price effect “by reducing demand during the high priced hours
[resulting in] a cost savings realized by all consumers.” They note “that further investigation of the methods
may be warranted in light of two arguments...that the methodology does address induced increase in
demand due to price reductions, and that it only addresses short-run effects (ignoring the impact on
capacity markets).”

NREL 2008

MARKET PRICE VS. LOAD
Price
(before PV)
Price
(after PV)

Market Price
Reduction

Source: CPR (NJ/PA) 2012

Load
(after PV)

Load
(before PV)

INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

• The market price reduction value only assesses the initial market reaction of reduced price, not

subsequent market dynamics (e.g. increased demand in response to price reductions, or the impact on the
capacity market), which has to be studied and considered, especially in light of higher penetrations of DPV.

LOOKING FORWARD
Technologies powered by risk-free fuel sources (such as wind) and technologies that increase the efficiency of
energy use and decrease consumption would also have similar effects.
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SECURITY: RELIABILITY AND RESILIENCY
VALUE OVERVIEW

The grid security value that DPV could provide is attributable to three primary factors, the last of which would
require coupling DPV with other technologies to achieve the benefit:
1.The potential to reduce outages by reducing congestion along the T&D network. Power outages and
rolling blackouts are more likely when demand is high and the T&D system is stressed.
2.The ability to reduce large-scale outages by increasing the diversity of the electricity system’s
generation portfolio with smaller generators that are geographically dispersed.
3.The benefit to customers to provide back-up power sources available during outages through the
combination of PV, control technologies, inverters and storage.

RELIABILITY AND RESILIENCY BENEFIT
AND COST ESTIMATES AS REPORTED
BY REVIEWED STUDIES
(cents/kWh $2012)
1
2

0

3

CPR (NJ/PN) 2012

APPROACH OVERVIEW

While there is general agreement across studies that integrating DPV near the point of use will decrease
stress on the broader T&D system, most studies do not calculate a benefit due to the difficulty of
quantification. CPR 2012 and 2011 did represent the value as the value of avoided outages based on the
total cost of power outages to the U.S. each year, and the perceived ability of DPV to decrease the incidence
of outages.

INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

• The value of increased reliability is significant, but there is a need to quantify and demonstrate how
much value can be provided by DPV. Rules-of-thumb assumptions and calculations for security
impacts require significant analysis and review.

• Opportunities to leverage combinations of distributed technologies to increase customer reliability are
starting to be tested. The value of DPV in increasing suppling power during outages can only be
realized if DPV is coupled with storage and equipped with the capability to island itself from the grid
during a power outage, which come at additional capital cost.

NREL 2008

Disruption Value Range by Sector
(cents/kWh $2012)
Sector

Min

Max

Residential

0.028

0.41

Commercial

11.77

14.40

Industrial

0.4
1.99
Source: The National Research Council, 2010

LOOKING FORWARD
Any distributed resources that can be installed near the end user to reduce use of, and congestion along, the
T&D network could potentially reduce transmission stress. This includes technologies that allow energy to be
used more efficiently or at different times, reducing the quantity of electricity traveling through the T&D
network (especially during peak hours). Any distributed technologies with the capability to be islanded from
the grid could also play a role.
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ENVIRONMENT: CARBON
VALUE OVERVIEW

The benefits of reducing carbon emissions include (1) reducing future compliance costs, carbon taxes, or other fees, and
(2) mitigating the heath and ecosystem damages potentially caused by climate change.

APPROACH OVERVIEW

By and large, studies that addressed carbon focused on the compliance costs or fees associated with future carbon
emissions, and conclude that carbon reduction can increase DPV’s value by more than two cents per kilowatt-hour,
depending heavily on the price placed on carbon. While there is some agreement that carbon reduction provides value
and on the general formulation of carbon value, there are widely varying assumptions, and not all studies include carbon
value.
Carbon reduction benefit is the amount of carbon displaced times the price of reducing a ton of carbon. The amount of
carbon displaced is directly linked to the amount of energy displaced, when it is displaced, and the carbon intensity of
the resource being displaced.

WHY AND HOW VALUES DIFFER

• System Context:
• Marginal resource - Different resources may be on the margin in different regions or with different solar

penetrations. Carbon reduction is significantly different if energy is displaced from coal, gas combined cycles, or
gas combustion turbines.
• Input Assumptions:

• Value of carbon reduction - Studies have widely varying assumptions about the price or carbon. Some studies

base price on reported prices in European markets, others on forecasts based on policy expectations, others on
a combination. The increased uncertainty around U.S. Federal carbon legislation has made price estimates more
difficult.
• Heat rates of marginal resources - The assumed efficiency of the marginal power plant is directly correlated to
amount of carbon displaced by DPV.
• Methodologies:

• Adder vs. stand-alone value - There is no common approach to whether carbon is represented as a stand•

alone value (for example, NREL 2008 and E3 2012) or as an adder to energy value (for example, APS 2013).
Level of granularity/what’s on the margin - Just as with energy (which is directly linked to carbon reduction),
studies take one of three general approaches: (1) DPV displaces energy from a gas plant, generally a combined
cycle, (2) DPV displaces energy from one type of plant (generally a combined cycle) off-peak and a different type
of plant (generally a combustion turbine) on-peak, (3) DPV displaces whatever resource is on the margin during
every hour of the year, based on a dispatch analysis.

BENEFIT AND COST ESTIMATES AS
REPORTED BY REVIEWED STUDIES
Range of Benefits and Costs from Studies that
Evaluate Carbon Separately
0

(cents/kWh $2012)
2
3
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Crossborder (CA) 2013

E3 2012

NREL 2008

R. Duke 2005

Range of Benefits and Costs from Studies that
Group All Environmental Values
0

(cents/kWh $2012)
2
4
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Crossborder (AZ) 2013

CPR (TX) 2013

AE/CPR 2012

CPR (NJ/PA) 2012

AE/CPR 2006

Vote Solar 2005
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ENVIRONMENT: CARBON (CONT’D)
INSIGHTS & IMPLICATIONS

KEY DRIVERS OF VALUE AND MAIN
ASSUMPTIONS

• Just as with energy value, carbon value depends heavily on what the marginal resource is that is being
displaced. The same determination of the marginal resource should be used to drive both energy and
carbon values.

Value (cents/kWh $2012)

Carbon Price Sensitivity
15.00
Coal
Natural gas

12.00
9.00

Aus

6.00

How much carbon DPV displaces depends
on the dispatch order of other resources,
when the solar is generated, and how
much is generated.

CA
EU

3.00
0
0

20

40

60

80

100

2012 $/ ton CO2

Heat Rate Sensitivity

• While there is little agreement on what the $/ton price of carbon is or should be, it is likely non-zero.

Value (cents/kWh $2012)

15.00
Coal: $100/tCO2
Nat. Gas: $100/tCO2
Coal: $20/tCO2
Nat. Gas: $20/tCO2

12.00
9.00

LOOKING FORWARD

6.00

While there has been no Federal action on climate over the last few years, leading to greater uncertainty
about potential future prices, many states and utilities continue to value carbon as a reflection of assumed
benefit. There appears to be increasing likelihood that the US Environmental Protection Agency will take
action to limit emissions from coal plants, potentially providing a more concrete indicator of price.

3.00
0
8000

9000

10000

11000

12000

Heat Rate (MMBtu/kWh)
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ENVIRONMENT: OTHER FACTORS
In addition to carbon, DPV has several other environmental benefits (or potentially costs) that, while commonly acknowledged, are included in only a few of the studies reviewed here.
That said, there is a significant body of thought for each outside the realm of DPV cost/benefit valuation.

1. Change in property value with the addition of DPV;
2. Land requirement; or
3. Ecosystem impacts.
LIFE-CYCLE LAND USE BY TECHNOLOGY

WATER CONSUMPTION BY TECHNOLOGY

10

criteria air pollutant reductions, based on APS’s
Integrated Resource Plan, as $0.365/MWh, and NREL
2008 as $0.2-14/MWh (2012$). CPR (NJ/PA) 2012 and
AE/CPR 2012 also acknowledged criteria air pollutants,
but estimate cost based on a combined environmental
value.

water reduction is Crossborder (AZ) 2013, which
estimates a $1.084/MWh value based on APS’s IRP.
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2. The estimated cost of damages, such as medical
expenses for asthma patients or the value of
mortality risk, which attempts to measure
willingness to pay for a small reduction in risk of
dying due to air pollution.

SUMMARY: DPV can impact land in three ways:

1.5

al

1. The compliance costs of reducing pollutant
emissions from power plants, or the added
compliance costs to further decrease emissions
beyond some baseline standard; and/or

LAND

SUMMARY: Coal and natural gas power plants
withdraw and consume water primarily for cooling.
Approaches to valuing reduced water usage have
focused on the cost or value of water in competing
sectors, potentially including municipal, agricultural, and
environmental/recreational uses.

Co

particulate matter) released from the burning of fossil
fuels can produce both health and ecosystem damages.
The economic cost of these pollutants is generally
estimated as:

(gals/kWh)

SUMMARY: Criteria air pollutants (NOX, SO2, and

WATER

Nu

CRITERIA AIR
POLLUTANTS

Source: Goodrich

VALUE: None of the studies reviewed explicitly
estimate land impacts.

RESOURCES:

RESOURCES:

RESOURCES:

Epstein, P., Buonocore, J., Eckerle, K. et al., Full Cost Accounting
for the Life Cycle of Coal, 2011.

Tellinghulsen, S., Every Drop Counts. Western Resources Advocates,
Jan. 2011.

Muller, N., Mendelsohn, R., Nordhaus, W., Environmental
Accounting for Pollution in the US Economy. American Economic
Review 101, Aug. 2011. pp. 1649 - 1675.

Fthenakis, V., Hyungl, C., Life-cycle Use of Water in U.S. Electricity
Generation. Renewable and Sustainable Energy Review 14, Sept.
2010. pp.2039-2048.

Goodrich et al. Residential, Commercial, and Utility Scale
Photovoltaic (V) System Prices in the United States: Current Drivers
and Cost-Reduction Opportunities. NREL. February 2012. Pages 14,
23—28

National Research Council. Hidden Costs of Energy: Unpriced
Consequences of Energy Production and Use, 2010.
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SOCIAL: ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
VALUE OVERVIEW
The assumed social value from DPV is based on any job and economic growth benefits that DPV brings to
the economy, including jobs and higher tax revenue. The value of economic development depends on
number of jobs created or displaced, as measured by a job multiplier, as well as the value of each job, as
measured by average salary and/or tax revenue.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT BENEFIT
AND COST ESTIMATES AS REPORTED
BY REVIEWED STUDIES

APPROACH OVERVIEW
Very few studies reviewed quantify employment and tax revenue value, although a number of them
acknowledge the value. CPR (NJ/PN) 2012 calculated job impact based on enhanced tax revenues
associated with the net job creating for solar vs conventional power resources. The 2011 study included
increased tax revenue, decreased unemployment, and increased confidence for business development
economic growth benefits, but only quantified the tax revenue benefit.
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CPR (NJ/PA) 2012

IMPLICATIONS AND INSIGHTS

• There is significant variability in the range of job multipliers.
• Many of the jobs created from PV, particularly those associated with installation, are local, so there can

NREL 2008

be value to society and local communities from growth in quantity and quality of jobs available. The
locations where jobs are created are likely not the same as where jobs are lost. While there could be a
net benefit to society, some regions could bear a net cost from the transition in the job market.

• While employment and tax revenues have not generally been quantified in studies reviewed, E3 2011

Job Multipliers by Industry

recommends an input-output modeling approach as an adequate representation of this value.
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STUDY OVERVIEWS
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RW BECK FOR ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE, 2009

DISTRIBUTED RENEWABLE ENERGY OPERATING IMPACTS & VALUATION STUDY
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

To determine the potential value of DPV for Arizona Public Service, and to
understand the likely operating impacts.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Arizona Public Service territory

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Vertically integrated IOU, 15% RPS by 2025 with 30% distributed resource
carveout

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

0.2-16% by 2025 (by energy)

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

Utility

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Feeder level, hourly, measures incremental value in 2010, 2015, and 2025

20

(cents/kWh $2012)

System Characteristics

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

15
11.75

10
5
0

Energy

Gen Cap

T&D Cap

Total

*this chart represents the present value of 2025 incremental value, not a levelized cost

TOOLS USED

• ABB’s Feeder-All
• EPRI’s Distribution System Simulator
• PROMOD

Highlights

Energy = Energy provides the largest source of value to the APS system. Value is
calculated based on a PROMOD hourly commitment and dispatch simulation. DPV
reduces fuel, purchased power requirements, line losses, and fixed O&M. The
natural gas price forecast is based on NYMEX forward prices with adjustment for
delivery to APS’s system.

• The study approach combined system modeling, empirical testing, and information review, and
represents one of the more technically rigorous approaches of reviewed studies.

Generation capacity = There is little, but some, generation capacity value.
Generation capacity value does not differ based on the geographic location of
solar, but generation capacity investments are “lumpy”, so a significant amount of
solar is needed to displace it.

• A key methodological assumption in the study is that generation, transmission, and distribution
capacity value can only be given to DPV when it actually defers or avoids a planned investment.
The implications are that a certain minimum amount of DPV must be installed in a certain time
period (and in a certain location for distribution capacity) to create value.

Capacity value includes benefits from reduced losses. Capacity value is
determined by comparing DPV’s dependable capacity (determined as the ELCC) to
APS’s generation investment plan.

• The study determines that total value decreases over time, primarily driven by decreasing capacity
value. Increasing levels of DPV effectively pushes the system peak to later hours.
• The study acknowledged but did not quantify a number of other values including job creation, a
more sustainable environment, carbon reduction, and increased worker productivity.

T&D capacity = There is very little distribution capacity value, and what value
exists comes from targeting specific feeders. Solar generation peaks earlier in the
day than the system’s peak load, DPV only has value if it is on a feeder that is
facing an overloaded condition, and DPV’s dependable capacity diminishes as
solar penetration increases. Distribution value includes capacity, extension of
service life, reduction in equipment sizing, and system performance issues.
There is little, but some, transmission capacity value since value does not differ
based on the geographic location of solar, but transmission investments are
“lumpy”, so a significant amount of solar is needed to displaced it. Transmission
value includes capacity and potential detrimental impacts to transient stability and
spinning resources (i.e., ancillary services).
T&D capacity value includes benefits from reduced losses, modeled with a
combination of hourly system-wide and feeder-specific modeling. T&D capacity
value is determined by comparing DPV’s dependable capacity to APS’s T&D
investment plan. For T&D, as compared to generation, dependable capacity is
determined as the level of solar output that will occur with 90% confidence during
the daily five hours of peak during summer months.
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SAIC FOR ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE, 2013

2013 UPDATED SOLAR PV VALUE REPORT
Study Characteristics

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Arizona Public Service territory

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Vertically integrated IOU, 15% RPS by 2025 with 30% distributed
resource carve out, peak extends past sunset

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

4.5-16% by 2025 (by energy)

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

Ratepayers

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Feeder level, hourly, measures incremental value in 2015, 2020, and 2025

TOOLS USED

• NREL’s SAM 2.0
• EPRI’s DSS Distribution Feeder Model
• PROMOD

Highlights
• DPV provides less value than in APS’s 2009 study, due to changing power market and system
conditions. Energy generation and wholesale purchase costs have decreased due to lower natural
gas prices. Expected CO2 costs are significantly lower due to decreased likelihood of Federal
legislation. Load forecasts are lower, meaning reduced generation, distribution and transmission
capacity requirements.
• The study notes the potential for increased value (primarily in T&D capacity) if DPV can be
geographically targeted in sufficient quantities. However, it notes that actual deployment since the
2009 study does not show significant clustering or targeting.
• Like the 2009 study, capacity value is assumed to be based on DPV’s ability to defer planned
investments, rather than assuming every installed unit of DPV defers capacity.

4

(cents/kWh $2012)

STUDY OBJECTIVE

OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES
To update the valuation of future DPV systems in the Arizona Public
Service (APS) territory installed after 2012.

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY
3.56

3
2
1
0

Energy

Gen Cap

T&D Cap

Total

*this chart represents the present value of 2025 incremental value, not a levelized cost

Energy = Energy provides the largest source of value to the APS system. Value is
calculated based on a PROMOD hourly commitment and dispatch simulation. DPV
reduces fuel, purchased power requirements, line losses, and fixed O&M. The
natural gas price forecast is based on NYMEX forward prices with adjustment for
delivery to APS’s system. Energy losses are included as part of energy value, and
unlike the 2009 report, are based on a recorded average energy loss.
Generation capacity = Generation capacity value is highly dependent on DPV’s
dependable capacity during peak. Generation capacity value is based on
PROMOD simulations, and results in the deferral of combustion turbines. Benefits
from avoided energy losses are included as part of capacity value, and unlike the
2009 report, are based on a recorded peak demand loss. Like the 2009 study,
generation capacity value is based on an ELCC calculation.
T&D capacity = The study concludes that there are an insufficient number of
feeders that can defer capacity upgrades based on non-targeted solar PV
installations to determine measurable capacity savings. Distribution capacity
savings can only be realized if distributed solar systems are installed at adequate
penetration levels and located on specific feeders to relieve congestion or delay
specific projects, but solar adoption has been geographically dispersed.
Distribution value includes reduced losses, capacity, extended service life, and
reduced equipment sizing.
Transmission capacity value is highly dependent on DPV’s dependable capacity
during peak. No transmission projects can be deferred more than one year, and
none past the target years. As with the 2009 study, DPV dependable capacity for
the purposes of T&D benefits is calculated based on a 90% confidence of
generation during peak summer hours. Benefits from avoided energy losses are
included.
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CROSSBORDER ENERGY, 2013

THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF SOLAR DISTRIBUTED GENERATION FOR ARIZONA PUBLIC SERVICE
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

To determine how demand-side solar will impact APS’s
ratepayers; a response to the APS 2013 study.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Arizona Public Service territory

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Vertically integrated IOU, 15% RPS by 2025

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

DPV likely to be installed between 2013-2015; estimated here
to be approximately 1.5%

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

Ratepayers

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Derived from APS 2013

TOOLS USED

• Secondary analysis based on SAIC and APS detailed
modeling

Highlights
• The benefits of DPV on the APS system exceed the cost by more than 50%. Key methodological
differences between this study and the APS 2009 and 2013 studies include:
• Determining value levelized over 20 years, as compared to incremental value in test years.
• Crediting capacity value to every unit of solar DG installed, rather than requiring solar DG to be
installed in “lumpy” increments.
• Using ELCC to determine dependable capacity for generation, transmission, and distribution
capacity values, as compared to using ELCC for generation capacity and a 90% confidence
during peak summer hours for T&D capacity.
• Focusing on solar installed over next few years years, rather than examining whether there is
diminishing value with increasing penetration.
• The study notes that DPV must be considered in the context of efficiency and demand response—
together they defer generation, transmission, and distribution capacity until 2017.

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

30
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System Characteristics
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Total

Energy = Avoided energy costs are the most significant source of value. APS’s long-term
marginal resource is assumed to be a combustion turbine in peak months and a
combined cycle in off-peak months, and avoided energy is based on these resources. The
natural gas price forecast is based on NYMEX forward market gas prices, and the study
determines that it adequately captures the fuel price hedge benefit. Key assumptions:
$15/ton carbon adder, 12.1% line losses included in the energy value.
Generation capacity = Generation capacity value is calculated as DPV dependable
capacity (based on DPV’s near-term ELCC from APS’s 2012 IRP) times the fixed costs of
a gas combustion turbine. Every installed unit of DPV receives that capacity value, based
on the assumption that, when coupled with efficiency and demand response, capacity
would have otherwise been needed before APS’s planned investment.
T&D capacity = T&D capacity value is calculated as DPV dependable capacity (ELCC)
times APS’s reported costs of T&D investments. Like generation capacity, every installed
unit is credited with T&D capacity, with the assumption that 50% of distribution feeders
can see deferral benefit. The study notes that APS could take a proactive approach to
targeting DPV deployment, thereby increasing distribution value.
Grid Support (Ancillary services) = DPV in effect reduces load and therefore reduces the
need for ancillary services that would otherwise be required, including spinning, nonspinning, and capacity reserves.
Environment = DPV effectively reduces load and therefore reduces environmental
impacts that would otherwise be incurred. Lower load means reduced criteria air pollutant
emissions and lower water use (carbon is included as an adder to energy value).
Renewable Value = DPV helps APS meet its Renewable Energy Standard, thereby
lowering APS’s compliance costs.
Solar Cost = Since the study takes a utility perspective, costs included are lost retail rate
revenues, incentive payments, and integration costs.
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E3 FOR CALIFORNIA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION, 2011

CALIFORNIA SOLAR INITIATIVE COST-EFFECTIVENESS EVALUATION
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

System Characteristics
STUDY OBJECTIVE

“To perform a cost-effectiveness evaluation of the California Solar Initiative
(CSI) in accordance with the CSI Program Evaluation Plan.”

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

California

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Study: CSI program, retail net metering
CA: 33% RPS, ISO market

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

1,940 MW program goal (<1% of 2016 peak load)

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

Participants (DPV customers), Ratepayers, Program Administrator, Total
Resource, Society

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Hourly

TOOLS/APPROACH USED

• E3 avoided cost model (2011)

Highlights
• The study concludes that DPV is not expected to be cost-effective from a total resource or rate
impact perspective during the study period, but that participant economics will not hinder CSI
adoption goals. Program incentives support participant economics in the short-run, but DPV is
expected to be cost-effective for many residential customers without program incentives by 2017.
The study suggests that the value of non-economic benefits of DPV should be explored to
determine if and how they provide value to California.
• The study focuses seven benefits including energy, line losses, generation capacity, T&D capacity,
emissions, ancillary services, and avoided RPS purchases. It focuses on costs including net
energy metering bill credits, rebates/incentives, utility interconnection, costs of the DG system, net
metering costs, and program administration.
• The study assesses hourly avoided costs in each of California’s 16 climate zones to reflect varying
costs in those zones, and calculates benefits and costs as 20-year levelized values. It uses E3’s
avoided cost model.

This study assesses overall cost-effectiveness based on five cost tests (participant
cost test, ratepayer impact measure, program administrator cost, total resource
cost, and societal cost) as defined in the California Standard Practices Manual, and
presents total rather than itemized results. Therefore, individual results are not
shown here in a chart.

Energy = Hourly wholesale value of energy measured at the point of wholesale
energy transaction. Natural gas price is based on NYMEX forward market and then
on a long-run forecast of natural gas prices.
Losses = Losses between the delivery location and the point of wholesale energy
transaction. Losses scale with energy value, and reflect changing losses at peak
periods.
Generation capacity = Value of avoiding new generation capacity (assumed to be
a gas combustion turbine) to meet system peak loads, including additional
capacity avoided due to decrease energy losses. DPV receives the full value of
avoided capacity after the resource balance year. Value is less in the short-run
(before the resource balance year) because of CAISO’s substantial planning
reserve margin.
T&D capacity = Value of deferring T&D capacity to meet peak loads.
Grid support services (ancillary services) = Value based on historical ancillary
services market prices, scaled with the price of natural gas. Individual ancillary
services included are regulation up, regulation down, spinning reserves, and nonspinning reserves, and value is based on how a load reduction affects the
procurement of each AS.
Avoided RPS = Value is the incremental avoided cost of purchasing renewable
resources to meet California’s RPS.
Environmental = Value of CO2 reduction, with $/ton price based on a metaanalysis of forecasts. Unpriced externalities (primarily health effects) were valued at
$0.01-0.03/kWh based on secondary sources.
Social = The study acknowledges that customers who install DPV may also install
more energy efficiency, but does not attempt to quantify that value. The study also
acknowledges potential benefits associated with employment and tax revenues
and suggests that an input-output model would be an appropriate approach,
although these benefits are not quantified in this study.
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ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS, INC. (E3), 2012

TECHNICAL POTENTIAL FOR LOCAL DISTRIBUTED PHOTOVOLTAICS IN CALIFORNIA
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY CHARACTERISTICS
STUDY OBJECTIVE

To estimate the technical potential of local DPV in California, and
the associated costs and benefits.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

California

SYSTEM CONTEXT

California’s 3 investor-owned utilities (IOU): PG&E, SDG&E, SCE

SOLAR PENETRATION LEVEL ANALYZED

15% of system peak load

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES

Total resource cost (TRC)

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

1,800 substations

TOOLS USED

E3 Avoided Cost Calculator

Highlights
• Local DPV is defined as PV sized such that its output will be consumed by load on the feeder or
substation where it is interconnected. Specifically, the generation cannot backflow from the distribution
system onto the transmission system.
• The process for identifying sites included using GIS data to identify sites surrounding each of
approximately 1,800 substations in PG&E, SDG&E and SCE. The study compared hourly load that the
individual substation level to potential PV generation at the same location.
• Cost of local distributed PV increases significantly with Investment Tax Credit (ITC) expiration in 2017.
• When PV is procured on a least net cost basis, opportunities may exist to locate in areas with high
avoided costs. In 2012, a least net cost procurement approach results in net costs that are
approximately $65 million lower assuming avoided transmission and distribution costs can be realized.
These benefits carry through to 2016 for the most part, but disappear by 2020, when all potential has
been realized regardless of cost.

(cents/kWh $2012)

25.0
12.5
0
-12.5

-14.52

-25.0
-37.5
-50.0

Energy Losses Gen
Cap

T&D
Cap

AS Carbon Benefits AS
DG Total
Total Cost Tech

Energy savings (Generation Energy) = Estimate of hourly wholesale
value of energy adjusted for losses between the point of wholesale
transaction and delivery. Annual forecast based on market forwards that
transition to annual average market price needed to cover the fixed and
operating costs of a new CCGT, less net revenue from day-ahead
energy, ancillary service, and capacity markets. Hourly forecast derived
based on historical hourly day-ahead market price shapes are from
CAISO’s MRTU system.
Losses (Line Losses) = The loss in energy from transmission and
distribution across distance.
Generation capacity = In the long-run (after the resource balance
year), generation capacity value is based on the fixed cost of a new CT
less expected revenues from real-time energy and ancillary services
markets. Prior to resource balance, value is based on a resource
adequacy value.
T&D capacity = Value is based on the “present worth” approach to
calculate deferment value, incorporating investment plans as reported
by utilities.
Grid support services = Value based on the value of avoided reserves,
scaling with energy.
Environmental benefits = Value of CO2 emissions, based on an
estimate of the marginal resource and a meta-analysis of forecasted
carbon prices.

*E3’s components of electricity avoided costs include generation energy, line losses, system capacity, ancillary services, T&D capacity, environment.
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CROSSBORDER ENERGY FOR VOTE SOLAR INITIATIVE, 2013

EVALUATING THE BENEFITS AND COSTS OF NET ENERGY METERING IN CALIFORNIA
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

“To explore recent claims from California's investor-owner utilities that the
state's NEM policy causes substantial cost shifts between energy
customers with Solar PV systems and non-solar customers, particularly in
residential market.”

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

California

SYSTEM CONTEXT

33% RPS, retail net metering, increasing solar penetration, ISO market

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

Up to 5% of peak (by capacity)

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

Other customers (ratepayers)

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Hourly, by climate zone

TOOLS USED

• E3 avoided cost model (2011), PVWatts

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY
25
21.81

(cents/kWh $2012)

System Characteristics
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Highlights
• The study concludes that “on average over the residential markets of the state’s three big IOUs,
NEM does not impose costs on non-participating ratepayers, and instead creates a small net
benefit.” This conclusion is driven by “recent significant changes that the CPUC has adopted in
IOUs’ residential rate designs” plus “recognition that [DPV]...avoid other purchases or renewable
power, resulting in a significant improvement in the economics of NEM compared to the CPUC’s
2009 E3 NEM Study.”
• The study focused on seven benefits: avoided energy, avoided generation capacity, reduced cost
for ancillary services, lower line losses, reduced T&D investments, lower costs for the utility’s
purchase of other renewable generation, and avoided emissions. The study’s analysis reflects
costs to other customers (ratepayers) from “bill credits that the utility provides to solar customers
as compensation for NEM exports, plus any incremental utility costs to meter and bill NEM
customers.” These costs are not quantified and levelized individually in the report, so they are not
reflected in the chart to the right.
• The study bases its DPV value assessment on E3’s avoided cost model and approach. It updates
key assumptions including natural gas price forecast, greenhouse gas allowance prices, and
ancillary services revenues, and excludes the resource balance year approach (the year in which
avoided costs change from short-run to long-run). The study views the resource balance year as
inconsistent with the modular, short lead-time nature of DPV.
• The study only considered the value of the exports to the grid under the utility’s net metering
program.

Energy = Wholesale value of energy adjusted for losses between the point of the
wholesale transaction and the point of delivery. Crossborder adjusted natural gas
price forecast and greenhouse gas price forecast.
Losses = The loss in energy from transmission and distribution across distance.
Grid support services (ancillary services) = The marginal cost of providing
system operations and reserves for electricity grid reliability. Crossborder updated
assumed ancillary services revenues.
Environment = The cost of carbon dioxide emissions associated with the marginal
generating resource.
Generation capacity = The cost of building new generation capacity to meet
system peak loads. Crossborder does not use E3’s “resource balance year”
approach, which means that generation capacity value is based on long-run
avoided capacity costs.
T&D capacity = The costs of expanding transmission and distribution capacity to
meet peak loads.
Avoided RPS = The avoided net cost of procuring renewable resources to meet an
RPS Portfolio that is a percentage of total retail sales due to a reduction in retail
loads.
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VOTE SOLAR INITIATIVE, 2005

QUANTIFYING THE BENEFITS OF SOLAR POWER FOR CALIFORNIA
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY CHARACTERISTICS

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

To provide a quantitative analysis of key benefits of solar energy for
California.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

California

SYSTEM CONTEXT

California’s 3 investor-owned utilities (IOU): PG&E, SDG&E, SCE

SOLAR PENETRATION LEVEL ANALYZED

Unspecified

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES

Utility, ratepayer, participant, society

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Average ELCC assumed to be 50% from range of 36%-70%
derived from NREL study1

TOOLS USED

Spreadsheet analysis

50.0

(cents/kWh $2012)

STUDY OBJECTIVE

37.5

33.93

25.0

12.5

0
Energy

Highlights
• The value of on-peak solar energy in 2005 ranged from $0.23 - 0.35 /kWh.
• The analysis looks at avoided costs under two alternative scenarios for the year 2005. The two scenarios
vary the cost of developing new power plants and the price of natural gas.
• Scenario 1 assumed new peaking generation will be built by the electric utility at a cost of capital of 9.5%
with cost recovery over a 20 year period; the price of natural gas is based on the 2005 summer market
price (average gas price)
• Scenario 2 assumed new peaking generation will be built by a merchant power plant developer at a cost
of capital of 15% with cost recovery over a 10 year period; the price of natural gas is based on the
average gas price in California for the period of May 2000 through June 2001 (high gas price – 24%
higher)
• While numerous unquantifiable benefits were noted, five benefits were quantified:
• 1. deferral of investments in new peaking power capacity
• 2. avoided purchase of natural gas used to produce electricity
• 3. avoided emissions of CO2 and NOx that impact global climate and local air quality
• 4. reduction in transmission and distribution system power losses
• 5. deferral of transmission and distribution investments that would be needed to meet growing loads.
• The study assumed that, “in California, natural gas is the fuel used by power plants on the margin both for
peak demand periods and non-peak periods. Therefore it is reasonable to assume the solar electric
facilities will displace the burning of natural gas in all hours that they produce electricity.”

Losses

Gen
Cap

T&D
Cap

Enviro

Total

Energy (Avoided Fuel and Variable O&M) = Natural gas fuel price
multiplied by assumed heat rate of peaking power plant (9360 MMBTU/
kWh). Assumed value of consumables such as water and ammonia to
be approximately 0.5 cents/kWh. For non-peak, average heat rates of
existing fleet of natural gas plants were used for each electric utility's
service area. Those heat rates are as follows: PG&E: 8740 MMBTU/
kWh, SCE - 9690 MMBTU/kWh, SDG&E – 9720 MMBTU/kWh.
Losses (Line Losses) = Solar assumed to be delivered at secondary
voltage. The summer peak and the summer shoulder loss factors are
used to calculate the additional benefit derived from solar power
systems because of their location at load.
Generation capacity = Cost of installing a simple cycle gas turbine
peaking plant multiplied by DPV’s ELCC and a capital recovery factor,
converted into costs per kilowatt hour by expected hours of on-peak
operation.
T&D capacity = One study area was selected for each utility to
calculate the value of solar electricity in avoiding T&D upgrades. to
simplify the analysis the need for T&D upgrades was assumed to be
driven by growth in demand during 5% of the hours in a year. The 50%
ELCC was used used in calculating the value of avoided T&D upgrades.
Environmental benefits = Assumed to be the avoided air emissions,
carbon dioxide and NOx, created from marginal generator (natural gas).
CO2 = $100/ton; NOx = $.014/kWh
1 "Solar Resource-Utility Load-Matching Assessment," Richard Perez, National Renewable Energy
Laboratory, 1994
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RICHARD DUKE, ENERGY POLICY, 2005

ACCELERATING RESIDENTIAL PV EXPANSION: DEMAND ANALYSIS FOR COMPETITIVE ELECTRICITY MARKETS
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

To quantify the potential market for grid-connected, residential PV
electricity integrated into new houses built in the US.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

California and Illinois

SYSTEM CONTEXT

California: 33% RPS, mostly gas generation; Illinois: mostly coal
generation

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

not stated; assumed low

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

System

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

High level, largely based on secondary analysis

TOOLS USED

• n/a

Highlights
• Total value varies significantly between the two regions studied largely driven by what the off-peak
marginal resource is (gas vs coal). Coal has significantly higher air pollution costs, although lower
fuel costs.
• The study notes that true value varies dramatically with local conditions, so precise calculations at
a high-level analysis level are impossible. As such, transmission and distribution impacts were
acknowledged but not included.

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

20

16.96

(cents/kWh $2012)

Study Characteristics
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Energy
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Fuel Pollutants Carbon Total
Hedge
*Chart data only reflects California assessment for comparison

Energy = Energy value is based on the marginal resource on-peak (gas
combustion turbine) and off-peak (inefficient gas in California, and coal in Illinois).
Fuel prices are based on Energy Information Administration projections, and
levelized.
Losses = Energy losses are assumed to be 7-8% off-peak, and up to twice that
on-peak. Losses are only included as energy losses.
Generation capacity = Generation capacity value is based on the assumption that
the marginal resource is always a gas combustion turbine. Dependable capacity is
based on an ELCC estimate from secondary sources.
Financial (Fuel price hedge) = Hedge value is estimated based on the market
value to utilities of a fixed natural gas price for up to 10 years based on market
swap data. The hedge is assumed to be additive since EIA gas prices were used
rather than NYMEX futures market.
Environment (criteria air pollutants, carbon) = Criteria air pollutant reduction
value is based on avoided costs of health impacts, estimated by secondary
sources. Carbon value is the price of carbon (estimated based on European market
projections) times the amount of carbon displaced.
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LAWRENCE BERKELEY NATIONAL LAB, 2012

CHANGES IN THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF VARIABLE GENERATION AT HIGH PENETRATION LEVELS: A
PILOT CASE STUDY OF CALIFORNIA
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

To quantify the change in value for a subset of economic benefits (energy,
capacity, ancillary services, DA forecasting error) that results from using
renewable generation technologies (wind, PV, CSP, & Thermal Energy
Storage) at different penetration levels.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Loosely based on California

SYSTEM CONTEXT

33% RPS, ISO market

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

Up to 40% (by energy)

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

System

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Long-run investment decisions and short-term dispatch and operations

TOOLS USED

• Customized model

Highlights
• The marginal economic value of solar exceeds the value of flat block power at low penetration
levels, largely attributable to generation capacity value and solar coincidence with peak.
• The marginal value of DPV drops considerably as the penetration of solar increases, initially, driven
by a decrease in capacity value with increasing solar generation. At the highest renewable
penetrations considered, there is also a decrease in energy value as PV displaces lower cost
resources.

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY
10.0

(cents/kWh $2012)

Study Characteristics

7.5
5.91

5.0
2.5
0
-2.5

Energy

Gen Cap

Grid Support

Total

Energy = Energy value decreases at high penetrations because the marginal
resource that DPV displaces changes as the system moves down the dispatch
stack to a lower cost generator. Energy value is based on the short-run profit
earned in non-scarcity hours (those hours where market prices are under $500/
MWh), and generally displaces energy from a gas combined cycle. Fuel costs are
based on Energy Information Administration projections.
Generation capacity = Generation capacity value is based on the portion of shortrun profit earned during hours with scarcity prices (those hours where market price
equals or exceeds $500/MWh). Dependable DPV capacity is based on an implied
capacity credit as a result of the model’s investment decisions, rather than a
detailed reliability or ELCC analysis.
Grid Support (Ancillary Services) = Ancillary services value is the net earnings
from selling ancillary services in the market as well as paying for increased ancillary
services due to increased short-term variability and uncertainty.

• The study notes that it is critical to use an analysis framework that addresses long-term
investment decisions as well as short-term dispatch and operational constraints.
• Several costs and impacts are not considered in the study, including environmental impacts,
transmission and distribution costs or benefits, effects related to the lumpiness and irreversibility
of investment decisions, uncertainty in future fuel and investment capital costs, and DPV’s capital
cost.
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CLEAN POWER RESEARCH, 2012

THE VALUE OF DISTRIBUTED SOLAR ELECTRIC GENERATION TO NEW JERSEY AND PENNSYLVANIA
STUDY CHARACTERISTICS

TOOLS USED

Clean Power Research’s Distributed PV Value Calculator;
Solar Anywhere, 2012

Highlights
• The study evaluated 10 benefits and 1 cost. Evaluated benefits included: Fuel cost savings,
O&M cost savings, security enhancement, long term societal benefit, fuel price hedge,
generation capacity, T&D capacity, market price reduction, environmental benefit, economic
development benefit. The cost evaluated was the solar penetration cost.
• The analysis represents the value of PV for a “fleet” of PV systems, evaluated in 4 orientations,
each at 7 locations (Pittsburgh, PA; Harrisburg, PA; Scranton, PA; Philadelphia, PA;
Jamesburg, NJ; Newark, NJ; and Atlantic City, NJ), spanning 6 utility service territories, each
differing by: cost of capital, hourly loads, T&D loss factors, distribution expansion costs, and
growth rate.
• The total value ranged from $256 to $318/MWh. Of this, the highest value components were
the Market Price Reduction (avg $55/MWh) and the Economic Development Value (avg $44/
MWh).
• The moderate generation capacity value is driven by a moderate match between DPV output
and utility system load. The effective capacity ranges from 28% to 45% of rated output (in line
with the assigned PJM value of 38% for solar resources).
• Loss savings were not treated as a stand-alone benefit under the convention used in this
methodology. Rather, the effect of loss savings is included separately for each value
component.
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GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS
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SYSTEM CONTEXT

Gen
Cap

7 cities across PA and NJ

Energy

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

40

(cents/kWh $2012)

STUDY OBJECTIVE

OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

To quantify the cost and value components provided to
utilities, ratepayers, and taxpayers by grid-connected,
distributed PV in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Energy savings (Fuel cost savings + O&M Cost Savings) = PV output plus loss savings times
marginal energy cost, summed all hrs of the year, discounted over PV life (30 years). Marginal energy
costs are based on fuel and O&M costs of the generator most likely operating on the margin (assumed
to be a combined cycle gas turbine). Assumed natural gas price forecast: NYMEX futures years 0-12;
NYMEX futures price for year 12 x 2.33% escalation factor. Escalation rate assumed to be rate of
wellhead price escalation from 1981-2011.
Generation capacity = Capital cost of displace generation times PV's effective load carrying capability
(ELCC), taking into account loss savings.
T&D capacity = Expected long-term T&D system capacity upgrade cost, divided by load growth, times
financial term, times a factor that represents match between PV system output (adjusted for losses) and
T&D system load. In this study, T&D values were based on utility-wide average loads, which may
obscure higher value areas.
Fuel price hedge value = Cost to eliminate the fuel price uncertainty associated with natural gas
generation through procurement of commodity futures. The value is directly related to the utility's cost
of capital.
Market Price Reduction = Value to customers of the reduced cost of wholesale energy as a result of
PV installation decreasing the demand for wholesale energy. Quantified through an analysis of the
supply curve and reduction in demand, and the accompanying new market clearing price.
Security (Security Enhancement Value) = Annual cost of power outages in the U.S. times the percent
(5%) that are high-demand stress type that can be effectively mitigated by distributed PV at a capacity
penetration of 15%.
Social (Economic Development Value) = Value of tax revenues associated with net job creation for
solar vs conventional power generation. PV hard and soft cost /kW times portion of each attributed to
local jobs, divided by annual PV system energy produced, minus CCGT cost/kW times portion
attributed to local jobs divided by annual energy produced. Levelized over the 30 year lifetime of PV
system, adjusted for lost utility jobs, multiplied by tax rate of a $75K salary, multiplied by indirect job
multiplier.
Environmental benefits = Environmental cost of a displaced conventional generation technology times
the portion of this technology in the energy generation mix, repeated and summed for each
conventional generation sources displaced by PV. Environmental cost for each generation source based
on costs of GHG, SOx / NOx emissions, mining degradations, ground-water contamination, toxic
releases and wastes. etc...as calculated in several environmental health studies.
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CLEAN POWER RESEARCH & SOLAR SAN ANTONIO, 2013

THE VALUE OF DISTRIBUTED SOLAR ELECTRIC GENERATION TO SAN ANTONIO
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

To quantify the value provided by grid-connected, distributed
PV in San Antonio from a utility perspective.

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

CPS Energy territory

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Municipal utility

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

1.1-2.2% of peak load (by capacity)

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

Utility

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Single marginal resource assumed, ELCC approach

TOOLS USED

• SolarAnywhere
• PVSimulator
• DGValuator

Highlights
• The study concludes that DPV provides significant value to CPS Energy, primarily driven by
energy, generation capacity deferment, and fuel price hedge value. The study is based solely on
publicly-available data; it notes that results would be more representative with actual financial and
operating data. Value is a levelized over 30 years.
• The study notes that value likely decreases with increasing penetration, although higher
penetration levels needed to estimate this decrease were not analyzed.
• The study acknowledged but did not quantify a number of other values including climate change
mitigation, environmental mitigation, and economic development.

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY
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Energy = The study shows high energy value compared to other studies, driven by
using EIA’s “advanced gas turbine” with a high heat rate as the marginal resource.
The natural gas price forecast is based on NYMEX forward market gas prices, then
escalated at a constant rate. Energy losses are included in energy value, and are
calculated on an hourly marginal basis.
Generation capacity = Generation capacity value is DPV’s dependable capacity
times the fixed costs of an “advanced gas turbine”, assumed to be the marginal
resource. Dependable capacity based on ELCC; the reported ELCC is significantly
higher than other studies. Every installed unit of DPV is given generation capacity
value.
T&D capacity = The study takes a two step approach: first, an economic
screening to determine expansion plan costs and load growth expectations by
geographic area, and second, to assess the correlation of DPV and load in the
most promising locations.
Financial (Fuel price hedge) = The study estimates hedge value as a combination
of two financial instruments, risk-free zero-coupon bonds and a set of natural gas
futures contracts, to represent the avoided cost of reducing fuel price volatility risk.
Environmental = The study quantified environmental value, as shown in the chart
above, but did not include it in its final assessment of benefit since the study was
from the utility perspective.
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AUSTIN ENERGY & CLEAN POWER RESEARCH, 2006

THE VALUE OF DISTRIBUTED PHOTOVOLTAICS IN AUSTIN ENERGY AND THE CITY OF AUSTIN
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY OBJECTIVE

To quantify the comprehensive value of DPV to Austin Energy (AE)
in 2006 and document methodologies to assist AE in performing
analysis as conditions change and apply to other technologies

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Austin, TX

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Municipal utility

SOLAR PENETRATION LEVEL ANALYZED

2%* system peak load

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES

Utility, ratepayer, participant, society

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

PV capacity value (ELCC) calculated system wide; Distribution
expansion

TOOLS USED

CPR internal analysis; satellite solar data; PVFORM 4.0 for solar
simulation; AE’s load flow analysis for T&D losses

Highlights
• The study evaluated 7 benefits–energy production, line losses, generation capacity, T&D capacity,
reactive power control (grid support), environment, natural gas price hedge (financial), and disaster
recovery (security).
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STUDY CHARACTERISTICS
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Energy = PV output plus loss savings times marginal energy cost.
Marginal energy costs are based on fuel and O&M costs of the
generator most likely operating on the margin (typically, a combined
cycle gas turbine).
Losses = Computed differently depending upon benefit category. For all
categories, loss savings are calculated hourly on the margin.

• The analysis assumed a 15 MW system in 7 PV system orientations, including 5 fixed and 2 single-axis.

Generation capacity = Cost of capacity times PV's effective load
carrying capability (ELCC), taking into account loss savings.

• Avoided energy costs are the most significant source of value (about two-thirds of the total value), which
is highly sensitive to the price of natural gas.

Financial (Fuel price hedge value) = Cost to eliminate the fuel price
uncertainty associated with natural gas generation through procurement
of commodity futures. Fuel price hedge value is included in the energy
value.

• Distribution capacity deferral value was relatively minimal. AE personnel estimated that 15% of the
distribution capacity expansion plans have the potential to be deferred after the first ten years (assuming
growth rates remain constant). Therefore, the study assumed that currently budgeted distribution
projects were not deferrable, but the addition of PV could possibly defer distribution projects in the 11th
year of the study period.
• Two studied values were excluded from the final results:

T&D capacity = Expected long-term T&D system capacity upgrade
cost, divided by load growth, times financial term, times a factor that
represents match between PV system output (adjusted for losses) and
T&D system load.
Environmental benefits = PV output times REC price—the incremental
cost of offsetting a unit of conventional generation.

• While reactive power benefits was estimated, the value ($0-$20/kW) was assumed not to justify the
cost of the inverter that would be required to access the benefit. (The estimated cost was not
included.)
• The value of disaster recovery could be significant but more work is needed before this value can be
explicitly captured.

*ELCC was evaluated from 0%-20%; however, the ELCC estimate for 2%
penetration was used in final value.
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AUSTIN ENERGY & CLEAN POWER RESEARCH, 2012

DESIGNING AUSTIN ENERGY'S SOLAR TARIFF USING A DISTRIBUTED PV CALCULATOR
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

STUDY CHARACTERISTICS
To design a residential solar tariff based on the value of solar energy
generated from DPV systems to Austin Energy

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Austin, TX

SYSTEM CONTEXT

Municipal utility with access to ISO (ERCOT)

SOLAR PENETRATION LEVEL ANALYZED

Assumed to be 2012 levels of penetration (5 MW)1<0.5%
penetration by energy2

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVES

Utility

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

Assumed to replicate granularity of AE/CPR 2006 study

TOOLS USED

Clean Power Research’s Distributed PV Value Calculator; Solar
Anywhere, 2012

12.8

11.25
7.50
3.75

Energy

• The study focused on 6 benefits–energy, generation capacity, fuel price hedge value (included in energy
savings), T&D capacity, and environmental benefits–which represent “a ‘break-even’ value...at which the
utility is economically neutral to whether it supplies such a unit of energy or obtains it from the customer.”
The approach, which builds on the 2006 CPR study, is “an avoided cost calculation at heart, but improves
on [an avoided cost calculation]... by calculating a unique, annually adjusted value for distributed solar
energy.”
• The fixed, south-facing PV system with a 30-degree tilt, the most common configuration and orientation in
AE’s service territory of approximately 1,500 DPV systems, was used as the reference system.

• The levelized value of solar was calculated to total $12.8/kWh.

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

0

Highlights

• As with the AE/CPR 2006 study, avoided energy costs are the most significant source of value, which is
very sensitive to natural gas price assumptions.

15.00

(cents/kWh $2012)

STUDY OBJECTIVE

Losses

Gen
Cap

T&D
Cap

Env.

Total

Energy = PV output plus loss savings times marginal energy cost.
Marginal energy costs are based on fuel and O&M costs of the
generator most likely operating on the margin (typically, a combined
cycle gas turbine).
Losses = Computed differently depending upon benefit category. For
all categories, loss savings are calculated hourly on the margin.
Generation capacity = Cost of capacity times PV's effective load
carrying capability (ELCC), taking into account loss savings.
Fuel price hedge value = Cost to eliminate the fuel price uncertainty
associated with natural gas generation through procurement of
commodity futures. Fuel price hedge value is included in the energy
value.
T&D capacity = Expected long-term T&D system capacity upgrade
cost, divided by load growth, times financial term, times a factor that
represents match between PV system output (adjusted for losses) and
T&D system load.
Environmental benefits = PV output times Renewable Energy Credit

(REC) price—the incremental cost of offsetting a unit of conventional
• Two separate calculation approaches were used to estimate the near term and long term value, combined
generation.
to represent the “total benefits of DPV to Austin Energy” over the life time of a DPV system.
• For the the near term (2 years) value of DPV energy, A PV output weighted nodal price was used to try
to capture the relatively good correlation between PV output and electricity demand (and high price)
that is not captured in the average nodal price.
• To value the DPV energy produced during the mid and long term–through the rest of the 30-year
assumed life of solar PV systems–the typical value calculator methodology was used.
1 http://www.austinenergy.com/About%20Us/Newsroom/Reports/solarGoalsUpdate.pdf
2 http://www.austinenergy.com/About%20Us/Newsroom/Reports/
2012AnnualPerformanceReportDRAFT.pdf
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NAVIGANT CONSULTING FOR NREL, 2008

PHOTOVOLTAICS VALUE ANALYSIS
OVERVIEW OF VALUE CATEGORIES

Highlights
• There are 19 key values of distributed PV, but the study concludes that only 6 have significant
benefits (energy, generation capacity, T&D costs, GHG emissions, criteria air pollutant emissions,
and implicit value of PV).
• Deployment location and solar output profile are the most significant drivers of DPV value.
• Several values require additional R&D to establish a standardized quantification methodology.
• Value can be proactively increased.

Total

DPV

• Custom-designed Excel tool to compare results and sensitivities

-60

Benefits Total

TOOLS USED

-45

Customer

n/a

Carbon

GRANULARITY OF ANALYSIS

-30

Pollutants

Participating customers, utilities, ratepayers, society

Security

STAKEHOLDER PERSPECTIVE

-5.12

-15
Mkt Elas

n/a

Fuel Hedge

LEVEL OF SOLAR ANALYZED

0

Grid
Support

n/a

15

T&D Cap

SYSTEM CONTEXT

30

Gen Cap

GEOGRAPHIC FOCUS

Studies reviewed reflected varying geographies; case studies from TX, CA,
MN, WI, MD, NY, MA, and WA

AVERAGE VALUES FROM STUDY

45

Losses

To summarize and describe the methodologies and range of values for the
costs and values of 19 services provided or needed by DPV from existing
studies.

Energy

STUDY OBJECTIVE

(cents/kWh $2012)

Study Characteristics

Energy = Energy value is fuel cost times the heat rate plus operating and maintenance
costs for the marginal power plant, generally assumed to be natural gas.
Losses = Avoided loss value is the amount of loss associated with energy, generation
capacity, T&D capacity, and environmental impact, times the cost of that loss.
Generation capacity = Generation capacity value is the capital cost of the marginal
power plant times the dependable capacity (ELCC) of DPV.
T&D capacity = T&D capacity value is T&D investment plan costs times the value of
money times the dependable capacity, divided by load growth, levelized.
Grid support services (Ancillary Services) = Ancillary services include VAR support,
load following, operating reserves, and dispatch and scheduling. PV is unlikely to be
able to provide all of these.
Financial (Fuel price hedge, Market price response) = Hedge value is the cost to
guarantee a portion of electricity costs are fixed. Reduced demand for electricity
decreases the price of electricity for all customers and creates a customer surplus.
Security = Customer reliability in the form of increased outage support can be realized,
but only when DPV is coupled with storage.
Environment (Criteria air pollutants, Carbon) = Value is either the market value of
penalties or costs, or the value of avoided health costs and shortened lifetimes. Carbon
value is the emission intensity of the marginal resource times the value of emissions.
Customer = Value to customer of having green option, as indicate by their willingness
to pay.
DPV cost = Costs include capital cost of equipment plus fixed operating and
maintenance costs.
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Executive Summary
This report presents an analysis of value provided by grid‐connected, distributed PV in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey. The analysis does not provide policy recommendations except to suggest that each benefit
must be understood from the perspective of the beneficiary (utility, ratepayer, or taxpayer).
The study quantified ten value components and one cost component, summarized in Table ES‐ 1. These
components represent the benefits (and costs) that accrue to the utilities, ratepayers, and taxpayers in
accepting solar onto the grid. The methodologies for quantifying these values are described further in
Appendix 2.

Table ES‐ 1. Value component definitions.
Value Component

Basis

Fuel Cost Savings

Cost of natural gas fuel that would have to be purchased
for a gas turbine (CCGT) plant operating on the margin to
meet electric loads and T&D losses.
Operations and maintenance costs for the CCGT plant.
Avoided economic impacts of outages associated due to
grid reliability of distributed generation.
Potential value (defined by all other components) if the
life of PV is 40 years instead of the assumed 30 years.
Cost to eliminate natural gas fuel price uncertainty.
Cost to build CCGT generation capacity.
Financial savings resulting from deferring T&D capacity
additions.
Wholesale market costs incurred by all ratepayers
associated with a shift in demand.
Future cost of mitigating environmental impacts of coal,
natural gas, nuclear, and other generation.
Enhanced tax revenues associated with net job creation
for solar versus conventional power generation.
Additional cost incurred to accept variable solar
generation onto the grid.

O&M Cost Savings
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)

The analysis represents the value of PV for a “fleet” of PV systems (that is, a large set of systems
generating into the grid). Four different fleet configurations (e.g., fixed, south‐facing, 30‐degree tilt
angle) were evaluated at each of seven locations (Pittsburgh, PA; Harrisburg, PA; Scranton, PA;
1
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Philadelphia, PA; Jamesburg, NJ; Newark, NJ; and Atlantic City, NJ). These locations represent a diversity
of geographic and economic assumptions across six utility service territories (Duquesne Light Co., PPL
Utilities Corp, PECO Utilities Corp, Jersey Central P&L, PSE&G, and Atlantic Electric).
The analysis represented a moderate assumption of penetration: PV was to provide 15% of peak electric
load for each study location (higher penetration levels result in lower value per MWh). PV was modeled
using SolarAnywhere®, a solar resource data set that provides time‐ and location‐correlated PV output
with loads. Load data and market pricing was taken from PJM for the six zones, and utility economic
inputs were derived from FERC submittals. Additional input data was taken from the EIA and the Bureau
of Labor Statistics (producer price indices).
Levelized value results for the seven locations are shown in Figure ES‐ 1 and Table ES‐ 2. Detailed results
for all scenarios are included in Appendix 3.

Figure ES‐ 1. Levelized value ($/MWh), by location (South‐30).

2
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The following observations and conclusions may be made:


Total Value. The total value ranges from $256 per MWh to $318 per MWh. Of this, the highest
value components are the Market Price Reduction (averaging $55 per MWh) and the Economic
Development Value (averaging $44 per MWh).



Market Price Reduction. The two locations of highest total value (Harrisburg and Scranton) are
noted for their high Market Price Reduction value. This may be the result of a good match
between LMP and PV output. By reducing demand during the high priced hours, a cost savings is
realized by all consumers. Further investigation of the methods may be warranted in light of two
arguments put forth by Felder [32]: that the methodology does address induced increase in
demand due to price reductions, and that it only addresses short‐run effects (ignoring the
impact on capacity markets).



Environmental Value. The state energy mix is a differentiator of environmental value.
Pennsylvania (with a large component of coal‐fired generation in its mix) leads to higher
environmental value in locations in that state relative to New Jersey.



T&D Capacity Value. T&D capacity value is low for all scenarios, with the average value of only
$3 per MWh. This may be explained by the conservative method taken for calculating the
effective T&D capacity.



Fuel Price Hedge. The cost of eliminating future fuel purchases—through the use of financial
hedging instruments—is directly related to the utility’s cost of capital. This may be seen by
comparing the hedge value in Jamesburg and Atlantic City. At a utility discount rate of 5.68%,
Jersey Central Power & Light (the utility serving Jamesburg) has the lowest calculated cost of
capital among the six utilities included in the study. In contrast, PSE&G (the utility serving
Newark) has a calculated discount rate of 8.46%, the highest among the utilities. This is reflected
in the relative hedge values of $24 per MWh for Jamesburg and $44 per MWh for Newark,
nearly twice the value.



Generation Capacity Value. There is a moderate match between PV output and utility system
load. The effective capacity ranges from 28% to 45% of rated output, and this is in line with the
assigned PJM value of 38% for solar resources.

3
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Table ES 2. Levelized Value of Solar ($/MWh), by Location.
Pittsburgh

Harrisburg

Scranton

Philadelphia

Jamesburg

Newark

Atlantic City

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$60

$41
$20
$60

$38
$18
$56

$42
$21
$63

$39
$19
$58

$41
$20
$61

$23
$28
$51

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$52

$22
$27
$49

$23
$28
$51

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$50

$31
$22
$6
$35
$54
$44
($23)
$170

$42
$16
$1
$67
$55
$45
($23)
$203

$42
$17
$1
$69
$55
$45
($23)
$206

$47
$22
$3
$54
$52
$42
($22)
$199

$24
$19
$1
$52
$23
$45
($23)
$143

$44
$26
$8
$51
$22
$44
($22)
$173

$25
$18
$2
$54
$23
$45
($22)
$144

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$282

$315

$318

$304

$257

$280

$256
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Introduction: The Value of PV
This report attempts to quantify the value of distributed solar electricity in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey. It uses methodologies and analytical tools that have been developed over several years. The
framework supposes that PV is located in the distribution system. PV that is located close to the loads
provides the highest value per unit of energy to the utility because line losses are avoided, thereby
increasing the value of solar relative to centrally‐located resources.
The value of PV may be considered the aggregate of several components, each estimated separately,
described below. The methods used to calculate value are described in more detail in the Appendices.

Fuel Cost Savings
Distributed PV generation offsets the cost of power generation. Each kWh generated by PV results in
one less unit of energy that the utility needs to purchase or generate. In addition, distributed PV reduces
system losses so that the cost of the wholesale generation that would have been lost must also be
considered.
Under this study, the value is defined as the cost of natural gas fuel that would otherwise have to be
purchased to operate a gas turbine (CCGT) plant and meet electric loads and T&D losses. The study
presumes that the energy delivered by PV displaces energy at this plant.
Whether the utility receives the fuel cost savings directly by avoiding fuel purchases, or indirectly by
reducing wholesale power purchases, the method of calculating the value is the same.

O&M Cost Savings
Under the same mechanism described for Fuel Cost Savings, the utility realizes a savings in O&M costs
due to decreased use of the CCGT plant. The cost savings are assumed to be proportional to the energy
avoided, including loss savings.

7
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Security Enhancement Value
The delivery of distributed PV energy correlated with load results in an improvement in overall system
reliability. By reducing the risk of power outages and rolling blackouts, economic losses are reduced.

Long Term Societal Value
The study period is taken as 30 years (the nominal life of PV systems), and the calculation of value
components includes the benefits provided over this study period. However, it is possible that the life
can be longer than 30 years, in which case the full value would not be accounted for. This “long term
societal value” is the potential extended benefit of all value components over a 10 year period beyond
the study period. In other words, if the assumed life were 40 years instead of 30, the increase in total
value is the long term societal value.

Fuel Price Hedge Value
PV generation is insensitive to the volatility of natural gas or other fuel prices, and therefore provides a
hedge against price fluctuation. This is quantified by calculating the cost of a risk mitigation investment
that would provide price certainty for future fuel purchases.

Generation Capacity Value
In addition to the fuel and O&M cost savings, the total cost of power generation includes capital cost. To
the extent that PV displaces the need for generation capacity, it would be valued as the capital cost of
displaced generation. The key to valuing this component is to determine the effective load carrying
capability (ELCC) of the PV fleet, and this is accomplished through an analysis of hourly PV output
relative to overall utility load.

T&D Capacity Value
In addition to capital cost savings for generation, PV potentially provides utilities with capital cost
savings on T&D infrastructure. In this case, PV is not assumed to displace capital costs but rather defer
the need. This is because local loads continue to grow and eventually necessitate the T&D capital
investment. Therefore, the cost savings realized by distributed PV is merely the cost of capital saved in
the intervening period between PV installation and the time at which loads again reach the level of
effective PV capacity.
8
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Market Price Reduction
PV generation reduces the amount of load on the utility systems, and therefor reduces the amount of
energy purchased on the wholesale market. The demand curve shifts to the left, and the market clearing
price is reduced. Thus, the presence of PV not only displaces the need for energy, but also reduces the
cost of wholesale energy to all consumers. This value is quantified through an analysis of the supply
curve and the reduction in demand.

Environmental Value
One of the primary motives for PV and other renewable energy sources is to reduce the environmental
impact of power generation. Environmental benefits covered in this analysis represent future savings for
mitigating environmental damage (sulfur dioxide emissions, water contamination, soil erosion, etc.).

Economic Development Value
Distributed PV provides local jobs (e.g., installers) at higher rates than conventional generation. These
jobs, in turn, translate to tax revenue benefits to all taxpayers.

Solar Penetration Cost
In addition to the value provided by PV, there are costs that must be factored in as necessary to accept
variable solar generation onto the grid. Infrastructural and operational expenses will be incurred to
manage the flow of non‐dispatchable PV resources. These costs are included as a negative value.

Value Perspective
The value of solar accrues either to the electric utility or to society (ratepayers and taxpayers),
depending upon component. For example, PV reduces the amount of wholesale energy needed to serve
load, resulting in savings to the utility. On the other hand, environmental mitigation costs accrue to
society.

9
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Approach
Locations
Seven locations were selected to provide broad geographical and utility coverage in the two states of
interest (see Table 1). Four locations were selected in Pennsylvania representing three utilities1 and
three locations were selected in New Jersey, each served by a separate utility.

Table 1. Study location summary.

Duquesne Light Co.

2011 Utility
Peak Load
(MW)
3,164

PV Fleet
Capacity
(MW)
475

Scranton

PPL Utilities Corp.

7,527

1,129

3

Harrisburg

PPL Utilities Corp.

7,527

1,129

4

Philadelphia

PECO Energy Co.

8,984

1,348

5

Jamesburg

Jersey Central P&L

6,604

991

6

Newark

PSE&G

10,933

1,640

7

Atlantic City

Atlantic City Electric

2,956

443

Location

Utility

1

Pittsburgh

2
PA

NJ

These locations represent a diversity of input assumptions:


The locations span two states: PA and NJ. These states differ in generation mix (percentage of
coal, gas, nuclear, etc.), and this is reflected in different environmental cost assumptions (see
Appendix 2).



1

The locations differ in solar resource.

Scranton and Harrisburg are both served by PPL Utilities.

10
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The locations represent six different utility service territories. Each of these utilities differ by
cost of capital, hourly loads, T&D loss factors, distribution expansion costs, and growth rate.

Penetration Level
Fleet capacity was set to 15% of the utility peak load. This assumption was intended to represent a
moderate long‐term penetration level.
The value of solar per MWh decreases with increasing penetration for several reasons:


The match between PV output and loads is reduced. As more PV is added to the resource mix,
the peak shifts to non‐solar hours, thereby limiting the ability of PV to support the peak.



Line losses are related to the square of the load. Consequently, the greatest marginal savings
provided by PV is achieved with small amounts of PV. By adding larger and larger quantities of
PV, the loss savings continue to be gained, but at decreasing rates.



Similarly, the market prices are non‐linear, and PV is most effective in causing market price
reduction with small PV capacity.

Based on the above considerations, this study is intended to represent a moderate level of long‐term PV
penetration. With penetration levels less than 15%, the value of solar would be expected to be higher
than the results obtained in this study.
Peak loads for each utility were obtained from hourly load data corresponding to PJM load zones, and
these were used to set the fleet capacity as shown in the table.

Fleet Configurations
Four PV system configurations were included in the study:


South‐30 (south‐facing, 30‐degree tilt, fixed)



Horizontal (fixed)



West‐30 (west facing, 30‐degree tilt, fixed)



1‐Axis (tracking at 30‐degree tilt)

These were selected in order to capture possible variations in value due to the different production
profiles. For example, West‐facing systems are sometimes found to be the best match with utility loads
11
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and have the potential to provide more capacity benefits. On the other hand, tracking systems deliver
more energy per unit of rated output, so they have the potential to offer more energy benefits (e.g., fuel
cost savings).

Scenarios and Fleet Modeling
Value was determined for each of 28 scenarios (four fleet configurations at each of seven locations). For
modeling purposes, fleets were described by latitude and longitude coordinates, AC rating, a module
derate factor (90%), inverter efficiency (95%) and other loss factor (90%). These factors were consistent
across all scenarios.
Fleets were modeled for all hours of 2011 using SolarAnywhere® satellite‐derived irradiance data and
simulation model with a 10 km x 10 km pixel resolution. 2 Under this procedure, the fleet output for each
scenario is location‐ and time‐correlated with hourly PJM zonal loads.

2

http://www.solaranywhere.com.
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Results
Utility Analysis
Utility analysis results are shown in Table 2, obtained from an analysis of FERC filings and PJM hourly
data using methods developed previously for NYSERDA.3 These include:


Utility discount rate



Utility system loss data



Distribution expansion costs (present value)



Distribution load growth rate



Distribution loss data

Note that actual utility costs are used in this analysis because they are the basis of value. For this reason,
the utility cost of capital is required (e.g., an “assumed” or “common” value cannot be used). The results
may therefore differ, in part, due to differences in utility discount rate.

PV Technical Analysis
A summary of fleet technical performance results is presented in Table 3. Annual energy production is
the modeled output for 2011. Capacity factor is the annual energy production relative to a baseload
plant operating at 100% availability with the same rated output. Generation capacity is Effective Load
Carrying Capability (ELCC) expressed as a percentage of rated capacity. T&D Capacity is a measure of the
direct annual peak‐load reduction provided by the PV system expressed as a percentage of rated
capacity.

3

Norris and Hoff, “PV Valuation Tool,” Final Report (DRAFT), NYSERDA, May 2012.
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Table 2. Utility analysis results.
Pittsburgh
Duquesne Light Co.
DUQ

Scranton
PPL Utilities Corp.
PPL

Harrisburg
PPL Utilities Corp.
PPL

Philadelphia
PECO Energy Co.
PECO

Jamesburg
Jersey Central P&L
JCPL

Newark
PSE&G
PSEG

Atlantic City
Atlantic City Electric
AECO

percent per year

6.63%

8.08%

8.08%

9.00%

5.68%

8.46%

5.88%

MW
percent

1,757
5.84%

4,786
6.55%

4,786
6.55%

4,958
4.23%

2,893
6.35%

5,435
4.86%

1,369
5.61%

$ PW
percent per year
MW per year
MW
percent

$485,009,880
3.89%
30.9
1,757
5.84%

$423,994,174
3.89%
98.3
4,786
6.55%

$423,994,174
3.89%
98.3
4,786
6.55%

$722,046,118
3.89%
110.7
4,958
4.23%

$446,914,440
3.89%
93.4
2,893
6.35%

$573,820,751
3.89%
91.4
5,435
4.86%

$288,330,547
3.89%
39.5
1,369
5.61%

Utility
UtilityID
UTILITY DATA
Economic Factors
Discount Rate
Utility System
Load Loss Condition
Avg. Losses (at Condition)
Distribution
Distribution Expansion Cost
Distribution Expansion Cost Escalation
Distribution Load Growth Rate
Load Loss Condition
Avg. Losses (at Condition)

Table 3. Technical results, by location (South 30).
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

Pittsburgh
475
716,621
17%
41%
31%

Harrisburg
1129
1,809,443
18%
28%
14%

Scranton
1129
1,698,897
17%
28%
14%

14

Philadelphia
1348
2,339,424
20%
38%
21%

Jamesburg
991
1,675,189
19%
45%
29%

Newark
1640
2,677,626
19%
45%
56%

Atlantic City
443
827,924
21%
46%
36%
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Value Analysis
Figure 1 shows the value results in levelized dollars per MWh generated. Figure 2 shows the data in
dollars per kW installed. This data is also presented in tabular form in Table 4 and Table 5. Detailed
results for individual locations are shown in Appendix 3.
The total value ranges from $256 per MWh to $318 per MWh. Of this, the highest value components are
the Market Price Reduction (averaging $55 per MWh) and the Economic Development Value (averaging
$44 per MWh).
The differences between Table 4 and Table 5 are due to differences in the cost of capital between the
utilities. For example, Atlantic City has the highest value per installed kW, but Atlantic City Electric has
one of the lowest calculated discount rates (Table 2). Therefore, when this value is levelized over the 30
year study period, it represents a relatively low value.
Other observations:


Market Price Reduction. The two locations of highest total value (Harrisburg and Scranton) are
noted for their high Market Price Reduction value. This may be the result of a good match
between LMP and PV output. By reducing demand during the high priced hours, a cost savings is
realized by all consumers. Further investigation of the methods may be warranted in light of two
arguments put forth by Felder [32]: that the methodology does address induced increase in
demand due to price reductions, and that it only addresses short‐run effects (ignoring the
impact on capacity markets).



Environmental Value. The state energy mix is a differentiator of environmental value.
Pennsylvania (with a large component of coal‐fired generation in its mix) leads to higher
environmental value in locations in that state relative to New Jersey. As described in Appendix 2,
the PA generation mix is dominated by coal (48%) compared to NJ (10%).



T&D Capacity Value. T&D capacity value is low for all scenarios, with the average value of only
$3 per MWh. This may be explained by the conservative method taken for calculating the
effective T&D capacity.



Fuel Price Hedge. The cost of eliminating future fuel purchases—through the use of financial
hedging instruments—is directly related to the utility’s cost of capital. This may be seen by
comparing the hedge value in Jamesburg and Atlantic City. At a rate of 5.68%, Jersey Central
Power & Light (the utility serving Jamesburg) has the lowest calculated cost of capital among the
15
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six utilities included in the study. In contrast, PSE&G (the utility serving Newark) has a calculated
discount rate of 8.46%, the highest among the utilities. This is reflected in the relative hedge
values of $24 per MWh for Jamesburg and $44 per MWh for Newark, nearly twice the value.

Figure 1. Levelized value ($/MWh), by location (South‐30).

16
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Figure 2. Value ($/kW), by location (South‐30).
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Table 4. Value (levelized $/MWh), by location (South 30).
Pittsburgh

Harrisburg

Scranton

Philadelphia

Jamesburg

Newark

Atlantic City

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$60

$41
$20
$60

$38
$18
$56

$42
$21
$63

$39
$19
$58

$41
$20
$61

$23
$28
$51

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$52

$22
$27
$49

$23
$28
$51

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$50

$31
$22
$6
$35
$54
$44
($23)
$170

$42
$16
$1
$67
$55
$45
($23)
$203

$42
$17
$1
$69
$55
$45
($23)
$206

$47
$22
$3
$54
$52
$42
($22)
$199

$24
$19
$1
$52
$23
$45
($23)
$143

$44
$26
$8
$51
$22
$44
($22)
$173

$25
$18
$2
$54
$23
$45
($22)
$144

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$282

$315

$318

18

$304

$257

$280

$256
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Table 5. Value ($/kW), by location (South 30).
Pittsburgh

Harrisburg

Scranton

Philadelphia

Jamesburg

Newark

Atlantic City

$813
$396
$1,209

$751
$366
$1,117

$706
$344
$1,050

$706
$344
$1,049

$1,020
$497
$1,517

$709
$345
$1,054

$1,081
$527
$1,609

$446
$557
$1,003

$424
$530
$954

$398
$498
$896

$405
$507
$912

$549
$686
$1,234

$403
$504
$907

$584
$730
$1,314

$613
$432
$127
$696
$1,064
$870
($446)
$3,355

$786
$297
$24
$1,241
$1,011
$827
($424)
$3,761

$738
$290
$24
$1,206
$950
$777
($398)
$3,586

$876
$401
$65
$1,013
$967
$790
($405)
$3,706

$586
$468
$23
$1,266
$560
$1,097
($549)
$3,451

$798
$470
$147
$927
$411
$806
($403)
$3,156

$662
$478
$49
$1,412
$596
$1,168
($584)
$3,781

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$5,568

$5,832

$5,532

19

$5,667

$6,202

$5,117

$6,704
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Future Work
In the course of conducting this study, several observations were made that suggest further refinement
to these results should be considered:

4
5



The market price reduction estimated as part of the present study will have to be ascertained as
PV develops and penetrates the NJ and PA grids. In particular, the impact of PV‐induced price
reduction on load growth, hence feedback secondary load‐growth induced market price
increase as suggested by Felder [32] should be quantified. In addition, the feedback of market
price reduction on capacity markets will have to be investigated.



In this study 15% PV capacity penetration was assumed‐‐ amounting to a total PV capacity of
7GW across the seven considered utility hubs. Since both integration cost increases and capacity
value diminishes with penetration, it will be worthwhile to investigate other penetration
scenarios. This may be particularly useful for PA where the penetration is smaller than NJ. In
addition, it may be useful to see the scenarios with penetration above 15%. For these cases, it
would be pertinent to establish the cost of displacing (nuclear) baseload generation with solar
generation4 since this question is often brought to the forefront by environmentally‐concerned
constituents in densely populated areas of NJ and PA.



Other sensitivities may be important to assess as well. Sensitivities to fuel price assumptions,
discount rates, and other factors could be investigated further. In particular the choice made
here to use documented utility‐specific discount rates and its impact on the per MWh levelized
results5 could be quantified and compared to an assumption using a common discount rate
representative of average regional business practice.



The T&D values derived for the present analysis are based on utility‐wide average loads.
Because this value is dependent upon the considered distribution system’s characteristics – in
particular load growth, customer mix and equipment age – the T&D value may vary considerably
from one distribution feeder to another. It would therefore be advisable to take this study one
step further and systematically identify the highest value areas. This will require the
collaboration of the servicing utilities to provide relevant subsystem data.

Considering integration solutions including storage, wind/PV synergy and gas generation backup.
Note that the per kW value results are much less dependent upon the discount rate

20
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Appendix 1: Detailed Assumptions
Input assumptions that are common across all of the scenarios are shown in Table 6.

Table 6. Input assumptions and units common to all scenarios.
INPUT ASSUMPTIONS

PV Characteristics
PV Degradation
PV System Life
Generation Factors
Gen Capacity Cost
Gen Heat Rate (First Year)
Gen Plant Degradation
Gen O&M Cost (First Year)
Gen O&M Cost Escalation
Garver Percentage
NG Wholesale Market Factors
End of Term NG Futures Price Escalation

0.50%
30

per year
years

$1,045
7050
0.00%
$12.44
3.38%
5.00%

per kW
BTU/kWh
per year
per MWh
per year
Pct of Ann Peak

2.33%

per year

PV degradation is assumed to be 0.50% per year indicating that the output of the system will degrade
over time. This is a conservative assumption (PV degradation is likely to be less than 0.5% per year).
Studies often ignore degradation altogether because the effect is small, but it is included here for
completeness.
The study period is taken as 30 years, corresponding to typical PV lifetime assumptions.
PV is assumed to displace power generated from peaking plants fueled by natural gas. Gas turbine
capital, O&M, heat rate, and escalation values are taken from the EIA.6 Plant degradation is assumed to
be zero.

6

Updated Capital Cost Estimates for Electricity Generation Plants, U.S. Energy Information Administration,
November 2010, available at http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/beck_plantcosts/pdf/updatedplantcosts.pdf. Taken from
Table 1, page 7. Costs are escalated to 2012 dollars.
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Costs for generation O&M are assumed to escalate at 3.38%, calculated from the change in Producer
Price Index (PPI) for the “Turbine and power transmission equipment manufacturing” industry7 over the
period 2004 to 2011.
Natural gas prices used in the fuel price savings value calculation are obtained from the NYMEX futures
prices. These prices, however, are only available for the first 12 years. Ideally, one would have 30 years
of futures prices. As a proxy for this value, it is assumed that escalation after year 12 is constant based
on historically long term prices to cover the entire 30 years of the PV service life (years 13 to 30). The
EIA published natural gas wellhead prices from 1922 to the present.8 It is assumed that the price of the
NG futures escalates at the same rate as the wellhead prices.9 A 30‐year time horizon is selected with
1981 gas prices at $1.98 per thousand cubic feet and 2011 prices at $3.95. This results in a natural gas
escalation rate of 2.33%.

7

PPI data is downloadable from the Bureau industry index selected was taken as the most representative of power
generation O&M. BLS does publish an index for “Electric power generation” but this is assumed.

8

US Natural Gas Prices (Annual), EIA, release date 2/29/2012, available at
http://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/ng_pri_sum_dcu_nus_m.htm.
9

The exact number could be determined by obtaining over‐the‐counter NG forward prices.
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Appendix 2: Methodologies
Overview
The methodologies used in the present project drew upon studies performed by CPR for other states
and utilities. In these studies, the key value components provided by PV were determined by CPR, using
utility‐provided data and other economic data.
The ability to determine value on a site‐specific basis is essential to these studies. For example, the T&D
Capacity Value component depends upon the ability of PV to reduce peak loads on the circuits. An
analysis of this value, then, requires:
Hour by hour loads on distribution circuits of interest.


Hourly expected PV outputs corresponding to the location of these circuits and expected PV
system designs.



Local distribution expansion plan costs and load growth projections.

Units of Results
The discounting convention assumed throughout the report is that energy‐related values occur at the
end of each year and that capacity‐related values occur immediately (i.e., no discounting is required).10
The Present Value results are converted to per unit value (Present Value $/kW) by dividing by the size of
the PV system (kW). An example of this conversion is illustrated in Figure 3 for results from a previous
study. The y‐axis presents the per unit value and the x‐axis presents seven different PV system
configurations. The figure illustrates how value components can be significantly affected by PV system
configuration. For example, the tracking systems, by virtue of their enhanced energy production
capability, provide greater generation benefits.

10

The effect of this will be most apparent in that the summations of cash flows start with the year equal to 1
rather than 0.
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Figure 3. Sample results.

The present value results per unit of capacity ($/kW) are converted to levelized value results per unit of
energy ($/MWh) by dividing present value results by the total annual energy produced by the PV system
and then multiplying by an economic factor.

PV Production and Loss Savings
PV System Output
An accurate PV value analysis begins with a detailed estimate of PV system output. Some of the energy‐
based value components may only require the total amount of energy produced per year. Other value
components, however, such as the energy loss savings and the capacity‐based value components,
require hourly PV system output in order to determine the technical match between PV system output
and the load. As a result, the PV value analysis requires time‐, location‐, and configuration‐specific PV
system output data.
For example, suppose that a utility wants to determine the value of a 1 MW fixed PV system oriented at
a 30° tilt facing in the southwest direction located at distribution feeder “A”. Detailed PV output data
that is time‐ and location‐specific is required over some historical period, such as from Jan. 1, 2001 to
Dec. 31, 2010.

24
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Methodology
It would be tempting to use a representative year data source such as NREL’s Typical Meteorological
Year (TMY) data for purposes of performing a PV value analysis. While these data may be representative
of long‐term conditions, they are, by definition, not time‐correlated with actual distribution line loading
on an hourly basis and are therefore not usable in hourly side‐by‐side comparisons of PV and load. Peak
substation loads measured, say, during a mid‐August five‐day heat wave must be analyzed alongside PV
data that reflect the same five‐day conditions. Consequently, a technical analysis based on anything
other than time‐ and location‐correlated solar data may give incorrect results.
CPR’s SolarAnywhere® and PVSimulator™ software services will be employed under this project to
create time‐correlated PV output data. SolarAnywhere is a solar resource database containing almost 14
years of time‐ and location‐specific, hourly insolation data throughout the continental U.S. and Hawaii.
PVSimulator, available in the SolarAnywhere Toolkit, is a PV system modeling service that uses this
hourly resource data and user‐defined physical system attributes in order to simulate configuration‐
specific PV system output.
The SolarAnywhere data grid web interface is available at www.SolarAnywhere.com (Figure 4). The
structure of the data allows the user to perform a detailed technical assessment of the match between
PV system output and load data (even down to a specific feeder). Together, these two tools enable the
evaluation of the technical match between PV system output and loads for any PV system size and
orientation.
Previous PV value analyses were generally limited to a small number of possible PV system
configurations due to the difficulty in obtaining time‐ and location‐specific solar resource data. This new
value analysis software service, however, will integrate seamlessly with SolarAnywhere and
PVSimulator. This will allow users to readily select any PV system configuration. This will allow for the
evaluation of a comprehensive set of scenarios with essentially no additional study cost.

25
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Figure 4. SolarAnywhere data selection map.

Loss Savings
Introduction
Distributed resources reduce system losses because they produce power in the same location that the
power is consumed, bypassing the T&D system and avoiding the associated losses.
Loss savings are not treated as a stand‐alone benefit under the convention used in this methodology.
Rather, the effect of loss savings is included separately for each value component. For example, in the
section that covers the calculation of Energy Value, the quantity of energy saved by the utility includes
both the energy produced by PV and the amount that would have been lost due to heating in the wires
if the load were served from a remote source. The total energy that would have been procured by the
utility equals the PV energy plus avoided line losses. Loss savings can be considered a sort of “adder” for
each benefit component.

26
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This section describes the methodology for calculating loss savings for each hour. The results of these
calculations are then used in subsequent sections. As illustrated in Figure 5, it will be important to note
that, while the methodology describes the calculation of an hourly loss result, there are actually two
different loss calculations that must be performed: “system” losses, representing the losses incurred on
both the transmission and distribution systems (between generation load, L, and end‐use demand, D),
and “distribution” losses, representing losses specific to distribution system alone.

Figure 5. System losses versus distribution losses.

System losses

L

D

Distribution losses

The two losses are calculated using the same equation, but they are each applicable in different
situations. For example, “Energy Value” represents a benefit originating at the point of central
generation, so that the total system losses should be included. On the other hand, “T&D Capacity Value”
represents a benefit as measured at a distribution substation. Therefore, only the losses saved on the
distribution system should be considered.
The selection of “system” versus “distribution” losses is discussed separately for each subsequent
benefit section.
Methodology
One approach analysts have used to incorporate losses is to adjust energy‐ and capacity‐related benefits
based on the average system losses. This approach has been shown to be deficient because it fails to
capture the true reduction in losses on a marginal basis. In particular, the approach underestimates the
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reduction in losses due to a peaking resource like PV. Results from earlier studies demonstrated that loss
savings calculations may be off by more than a factor of two if not performed correctly [6].
For this reason, the present methodology will incorporate a calculation of loss savings on a marginal
basis, taking into account the status of the utility grid when the losses occur. Clean Power Research has
previously developed methodologies based on the assumption that the distributed PV resource is small
relative to the load (e.g., [6], [9]). CPR has recently completed new research that expands this
methodology so that loss savings can now be determined for any level of PV penetration.

Fuel Cost Savings and O&M Cost Savings
Introduction
Fuel Cost Savings and O&M Cost Savings are the benefits that utility participants derive from using
distributed PV generation to offset wholesale energy purchases or reduce generation costs. Each kWh
generated by PV results in one less unit of energy that the utility needs to purchase or generate. In
addition, distributed PV reduces system losses so that the cost of the wholesale generation that would
have been lost must also be considered. The capacity value of generation is treated in a separate
section.
Methodology
These values can be calculated by multiplying PV system output times the cost of the generation on the
margin for each hour, summing for all hours over the year, and then discounting the results for each
year over the life of the PV system.
There are two approaches to obtaining the marginal cost data. One approach is to obtain the marginal
costs based on historical or projected market prices. The second approach is to obtain the marginal
costs based on the cost of operating a representative generator that is on the margin.
Initially, it may be appealing to take the approach of using market prices. There are, however, several
difficulties with this approach. One difficulty is that these tend to be hourly prices and thus require
hourly PV system output data in order to calculate the economic value. This difficulty can be addressed
by using historical prices and historical PV system output to evaluate what results would have been in
the past and then escalating the results for future projections. A more serious difficulty is that, while
hourly market prices could be projected for a few years into the future, the analysis needs to be
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performed over a much longer time period (typically 30 years). It is difficult to accurately project hourly
market prices 30 years into the future.
A more robust approach is to explicitly specify the marginal generator and then to calculate the cost of
the generation from this unit. This is often a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) powered using natural
gas (e.g., [6]). This approach includes the assumption that PV output always displaces energy from the
same marginal unit. Given the uncertainties and complications in market price projections, the second
approach is taken.
Fuel Cost Savings and O&M Cost Savings equals the sum of the discounted fuel cost savings and the
discounted O&M cost savings.

Security Enhancement Value
Because solar generation is closely correlated with load in much of the US, including New Jersey and
Pennsylvania [26], the injection of solar energy near point of use can deliver effective capacity, and
therefore reduce the risk of the power outages and rolling blackouts that are caused by high demand
and resulting stresses on the transmission and distribution systems.
The effective capacity value of PV accrues to the ratepayer (see above) both at the transmission and
distribution levels. It is thus possible to argue that the reserve margins required by regulators would
account for this new capacity, hence that no increased outage risk reduction capability would occur
beyond the pre‐PV conditions. This is the reason this value item above is not included as one of the
directly quantifiable attributes of PV.
On the other hand there is ample evidence that during heat wave‐driven extreme conditions, the
availability of PV is higher than suggested by the effective capacity (reflecting of all conditions) ‐‐ e.g.,
see [27], [28], on the subject of major western and eastern outages, and [29] on the subject of localized
rolling blackouts. In addition, unlike conventional centralized generation injecting electricity (capacity) at
specific points on the grid, PV acts as a load modulator that provides immediate stress relief throughout
the grid where stress exists due to high‐demand conditions. It is therefore possible to argue that, all
conditions remaining the same in terms of reserve margins, a load‐side dispersed PV resource would
mitigate issues leading to high‐demand‐driven localized and regional outages.
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Losses resulting from power outages are generally not a utility’s (ratepayers’) responsibility: society pays
the price, via losses of goods and business, compounded impacts on the economy and taxes, insurance
premiums, etc. The total cost of all power outages from all causes to the US economy has been
estimated at $100 billion per year (Gellings & Yeager, 2004). Making the conservative assumption that a
small fraction of these outages, 5%, are of the high‐demand stress type that can be effectively mitigated
by dispersed solar generation at a capacity penetration of 15%,11 it is straightforward to calculate, as
shown below, that, nationally, the value of each kWh generated by such a dispersed solar base would be
of the order of $20/MWh to the taxpayer.
The US generating capacity is roughly equal to 1000 GW. At 15% capacity penetration, taking a national
average of 1500 kWh (slightly higher nationwide than PA and NJ) generated per year per installed kW,
PV would generate 225,000 GWh/year. By reducing the risk of outage by 5%, the value of this energy
would thus be worth $5 billion, amounting to $20 per PV‐generated MWh.
This national value of $20 per MWh was taken for the present study because the underlying estimate of
cost was available on a national basis. In reality, there would be state‐level differences from this
estimate, but these are not available.

Long Term Societal Value
This item is an attempt to place a present‐value $/MWh on the generally well accepted argument that
solar energy is a good investment for our children and grandchildren’s well‐being. Considering:
1.

The rapid growth of large new world economies and the finite reserves of conventional fuels
now powering the world economies, it is likely that fuel prices will continue to rise
exponentially fast for the long term beyond the 30‐year business life cycle considered here.

2.

The known very slow degradation of the leading (silicon) PV technology, many PV systems
installed today will continue to generate power at costs unaffected by the world fuel
markets after their guaranteed lifetimes of 25‐30 years

One approach to quantify this type of long‐view attribute has been to apply a very low societal discount
rate (e.g., 2% or less, see [25]) to mitigate the fact that the present‐day importance of long‐term
expenses/benefits is essentially ignored in business as usual practice. This is because discount rates are

11

Much less than that would have prevented the 2003 NE blackout. See [30].
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used to quantify the present worth of future events and that, and therefore, long‐term risks and
attributes are largely irrelevant to current decision making.
Here a less controversial approach is proposed by arguing that, on average, PV installation will deliver,
on average, a minimum of 10 extra years of essentially free energy production beyond the life cycle
considered in this study.
The present value of these extra 10 years, all other assumptions on fuel cost escalation, inflation,
discount rate, PV output degradation, etc. remaining the same, amounts to ~ $25/MWh for all the
cities/PJM hubs considered in this study.

Fuel Price Hedge Value
Introduction
Solar‐based generation is insensitive to the volatility of fuel prices while fossil‐based generation is
directly tied to fuel prices. Solar generation, therefore, offers a “hedge” against fuel price volatility. One
way this has been accounted for is to quantify the value of PV’s hedge against fluctuating natural gas
prices [6].
Methodology
The key to calculating the Fuel Price Hedge Value is to effectively convert the fossil‐based generation
investment from one that has substantial fuel price uncertainty to one that has no fuel price
uncertainty. This can be accomplished by entering into a binding commitment to purchase a lifetime’s
worth of fuel to be delivered as needed. The utility could set aside the entire fuel cost obligation up
front, investing it in risk‐fee securities to be drawn from each year as required to meet the obligation.
The approach uses two financial instruments: risk‐free, zero‐coupon bonds12 and a set of natural gas
futures contracts.
Consider how this might work. Suppose that the CCGT operator wants to lock in a fixed price contract
for a sufficient quantity of natural gas to operate the plant for one month, one year in the future. First,
the operator would determine how much natural gas will be needed. If E units of electricity are to be
generated and the heat rate of the plant is H, E * H BTUs of natural gas will be needed. Second, if the
corresponding futures price of this natural gas is PNG Futures (in $ per BTU), then the operator will need E *
12

A zero coupon bond does not make any periodic interest payments.
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H * PNG Futures dollars to purchase the natural gas one year from now. Third, the operator needs to set the
money aside in a risk‐free investment, typically a risk‐free bond (rate‐of‐return of rrisk‐free percent) to
guarantee that the money will be available when it is needed one year from now. Therefore, the
operator would immediately enter into a futures contract and purchase E * H * PNG Futures / (1+ rrisk‐free)
dollars worth of risk‐free, zero‐coupon bonds in order to guarantee with certainty that the financial
commitment (to purchase the fuel at the contract price at the specified time) will be satisfied.13
This calculation is repeated over the life of the plant to calculate the Fuel Price Hedge value.

Generation Capacity Value
Introduction
Generation Capacity Value is the benefit from added capacity provided to the generation system by
distributed PV. Two different approaches can be taken to evaluating the Generation Capacity Value
component. One approach is to obtain the marginal costs based on market prices. The second approach
is to estimate the marginal costs based on the cost of operating a representative generator that is on
the margin, typically a Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) powered by natural gas.
Methodology
The second approach is taken here for purposes of simplicity. Future version of the software service may
add a market price option.
Once the cost data for the fully‐dispatchable CCGT are obtained, the match between PV system output
and utility loads needs to be determined in order to determine the effective value of the non‐
dispatchable PV resource. CPR developed a methodology to calculate the effective capacity of a PV
system to the utility generation system (see [10] and [11]) and Perez advanced this method and called it
the Effective Load Carrying Capability (ELCC) [12]. The ELCC method has been identified by the utility
industry as one of the preferable methods to evaluate PV capacity [13] and has been applied to a variety
of places, including New York City [14].
The ELCC is a statistical measure of effective capacity. The ELCC of a generating unit in a utility grid is
defined as the load increase (MW) that the system can carry while maintaining the designated reliability

13

[E * H * PNG Futures / (1+ rrisk‐free)] * (1+ rrisk‐free) = E * H * PNG Futures
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criteria (e.g., constant loss of load probability). The ELCC is obtained by analyzing a statistically
significant time series of the unit's output and of the utility's power requirements.
Generation Capacity Value equals the capital cost ($/MW) of the displaced generation unit times the
effective capacity provided by the PV.

T&D Capacity Value
Introduction
The benefit that can be most affected by the PV system’s location is the T&D Capacity Value. The T&D
Capacity Value depends on the existence of location‐specific projected expansion plan costs to ensure
reliability over the coming years as the loads grow. Capacity‐constrained areas where loads are expected
to reach critical limits present more favorable locations for PV to the extent that PV will relieve the
constraints, providing more value to the utility than those areas where capacity is not constrained.
Distributed PV generation reduces the burden on the distribution system. It appears as a “negative load”
during the daylight hours from the perspective of the distribution operator. Distributed PV may be
considered equivalent to distribution capacity from the perspective of the distribution planner, provided
that PV generation occurs at the time of the local distribution peak.
Distributed PV capacity located in an area of growing loads allows a utility planner to defer capital
investments in distribution equipment such as substations and lines. The value is determined by the
avoided cost of money due to the capital deferral.
Methodology
It has been demonstrated that the T&D Capacity Value can be quantified in a two‐step process. The first
step is to perform an economic screening of all areas to determine the expansion plan costs and load
growth rates for each planning area. The second step is to perform a technical load‐matching analysis
for the most promising locations [18].

Market Price Reduction Value
Two cost savings occur when distributed PV generation is deployed in a market that is structured where
the last unit of generation sets the price for all generation and the price is an increasing function of load.
First, there is the direct savings that occur due to a reduction in load. This is the same as the value of
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energy provided at the market price of power. Second, there is the indirect value of market price
reduction. Distributed generation reduces market demand and this results in lower prices to all those
purchasing power from the market. This section outlines how to calculate the market savings value.
Cost Savings
As illustrated in Figure 6, the total market expenditures at any given point in time are based on the
current price of power (P) and the current load (L). The rate of expenditure equals P L. Total market
expenditures after PV is deployed equals the new price (P*) times the new load (L*), or P*L*. Cost
savings equal the difference between the total before and after expenditures.
∗ ∗

(1)

The figure illustrates that the cost savings occur because there is both a change in load and a change in
price.

Figure 6. Illustration of price changes that occur in market as result of load changes.

Equation ( 1 ) can be expanded by adding
∗

∗

∗

∗

∗ ∗

and then rearranging the result.
(2)
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∗

∗

∗

∗

∗

Let ∆

∗

∗

and ∆
∆
∆

∆

∗

∗

and substitute into Equation ( 2 ). The result is that
∆

(3)

Per unit cost savings is obtained by dividing Equation ( 3 ) by ∆ .

∆
∆

∆

(4)

Discussion
Equation ( 4 ) suggests that there are two cost savings components: direct savings and market price
suppression. The direct savings equal the existing market price of power. The market price reduction
value is the savings that the entire market realizes as a result of the load reduction. These savings
depends on the change in load, change in price, and existing load. It is important to note that the change
in load and the existing load can be measured directly while the change in price cannot be measured
directly. This means that the change in price must be modeled (rather than measured).
It is useful to provide an interpretation of the market price reduction component and illustrate the
potential magnitude. The market price reduction component in Equation ( 4 ) has two terms. The first
term is the slope of the price curve (i.e., it is the derivative as the change in load goes to zero) times the
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existing load. This is the positive benefit that the whole market obtains due to price reductions. The
second term is the reduced price associated with the direct savings.
The left side of Figure 7 presents the same information as in Figure 6, but zooms out on the y‐axis scale
of the chart. The first term corresponds to the yellow area. The second term corresponds to the
overlapping areas of the change in price and change in load effects.
The market price curve can be translated to a cost savings curve. The right side of Figure 7 presents the
per unit cost savings based on the information from the market price curve (i.e., the left side of the
figure). The lower black line is the price vs. load curve. The upper line adds the market price suppression
component to the direct savings component. It assumes that there is the same load reduction for all
loads as in the left side of the figure. The figure illustrates that no market price suppression exist when
the load is low but the market price suppression exceed the direct cost savings when the load is high.
The saving is dependent upon the shape of the price curve and the size of the load reduction.

Figure 7. Direct + market price reduction vs. load (assuming constant load reduction).

Total Value
The previous sections calculated the cost savings at a specific instant in time. The total cost savings is
calculated by summing this result overall all periods in time. The per unit cost savings is calculated by
dividing by the total energy. (Note that it is assumed that each unit of time represents 1 unit). The result
is that:
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∑

∆
∆
∑

∆

∆

∆

(5)

This result can be viewed graphically as the probability distribution of the load times the associate cost
savings curves when there is a constant load reduction. Multiply the load distribution by the total per
unit savings to obtain the weighted average per unit cost savings.

Figure 8. Apply load distribution to calculate total savings over time.

Application
As discussed above, all of the parameters required to perform this calculation can be measured directly
except for the change in price. Thus, it is crucial to determine how to estimate the change in price.
This is implemented in four steps:
1. Obtain LMP price data and develop a model that reflects this data.
2. Use the LMP price model and Equation ( 4 ) to calculate the price suppression benefit. Note that
this depends upon the size of the change in load.
3. Obtain time‐correlated PV system output and determine the distribution of this output relative
to the load.
4. Multiply the PV output distribution times the price suppression benefit to calculate the
weighted‐average benefit.
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Historical LMP and time‐ and location‐correlated PV output data are required to perform the analysis.
LMPs are obtained from the market and the PV output data are obtained by simulating time‐ and
location‐specific PV output using SolarAnywhere.
Figure 9 illustrates how to perform the calculations using measured prices and simulated PV output for
PPL in June 2012. The left side of the figure illustrates that the historical LMPs (black circles) are used to
develop a price model (solid black line). The center of the figure illustrates how the price model is used
with Equation ( 4 ) is used to calculate the price suppression benefit for every load level. Since this
benefit depends upon the size of the change in the load, the figure presents a range. The solid blue line
is the benefit for a very small PV output. The dashed blue line corresponds to the benefit for a 1,000
MW PV output. The right side of the figure (red line) presents the distribution of the PV energy relative
to the load (i.e., the amount of PV energy produced at each load level, so higher values correspond to
more frequent weighting). The weighted‐average price suppression benefit is calculated by multiply the
PV output distribution times the price suppression benefit. Note that in practice, the actual calculation is
performed for each hour of the analysis since the price suppression benefit is a function of both the load
and the PV output.
Figure 9. Illustration of how to calculate benefit using measured data for June 2011.
Step 1:

Step 2:

Step 3:

Develop price model based on

Calculate price reduction benefit

Develop PV output distribution

measured LMP data

(depends on output)

Figure 10 presents the results for the three steps for each month in 2011.
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Figure 10. Measured and modeled LMPs (black circles and lines), price suppression benefit
(solid blue for small output and dashed blue for 1,000 MW of output) and PV output
distribution (PPL 2011).
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Results
As illustrated in Table 7 the price reduction benefits are more than double the direct savings for a 100
MW of PV and slightly exceed the direct saving for 1,000 MW PV, for a combined value ranging from
$127/MWh to $180/MWh.

Table 7. Market savings illustration.

Direct Savings
Market Price
Reduction
Total

100 MW
$58

1,000 MW
$58

$122
$180

$69
$127

A comparison of direct market savings and energy savings as calculated in this study is shown in Table 8.
Fuel cost savings and O&M cost savings are combined because they represent the same costs that are
included in market price. Direct savings were calculated for each hour as P∙∆L, summed for the year, and
escalated at the same rate each year as natural gas futures beyond the 12 year limit.
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Table 8. Direct market savings comparison (Newark, South‐30).
Value
($/kW)

Value
($/MWh)

Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Savings

$709
$345
$1,054

38.8
18.9
57.7

Direct Market Savings

$1,470

80.4

The results show that direct market savings are 39% above the energy savings. This discrepancy reflects
the fact that the two quantities, while representing the same value components, use entirely different
approaches. Fuel cost savings are derived from natural gas futures, discounted at the utility discount
rate, and applied against an assumed CCGT heat rate. Direct market savings are based on hourly PJM
zonal prices for 2011.
The energy savings achieved by the utility is based on avoided market purchases. However, historical
market prices are not necessarily an indicator of future years, especially for 30 years into the future. For
this reason, the energy savings methodology used in this analysis is more closely tied to the
fundamentals of the cost: fuel and O&M costs that must be recovered by the marketplace for
generation to be sustainable in the long run.
Zonal Price Model
To calculate the market price reduction in equation (4), a zonal price model was developed as follows. A
function F() may be defined whose value is proportional to market clearing price using the form:

where coefficients A, B, C, and D are evaluated for each utility and for each month using hourly PJM
zonal market price data, amounting to a total of 84 individual models.
P is the zonal wholesale clearing price, and P* is given by:
∗
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The market price reduction (in $/MWh) is calculated using the relevant term in Equation (4) and
multiplying by the change in load, including loss savings.

Environmental Value
Introduction
It is well established that the environmental impact of PV is considerably smaller than that of fossil‐
based generation since PV is able to displace pollution associated with drilling/mining, and power plant
emissions [15].
Methodology
There are two general approaches to quantifying the Environmental Value of PV: a regulatory cost‐
based approach and an environmental/health cost‐based approach.
The regulatory cost‐based approach values the Environmental Value of PV based on the price of
Renewable Energy Credits (RECs) or Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs) that would otherwise have
to be purchased to satisfy state Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS). These costs are a preliminary
legislative attempt to quantify external costs. They represent actual business costs faced by utilities in
certain states.
An environmental/health cost‐based approach quantifies the societal costs resulting from fossil
generation. Each solar kWh displaces an otherwise dirty kWh and commensurately mitigates several of
the following factors: greenhouse gases, SOx/NOx emissions, mining degradations, ground water
contamination, toxic releases and wastes, etc., that are all present or postponed costs to society. Several
exhaustive studies have estimated the environmental/health cost of energy generated by fossil‐based
generation [16], [17]. The results from environmental/health cost‐based approach often vary widely and
can be controversial.
The environmental/health cost‐based approach was used for this study.
The environmental footprint of solar generation is considerably smaller than that of the fossil fuel
technologies generating most of our electricity (e.g., [19]). Utilities have to account for this
environmental impact to some degree today, but this is still only largely a potential cost to them. Rate‐
based Solar Renewable Energy Credits (SRECs) markets in New Jersey and Pennsylvania as a means to
meet Renewable Portfolio Standards (RPS) are a preliminary embodiment of including external costs,
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but they are largely driven more by politically‐negotiated processes than by a reflection of inherent
physical realities. The intrinsic physical value of displacing pollution is real and quantifiable however:
depending on the current generation mix, each solar kWh displaces an otherwise dirty kWh and
commensurately mitigates several of the following factors: greenhouse gases, SOx/NOx emissions,
mining degradations, ground water contamination, toxic releases and wastes, etc., which are all present
or postponed costs to society (i.e., the taxpayers).
The environmental value, EV, of each kWh produced by PV (i.e., not produced by another conventional
source) is given by:

Where ECi is the environmental cost of the displaced conventional generation technology and xi is the
proportion of this technology in the current energy mix.
Several exhaustive studies emanating from such diverse sources as the nuclear industry or the medical
community ([20], [21]) estimate the environmental/health cost of 1 MWh generated by coal at $90‐250,
while a [non‐shale14] natural gas MWh has an environmental cost of $30‐60.
Considering New Jersey and Pennsylvania’s electrical generation mixes (Table 9) and assuming that (1)
nuclear energy is not displaced by PV at the assumed penetration level15 and (2) that all natural gas is
conventional, the environmental value of each MWh displaced by PV, hence the taxpayer benefit, is
estimated at $48 to $129 in Pennsylvania and $20 to $48 in New Jersey.
We retained a value near the lower range of these estimates for the present analysis.

14

Shale gas environmental footprint is likely higher both in terms of environment degradation and GHG emissions.

15

The study therefore ascribes no environmental value related to nuclear generation. Scenarios can certainly be
designed in which nuclear generation would be displaced, in which case the environmental cost of nuclear
generation would have to be considered. This is a complex and controversial subject that reflects the probability of
catastrophic accidents and the environmental footprint of the existing uranium cycle. The fact that the
environmental liability is assumed to be zero under the present study may therefore be considered a conservative
case.
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Table 9. Environmental input calculation.
Prorated Environmental Cost
($/MWh)

Generation Mix

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

48% Coal
15% Natural Gas
34% Nuclear
3%
Other
Environmental Value for PA
10% Coal
38% Natural Gas
50% Nuclear
2%
Other
Environmental Value for NJ

43.2
4.5
0.0
0.0
47.7
9.0
11.4
0.0
0.0
20.4

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

120.0
9.0
0.0
0.0
129.0
25.0
22.8
0.0
0.0
47.8

Economic Development Value
The German and Ontario experiences as well as the experience in New Jersey, where fast PV growth is
occurring, show that solar energy sustains more jobs per unit of energy generated than conventional
energy ([21], [22]). Job creation implies value to society in many ways, including increased tax revenues,
reduced unemployment, and an increase in general confidence conducive to business development.
In this report, only tax revenue enhancement from the jobs created as a measure of PV‐induced
economic development value is considered. This metric provides a tangible low estimate of solar
energy’s likely larger multifaceted economic development value. In Pennsylvania and New Jersey, this
low estimate amounts to respectively $39 and $40 per MWh, even under the very conservative, but thus
far realistic, assumption that 80% of the PV manufacturing jobs would be either out‐of‐state or foreign
(see methodology section, below).
Methodology
In a previous (New York) study [24], net PV‐related job creation numbers were used directly based upon
Ontario and Germany’s historical numbers. However this assumption does not reflects the rapid changes
of the PV industry towards lower prices. In this study a first principle approach is applied based upon
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the difference between the installed cost of PV and conventional generation: in essence this approach
quantifies the fact that part of the price premium paid for PV vs. conventional generation returns to the
local economy in the form of jobs hence tax.
Therefore, assuming that:


Turnkey PV costs $3,000 per kW vs. $1,000 per kW for combine cycle gas turbines (CCGT)



Turnkey PV cost is composed of 1/3 technology (modules & inverter/controls) and 2/3 structure
and installation and soft costs.



20% of the turnkey PV technology cost and 90% of the other costs are traceable to local jobs,
while 50% of the CCGT are assumed to be local jobs, thus:
o

The local jobs‐traceable amount spent on PV is equal to:

.

.

3000

$1,990/

o


And the local jobs‐traceable amount spent on CCGT is equal to: 0.5

1000

$500/

PV systems in NJ and PA have a capacity factor of ~ 16%, producing ~ 1,400 kWh per year per
kWAC and CCGT have an assumed capacity factor of 50%, producing 4,380 kWh per year,
therefore
o

The local jobs‐traceable amount spent per PV kWh in year one is: 1,900/1,400 = $1.42

o

The local jobs‐traceable amount spent per CCGT kWh in year one is: 500/4,380 = $0.114



The net local jobs‐traceable between PV and CCGT is thus equal to 1.42‐0.11 = $1.30



Assuming that the life span of both PV and CCGT is 30 years, and using a levelizing factor of 8%,
the net local jobs‐traceable amount per generated PV kWh over its lifetime amounts to:
1.30



.

.
.

$0.116/kWh

Assuming that locally‐traceable O&M costs per kWh for PV are equal to the locally‐traceable
O&M costs for CCGT, 16 but also assuming that because PV‐related T&D benefits displace a
commensurate amount of utility jobs assumed to be equal to this benefit (~0.5 cents per kWh ),
the net lifetime locally‐traceable PV‐CCGT difference is equal to 0.116‐0.005 = $0.111/kWh



Finally assuming that each PV job is worth $75K/year after standard deductions – hence has a
combined State and Federal income tax rate of 22.29% in PA and 22.67% in NJ17 ‐‐ and that each

16

This includes only a fraction of the fuel costs – the other fraction being imported from out‐of‐state.

17

For the considered solar job income level, the effective state rate = 3.07% in PA and 3.54% in NJ and the
effective federal rate = 19.83%. The increased federal tax collection is counted as an increase for New Jersey’s
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new job has an indirect job multiplier of 1.6,18 it can be argued that each PV MWh represents a
net new‐job related tax collection increase for NJ equal to a levelized value of$111/MWh
0.2267
1.6

1.6

$40/MWh, and a tax collection increase for PA equal to$111/MWh

0.2229

$39/MWh.

Solar Penetration Cost
It is important to recognize that there is also a cost associated with the deployment of solar generation
on the power grid which accrues to the utility and to its ratepayers. This cost represents the
infrastructural and operational expense that will be necessary to manage the flow of non‐controllable
solar energy generation while continuing to reliably meet demand. A recent study by Perez et al. [31]
showed that in much of the US, this cost is negligible at low penetration and remains manageable for a
solar capacity penetration of 30%. For utilities representative of the demand pattern and solar load
synergies found in Pennsylvania, this penetration cost has been found to range from 0 to 5 cents per
kWh when PV penetration ranges from 0% to 30% in capacity. Up to this level of penetration, the
infrastructural and operational expense would consist of localized load management, [user‐sited]
storage and/or backup.19 At the 15% level of penetration considered in this study, the cost of
penetration can be estimated from the Perez et al. study18 at $10‐20/MWh.

taxpayer, because it can be reasonably argued that federal taxes are (1) redistributed fairly to the states and (2)
that federal expense benefit all states equally.
18

indirect base multipliers are used to estimate the local jobs not related to the considered job source (here solar
energy) but created indirectly by the new revenues emanating from the new [solar] jobs
19
At the higher penetration levels the two approaches to consider would be regional (or continental)
interconnection upgrade and smart coupling with natural gas generation and wind power generation – the cost of
these approaches has not been quantified as part of this study.
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Appendix 3: Detailed Results
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Pittsburgh
Table A4‐ 1. Technical results, Pittsburgh.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

475
716,621
17%
41%
31%

475
631,434
15%
43%
32%

475
595,373
14%
45%
32%

475
892,905
21%
48%
32%

Table A4‐ 2. Value ($/kW), Pittsburgh.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$813
$396
$1,209

$719
$350
$1,069

$678
$331
$1,009

$1,011
$493
$1,503

$446
$557
$1,003

$394
$493
$887

$372
$465
$837

$554
$693
$1,247

$613
$432
$127
$696
$1,064
$870
($446)
$3,355

$542
$446
$127
$718
$940
$769
($394)
$3,149

$512
$468
$130
$715
$888
$726
($372)
$3,067

$763
$505
$129
$740
$1,322
$1,081
($554)
$3,987

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$5,568

$5,105

$4,913

$6,737

Table A4‐ 3. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Pittsburgh.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$62

$41
$20
$61

$23
$28
$51

$23
$28
$51

$23
$28
$51

$23
$28
$51

$31
$22
$6
$35
$54
$44
($23)
$170

$31
$26
$7
$41
$54
$44
($23)
$181

$31
$29
$8
$44
$54
$44
($23)
$187

$31
$21
$5
$30
$54
$44
($23)
$162

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$282

52

$293

$300

$274
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Figure A4‐ 1. Value ($/kW), Pittsburgh.

Figure A4‐ 2. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Pittsburgh.
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Harrisburg20
Table A4‐ 4. Technical results, Harrisburg.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

1129
1,809,443
18%
28%
14%

1129
1,565,940
16%
27%
14%

1129
1,461,448
15%
26%
14%

1129
2,274,554
23%
32%
14%

Table A4‐ 5. Value results ($/kW), Harrisburg.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$751
$366
$1,117

$652
$318
$969

$608
$296
$904

$942
$459
$1,401

$424
$530
$954

$368
$460
$827

$343
$429
$772

$532
$665
$1,196

$786
$297
$24
$1,241
$1,011
$827
($424)
$3,761

$682
$287
$24
$1,224
$877
$717
($368)
$3,444

$636
$274
$24
$1,171
$819
$669
($343)
$3,249

$985
$336
$24
$1,335
$1,268
$1,037
($532)
$4,454

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$5,832

20

$5,240

$4,925

$7,051

Scranton and Harrisburg constitute two examples of a 15% penetration within PPL territory. Strictly speaking this
does not amount to a 30% penetration, but two examples of 15% grid penetration where resource would be
deployed in either location, illustrating how results are influenced by the location choice, everything else (utility
and economic assumptions) being equal.
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Table A4‐ 6. Levelized Value results ($/MWh), Harrisburg.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$41
$20
$60

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$60

$40
$20
$60

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$51

$42
$16
$1
$67
$55
$45
($23)
$203

$43
$18
$1
$76
$55
$45
($23)
$215

$43
$18
$2
$78
$55
$45
($23)
$217

$42
$14
$1
$57
$55
$45
($23)
$191

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$315

$327

$330

Figure A4‐ 3. Value ($/kW), Harrisburg.
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Figure A4‐ 4. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Harrisburg.
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Scranton
Table A4‐ 7. Technical results, Scranton.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

1129
1,698,897
17%
28%
14%

1129
1,479,261
15%
27%
14%

1129
1,386,699
14%
26%
14%

1129
2,123,833
21%
32%
14%

Table A4‐ 8. Value ($/kW), Scranton.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$706
$344
$1,050

$616
$300
$916

$577
$281
$859

$880
$429
$1,309

$398
$498
$896

$348
$435
$782

$326
$407
$733

$497
$621
$1,118

$738
$290
$24
$1,206
$950
$777
($398)
$3,586

$644
$283
$24
$1,193
$829
$678
($348)
$3,303

$604
$276
$24
$1,157
$777
$636
($326)
$3,148

$921
$336
$24
$1,311
$1,185
$969
($497)
$4,249

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$5,532

$5,001

$4,740

$6,676

Table A4‐ 9. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Scranton.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$41
$20
$60

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$61

$41
$20
$60

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$52

$23
$29
$51

$42
$17
$1
$69
$55
$45
($23)
$206

$43
$19
$2
$79
$55
$45
($23)
$218

$43
$19
$2
$82
$55
$45
($23)
$222

$42
$15
$1
$60
$55
$45
($23)
$196

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$318

57

$331

$334

$307
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Figure A4‐ 5. Value ($/kW), Scranton.

Figure A4‐ 6. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Scranton.
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Philadelphia
Table A4‐ 10. Technical results, Philadelphia.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

1348
2,339,424
20%
38%
21%

1348
1,991,109
17%
40%
21%

1348
1,847,394
16%
43%
21%

1348
2,943,101
25%
46%
21%

Table A4‐ 11. Value results ($/kW), Philadelphia.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$706
$344
$1,049

$602
$294
$896

$559
$273
$832

$886
$432
$1,318

$405
$507
$912

$346
$432
$778

$321
$402
$723

$509
$636
$1,145

$876
$401
$65
$1,013
$967
$790
($405)
$3,706

$747
$418
$65
$1,027
$825
$675
($346)
$3,412

$694
$452
$65
$1,018
$766
$626
($321)
$3,300

$1,100
$483
$65
$1,103
$1,214
$993
($509)
$4,449

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$5,667

$5,086

$4,855

$6,912

Table A4‐ 12. Levelized Value results ($/MWh), Philadelphia.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$38
$18
$56

$38
$19
$57

$38
$19
$57

$38
$18
$56

$22
$27
$49

$22
$27
$49

$22
$27
$49

$22
$27
$49

$47
$22
$3
$54
$52
$42
($22)
$199

$47
$26
$4
$65
$52
$43
($22)
$215

$47
$31
$4
$69
$52
$43
($22)
$224

$47
$21
$3
$47
$52
$42
($22)
$190

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$304

59

$321

$330

$295
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Figure A4‐ 7. Value ($/kW), Philadelphia.

Figure A4‐ 8. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Philadelphia.
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Jamesburg
Table A4‐ 13. Technical results, Jamesburg.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

991
1,675,189
19%
45%
29%

991
1,431,899
16%
47%
31%

991
1,315,032
15%
51%
29%

991
2,102,499
24%
52%
26%

Table A4‐ 14. Value results ($/kW), Jamesburg.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$1,020
$497
$1,517

$878
$428
$1,306

$808
$394
$1,203

$1,276
$622
$1,898

$549
$686
$1,234

$472
$590
$1,062

$435
$544
$978

$686
$858
$1,544

$586
$468
$23
$1,266
$560
$1,097
($549)
$3,451

$504
$496
$25
$1,306
$482
$944
($472)
$3,285

$465
$531
$23
$1,315
$444
$870
($435)
$3,212

$733
$546
$21
$1,363
$700
$1,373
($686)
$4,050

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$6,202

$5,653

$5,393

$7,492

Table A4‐ 15. Levelized Value results ($/MWh), Jamesburg.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$42
$21
$63

$42
$21
$63

$43
$21
$63

$42
$21
$63

$23
$28
$51

$23
$29
$51

$23
$29
$52

$23
$28
$51

$24
$19
$1
$52
$23
$45
($23)
$143

$24
$24
$1
$63
$23
$46
($23)
$159

$24
$28
$1
$69
$23
$46
($23)
$169

$24
$18
$1
$45
$23
$45
($23)
$134

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$257

61

$274

$284

$247
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Figure A4‐ 9. Value ($/kW), Jamesburg.

Figure A4‐ 10. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Jamesburg.
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Newark
Table A4‐ 16. Technical results, Newark.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

1640
2,677,626
19%
45%
56%

1640
2,303,173
16%
47%
57%

1640
2,118,149
15%
51%
57%

1640
3,350,313
23%
54%
57%

Table A4‐ 17. Value results ($/kW), Newark.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$709
$345
$1,054

$612
$298
$911

$564
$275
$839

$885
$431
$1,317

$403
$504
$907

$348
$435
$783

$321
$401
$721

$503
$629
$1,132

$798
$470
$147
$927
$411
$806
($403)
$3,156

$689
$489
$151
$959
$355
$696
($348)
$2,991

$635
$534
$151
$958
$327
$641
($321)
$2,926

$996
$568
$151
$989
$513
$1,007
($503)
$3,721

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$5,117

$4,685

$4,486

$6,170

Table A4‐ 18. Levelized Value results ($/MWh), Newark.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$39
$19
$58

$39
$19
$58

$39
$19
$58

$39
$19
$58

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$50

$44
$26
$8
$51
$22
$44
($22)
$173

$44
$31
$10
$61
$23
$44
($22)
$190

$44
$37
$10
$66
$23
$44
($22)
$202

$44
$25
$7
$43
$22
$44
($22)
$163

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$280

63

$298

$310

$270
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Figure A4‐ 11. Value ($/kW), Newark.

Figure A4‐ 12. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Newark.
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Atlantic City
Table A4‐ 19. Technical results, Atlantic City.
Fleet Capacity (MWac)
Annual Energy Production (MWh)
Capacity Factor (%)
Generation Capacity (% of Fleet Capacity)
T&D Capacity (% of Fleet Capaccity)

South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

443
827,924
21%
46%
36%

443
705,374
18%
48%
37%

443
654,811
17%
54%
38%

443
1,039,217
27%
57%
36%

Table A4‐ 20. Value results ($/kW), Atlantic City.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$1,081
$527
$1,609

$927
$452
$1,380

$863
$421
$1,283

$1,354
$660
$2,015

$584
$730
$1,314

$501
$626
$1,127

$466
$582
$1,048

$732
$914
$1,646

$662
$478
$49
$1,412
$596
$1,168
($584)
$3,781

$567
$503
$51
$1,485
$511
$1,002
($501)
$3,618

$528
$569
$52
$1,508
$475
$932
($466)
$3,598

$828
$600
$49
$1,503
$746
$1,463
($732)
$4,458

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
T&D Capacity Value
Market Price Reduction Value
Environmental Value
Economic Development Value
(Solar Penetration Cost)
Total Other Value

Total Value

$6,704

$6,125

$5,929

$8,119

Table A4‐ 21. Levelized Value results ($/MWh), Atlantic City.
South‐30

Horiz

West‐30

1‐Axis

$41
$20
$61

$42
$20
$62

$42
$20
$62

$41
$20
$61

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$50

$22
$28
$51

$22
$28
$50

$25
$18
$2
$54
$23
$45
($22)
$144

$25
$23
$2
$66
$23
$45
($22)
$162

$25
$27
$2
$73
$23
$45
($22)
$174

$25
$18
$1
$46
$23
$44
($22)
$135

Energy
Fuel Cost Savings
O&M Cost Savings
Total Energy Value

Strategic
Security Enhancement Value
Long Term Societal Value
Total Strategic Value

Other
Fuel Price Hedge Value
Generation Capacity Value
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Figure A4‐ 13. Value ($/kW), Atlantic City.

Figure A4‐ 14. Levelized Value ($/MWh), Atlantic City.
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Austin	
  Energy	
  Solar	
  Valuation	
  Information	
  
Austin	
  Energy,	
  “The	
  Value	
  of	
  Distributed	
  Photovoltaics	
  to	
  Austin	
  Energy	
  and	
  the	
  City	
  of	
  
Austin”	
  
http://www.cleanpower.com/wp-‐content/uploads/034_PV_ValueReportAustinEnergy.pdf	
  
	
  
Austin	
  Energy,	
  Residential	
  Rate	
  Design	
  Description	
  of	
  Value	
  of	
  Solar	
  Rate	
  
http://www.austinenergy.com/energy%20efficiency/Programs/Rebates/Solar%20Rebate
s/proposedValueSolarRate.pdf	
  
	
  
Austin	
  Energy,	
  Residential	
  Solar	
  Rate	
  (see	
  Page	
  4)	
  
https://my.austinenergy.com/wps/wcm/connect/d7823b804bcc40c2a049bad6d6106fd0
/aeElectricRateScheduleSep212012.pdf?MOD=AJPERES	
  
	
  
Austin	
  Energy,	
  Distributed	
  Solar	
  PV	
  Value	
  for	
  Austin	
  Energy	
  Update	
  –	
  2011	
  
http://www.austinenergy.com/About%20Us/Newsroom/Reports/distributedSolarPVvalu
eUpdate2011.pdf	
  
	
  
Rábago,	
  et	
  al.,	
  “Designing	
  Austin	
  Energy’s	
  Solar	
  Tariff	
  Using	
  a	
  Distributed	
  PV	
  Value	
  
Calculator”	
  
http://www.cleanpower.com/wp-‐
content/uploads/090_DesigningAustinEnergysSolarTariff.pdf	
  
	
  
Rábago,	
  “The	
  Value	
  of	
  Solar	
  Rate:	
  Designing	
  an	
  Improved	
  Residential	
  Solar	
  Tariff,”	
  Solar	
  
Industry	
  Magazine,	
  Feb.	
  2013.	
  
http://rabagoenergy.com/files/ra0301bago-‐value-‐of-‐solar-‐sim-‐feb-‐2013.pdf	
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17301-ELPC-CE-10
Question:

1. Please refer to the testimony of Witness Ronk at page 26-30 regarding the Company's
EARP-Solar pilot program:
a. What is the Company's vision for the EARP-Solar pilot program? How is the
program tracking on realization ofthat vision?
b. Please describe in detail the metrics and performance objectives the Company
is using to:
1. evaluate the performance of the EARP-Solar program, and
n. determine whether to expand the EARP-Solar program beyond the
"pilot" phase.
c. How has the program performed against the metrics and performance
objectives discussed in the previous question?
d. Please identify and provide any documents prepared by or for Consumers
evaluating the performance of the EARP-Solar program.
e. Please identify and provide any documents prepared by or for Consumers
evaluating lessons learned from its solar program and any identified learning
objectives from the future continuation of the program.
f.

What data has been gathered relating to the ways in which systems enrolled in
the Company's EARP-Solar program contribute to energy production,
capacity value, avoided transmission and distribution costs, and other costs or
benefits of the systems?

g. What data has been gathered to measure the impacts that systems enrolled in
the Company's EARP-Solar program have had on distribution system
reliability, stability, or performance?
h. How does PV system output compare with system-wide energy prices on a
seasonal and annual basis?
1.

Please describe in detail how the Company set the contract price for the
EARP-Solar program. Please identify and provide any documents prepared
by or for Consumers that discuss the basis, factors or methodology used to set
this price.

J.

What trends are discernible from the pricing for solar systems over the life of
the programs?

1
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k. How have the solar pricing trends in Consumers' service territory compared
with other pricing trends in nearby and similar regions?

1.

How has the EARP-Solar program performed in terms of$ per installed watt
of solar for each customer class?

Response:
a. The EARP-Solar pilot program was intended to provide the utility with experience in
interconnecting multiple small output distributed generators in anticipation of
potential price competitive technology. We intended to obtain experience in the
interconnection evaluation process, the customer consultation process, the meter
installation process and the retail billing and settlement process. Our experience
obtained to-date has provided opportunities for adapting existing processes to provide
the intended service in an improved manner.
b. No metrics have been developed to evaluate the program and no criteria have been
developed to determine whether to expand the program at this time.
c. Not applicable.
d. Not applicable.
e. No such documents exist.

f.

Data gathering that would facilitate such analysis requires the use of meters for which
the Commission did not allow the Company to recover the cost from participants. We
anticipate that installation of smart meters over the next several years will provide
data that will allow enhanced analysis.

g. No such data has been gathered at this time.
h. No comparison of output and prices has been made.
1.

The standard offer price and the method to modify the price was established in the
Company's February 17, 2009 application in MPSC Case No. U-15805, the
Company's May 4, 2011 Reply Brief in MPSC Case No. U-16543, the Commission's
May 10, 2011 Order in MPSC Case No. U-16543, the Company's July 8, 2011 filing
in MPSC Case No. U-16543 and the Commission's July 26,2011 Order in MPSC
Case No. U-16543. Generally, the standard offer price higher than the Company's
2
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retail sales tariff rate was necessary to attract participants. While the Company has
been able to reduce the standard offer price, the price remains significantly higher
than the wholesale price of energy and capacity.

J.

The installed cost per watt of solar photovoltaic panel participating in the Company's
Experimental Advanced Renewable Program has declined for both residential and
non-residential participants. The chart titled "Comparison of EARP Installed Cost by
Phase" and provided as Attachment 1 to this response indicates a declining trend from
$7.02/watt in Phase 1 to $3.38/watt in Phase 10 for residential participants and a
declining trend from $6.80/watt in Phase 1 to $5.11/watt in Phase 5 for nonresidential participants.

k. The Company has not monitored pricing trends in nearby or similar regions.
1.

The Company has not compiled the installed cost of customer systems by customer
class at this time.

The following document is provided:
1. Chart titled "Comparison of EARP Installed Cost by Phase", dated August 9, 2013.

David F. Ronk
August 9, 2013

Transactions and Wholesale Settlements Department

(Note: Attached is numbered document 30100032)
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Question:
2. For each distribution circuit that currently hosts a solar electric system in EARP-Solar
program, please indicate:
a. Whether that distribution circuit has in the last three years operated at or near
capacity; and
b. Whether customers on the distribution circuit experience voltage levels at or
below the minimum allowed range (5% below nominal voltage).

Response:
The Company has not prepared a report identifying those distribution circuits that host a
solar electric system participating in the EARP-Solar program and thus has not prepared
an analysis or report that provides the information requested.

David F. Ronk
August 6, 2013

Transactions and Wholesale Settlements Department
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17301-ELPC-CE-12
Question:
3. Does Consumers or any of its fuel supply-chain subsidiaries on behalf of Consumers
hedge future fuel prices (e.g., through options or swaps)? If so, please provide the
economic terms of those hedges (i.e., purchase and maturity dates, reference price,
and option price).

Response:
The Company (the Company does not have any fuel supply-chain subsidiaries) has not
purchased or sold fuel options or swaps associated with its electric utility business in the
last several years.

David F. Ronk
August 6, 2013

Transactions and Wholesale Settlements Department
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Question:
4. Please identify and provide any documents prepared by or for Consumers that
estimate distribution system energy losses in relation to load.

Response:
The Company generally estimates distribution system losses as a function of average
demand at various service voltages, either on an annual or monthly basis. No documents
prepared by or for Consumers Energy that estimate distribution system energy losses in
relation to load have been identified.

David F. Ronk, Jr.
August 9, 2013

Transactions and Wholesale Settlements Department
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17301-ELPC-CE-14

Question:

5. For each hour beginning with the hour ending at lam ET, 1 January 2009 through
midnight of 30 June 2013, please provide the following information in one or more
commonly-accessible computer-readable files (CSV, Excel, etc.):
a. Hourly locational marginal price of power, the marginal loss component, and
marginal congestion component in the MISO day-ahead market at the
Michigan hub and each of the Consumers Energy Company pricing nodes;
b. Hourly transmission costs paid by Consumers and not embedded in the
locational marginal price of power;
c. Hourly ancillary services costs to Consumers not compensated through MISO
locational marginal prices;
d. Hourly prices of any capacity purchases or sales by Consumers;
e. Hourly ex ante load forecast submitted by Consumers to MISO and hourly ex
post system load for the Company's Michigan service territory;
f.

Hourly ex post Consumers load decomposed to line losses not accounted for
in MISO pricing, residential load, commercial loan, industrial load, public
lighting load, and wholesale load or purchases made outside the MISO
market. In the alternative, the decomposition of load may be to any
comparable categorization more convenient to the company provided that it
explicitly includes line losses not accounted for in MISO pricing.

g. Hourly Consumers wholesale power sales into or purchases from the MISO
market, in MWH;
h. Hourly generation from each renewable energy project that is owned by
Consumers or provides power to Consumers under a power purchase
agreement and for which Consumers acquires the renewable energy credits for
purposes of compliance with Michigan's Renewable Portfolio Standard. For
response to this request, Consumers may aggregate generation solar systems
owned by other parties but enrolled in Consumers' EARP program;
1.

Hourly availability and generation from each of Consumers' non-renewable
generation units;

1
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J.

Page 2 of 3

Hourly identification of the marginal generatjon unit (in merit order) operated
by Consumers.

Response:

a. The hourly locational marginal price of power, the marginal loss component, and
marginal congestion component in the MISO day-ahead market at the Michigan hub
and each of the Consumers Energy Company pricing nodes can be found at the MISO
web site at www.misoenergy.org/library/marketreports.
b. Transmission costs are calculated based on the monthly peak demand and paid on a
monthly basis and thus there are no hourly transmission costs.
c. See response by Counsel.
d. The Company made certain purchases and sales of capacity; however such sales were
made on a daily or monthly basis. There were no hourly purchases of capacity except
where capacity and energy (and at times renewable energy credits) are purchased as a
unified product and thus there are no hourly purchases or sales of just capacity during
the period requested.
e. See response by Counsel.

f.

See response by Counsel.

g. See response by Counsel.
h. Generation from each renewable energy project that is owned by Consumers or
provides power to Consumers under a power purchase agreement and for which
Consumers acquires the renewable energy credits for purposes of compliance with
Michigan's Renewable Portfolio Standard for years 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012 can
be found in the Company's filings in MPSC Case No. U-16300, U-16301, U-16655,
and U-17321.
1.

Availability and Generation from each of the Company's generation units for years
2009 through 2012 is reviewed in MPSC Case No. U-15675R, U-16045R, U-16432R,
and U-16890R.

2
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The marginal generation unit is determined by MISO and may or may not be a
generating unit operated by Consumers Energy Company. In any event such
information is not readily available to the Company or to the public.

David F. Ronk, Jr.
August 9, 2013

Transactions and Wholesale Settlements Department
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STATE OF MICHIGAN
MICHIGAN PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

In the matter, on the Commission’s own
motion, regarding the regulatory reviews,
revisions, determinations and/or
approvals necessary for CONSUMERS
ENERGY COMPANY to fully comply with
Public Acts 286 and 295 of 2008.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. U-17301
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